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Abstract
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) are a class of infrastructure less network
architecture

which

are formed

by a collection

of

mobile

nodes that

communicate with each other using multihop wireless links. They eliminate the
need for central management, hence each node must operate cooperatively to
successfully maintain the network. Each node performs as a source, a sink and
a router. Future applications of MANETs are expected to be based on all-IP
architecture, carrying a multitude of real-time multimedia applications such as
voice, video and data. It would be necessary for MANETs to have an efficient
routing and quality of service (QoS) mechanism to support diverse applications.
This thesis proposes a set of cooperative protocols that provide support for QoS
routing. The first is the on-demand, Non-Disjoint Multiple Routes Discovery
protocol (NDMRD). NDMRD allows the establishment of multiple paths with
node non-disjoint between source and destination node. It returns to the
source a collection of routes with the QoS parameters. The second part of the
protocol is the Node State Monitoring protocol for the purpose of monitoring,
acquisition, dissemination and accumulation of QoS route information. The third
part of the protocol implements the QoS route selection based on a Genetic
Algorithm. The GA is implemented online with predetermined initial population
and weighted-sum fitness function which operates simultaneously on the node
bandwidth, media access delay, end to end delay and the node connectivity
index (n))

The term node connectivity index is a numerical value designed to

predict comparatively the longest time a node-pair might be connected
wirelessly.

Keywords:
MANET,QoS Routing, Non-Disjoint Multiple Routes Discovery Protocol, Node
State Monitoring Protocol, QoS Route Selection, Genetic Algorithm, node
bandwidth, media accessdelay, end to end delay and Node ConnectivityIndex.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview Of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
Wireless networks are becoming more widespread,succeedingas they do to
make access "every time, everywhere" possible, through today's IP-based
communication system. The main architectures for wireless networks are the
wireless local area network (WLAN) and wireless ad hoc networks. The mobile
nodes in WLAN directly communicatewith the fixed base-station to send their
traffic to nodes in the same or different WLAN.It is a single hop communication
and routing is not necessary.In a mobile ad hoc network (MANET),routing is
indispensablefor packet forwarding. Eachnode acts as router, as well as source
and destination node. In principle, a MANETallows an arbitrary collection of
mobile nodes to create a network on demand. Numerous scenarios lacking in
network infrastructure could benefit from the creation of MANETs. Such
scenarios are rescue and emergency operations, natural or environmental
disasters, law enforcement activities, tactical and military missions, commercial
projects such as conferences, exhibitions, workshops and meetings, and in
educationalclassrooms.It is expectedto be a major focus of researchfor years
to come.

I

1.2

Research Motivation

There are many challenges in the creation of a MANET,such as routing
challenges,wireless medium challenges, scalability challenges and portability
challenges.It is envisagedthat very large groups of mobile nodes located over
a large geographicalarea belonging to the same network grouping can benefit
from this system. Chlamtac et al. [1] provide a comprehensiveoverview of this
dynamic field of

research, covering the technologies, characteristics,
capabilities,applicationsand design constraints.
The routing mechanisms in a MANET are challenged by a complicated
interaction of three fundamental difficulties, namely contention, congestionand
node connectivity. The nature of wireless communicationresults in significant
contention for the shared wireless channel. Bandwidth depletion results in

higher congestion and reduced support for data traffic when compared to the
wired connection,which is attainable with wired connections.Uniqueto MANET
is a set of challengescreated by node mobility. Node mobility in MANETmakes
and breaks node connectivity. These makes and breaks may occur randomly.
These kinds of topology changes are the key challenge that MANETrouting
protocols must overcome. This means that MANETsare constrained by limited
node connectivity, limited bandwidth and limited processingcapabilities,due to
battery capacity and mobile nature of the node. The transmissionprocessmust
acquire and use all the mobile nodes' resources so as to provide an ample
amount of bandwidth and delay within the limitation of node connectivity
lifetime. Hence, the researchgoals are aimed at improving the effectivenessof
multimedia transmission by the use of a genetic algorithm approach in
determining the best routes within the QoS routing mechanism. Before
proceedingwith the implementationof GA based route selection algorithm, one
has to be able to accumulate all the important network parameters
instantaneously.All the available resourcesalong the potential routes, need to
be quantified before selectingthem.
On-demand routing protocols in particular are widely studied because they
consume more bandwidth than proactive protocols. Ad Hoc On-demand
DistanceVector (AODV) and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) are the two most
2

widely studied on-demand ad hoc routing protocols. Previouswork has shown
limitations of the two protocols.The main reason is that both of them build and
rely on a unipath route for each data session.Wheneverthere is a link break on
the active route, both of the two routing protocols have to invoke a route
discovery process. A new route discovery is invoked when all of its routing
paths fail or when only a single path remainsavailable.
Future applications of MANETs are expected to be based on all-IP architecture
and be capable of carrying real-time multimedia applications such as voice and
video, as well as data. Multimedia applications place stringent requirements on
networks for delivering real-time audio and video packets. Compared to the
requirements of traditional data-only applications, these new requirements
generally include a high packet delivery rate, a low delay and a small jitter. ITUT G.114 has recommended 150 ms as the maximum desired one-way delay to
achieve high-quality voice. A delay above 250 ms is felt to be unacceptable.
1.3

Research Contributions

In this thesis, a set of cooperative protocols that provide support for QoS
routing for mobile ad 'hoc networks have been addressed. The major
contributionsof the work are as follows.
"A

Non-Disjoint Multiple RoutesDiscovery(NDMRD)protocol was proposed
to overcome the shortcomings of current unipath routing and disjoint
multipath routing protocols in terms of connectivity lifetime. A novel
aspect of NDMRDis that it achieved multiple non-disjoint routing paths.
More routes with diverse qualities were discovered, hence more choices
for selection. The QoS parameters extracted from each node of those
routes were subsequentlyaccumulatedat the source.

"

Node State Monitoring protocol is proposed. Node State Monitoring
protocol monitors the arrival of all types of packets, measuresand caches
the relative velocity and then ensures that Node State of every node is
maintained and managed. Each node calculatesand accumulatesvarious
Node States information for the purpose of calculating QoS route with
bandwidth and delay demand.
3

"A

technique for measuring the instantaneous node bandwidth by using the
NAV duration timer, which is available within the CSMA/CA IEEE 802.11

medium accesscontrol protocol.
"A

connectivity metric, which estimates the length of time a node pair is
connected to each other wirelessly, was proposed. It is termed as the
Node Connectivity Index, nd

The nd has been defined and used it to

promote the route's quality.
"A

method for selecting QoS route using Genetic Algorithm was proposed.
The QoS parameters were used to select the best possible routes
according to the fitness functions which are based on node bandwidth,
end-to-end delay, medium access delay and nci. Weighted sum
approachedwas applied so that a single fitness was obtained for all four
QoSparameters.

1.4

Thesis Organisation

This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 reviews some of the proposed
models related to QoS support in MANETs.It describedthose models that are
related to cross layer models, mac layer models and QoS routing models. The
two most popular best effort routing protocols, AODV and DSR are described.
The strategies taken in this thesis were to identify the QoS parameters and
operate on them simultaneously, as opposed to other methodologiessuch as
QoS metrics ordering, sequential filtering, scheduling, admission control and
control theory approachesthat were previously taken. The usage of GA as an
alternative to the above strategies is introduced.
Chapter 3 presents the general structure for QoS routing. The overall QoS
routing framework were outlined using a set of flowcharts. The design of NonDisjoint Multiple Routes Discoveryprotocols is described, detailing its features.
The implementation of the routing framework using the Opnet Modeler
simulation software has been elaboratedupon.
Chapter 4 introduces Node Connectivityindex, nd

It is based on node pair

relative movements due to contraction and expansion mobility model. The nci
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indicates the relative time of node pair connectivity by measuring the relative
velocity. The relative velocity is measured by the two packet arrival method.
The algorithm for the calculationof nCi is described.The simulation examples
have shown that nci is a viable proposal to identify the longest connectivity
duration for node pair.
Chapter 5 discussesa means by which to represent the temporal and spatial
characteristics of a node. The usage of Node State for proper node
characterisationis proposed and it is defined in the context of QoS routing.
Items which constitute Node States are listed. Bandwidth, as one of the node
state, is described in detail. Furthermore, the bandwidth measurementin the
shared medium using the NAVduration of the MAClayer is implemented.
Chapter 6 presents the QoS route selection algorithm. The use of Genetic
Algorithm as the search algorithm is proposed. The genetic algorithm is
formulated by introducing a multiple metrics fitness function using a weighted
sum approach. It follows a typical GA process with slight variations, such as
using variable size chromosomes, multiple crossing sites, subroute
determination using two stage search during the mutation process and initial
small population size.
Chapter 7 describes in detail the comparative evaluation of QOSRGAprotocol
with the existing protocols, BE-AODV and BE-DSR. The simulation has shown
that, for most measurements, there exists an improvement in performance of

QOSRGAwhen comparedto best effort routing protocol, BE-DSRand BE-AODV.
Chapter 8 summarised the contributions and briefly examined the potential
area for future work.
1.5

Summary

This chapter is an introduction to the realm of mobile ad hoc networks. A
general description of a MANETis given. The chapter provides the motivation
for this thesis, the contribution and the thesis organisation.
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CHAPTER 2
QOS MODEL FOR MOBILE AD HOC NETWORKS

2.1

Introduction

A mobile ad hoc network is an autonomoussystem of mobile nodes with its
own network management mechanism. Due to the increasing popularity of
multimedia applications such as collaborative computing and communications,
QoS support has become an unavoidabletask. To support QoS, the link state
information such as delay, bandwidth, cost, lost rate and error rate in the
network should be available and manageable.However, getting and managing
the link state information of MANETsis a difficult task due to the quality of
wireless link. Therefore, the challenge is to implement QoS functionality with
limited resources in a dynamic environment. QoS support in MANETsusually
includes issues at all layers of the network infrastructure, broadly classified as
crosslayer QoS models, QoSaware routing and MAClayer QoS provisioning.
Most mechanisms geared at achieving QoS in MANETscould be traced to
solutions based on mapping wireless networks to a wireline paradigm of nodes
and links. This paradigm is less appropriate, becausethe links are not physical
entities and do not accurately represent the radio frequency medium.
Furthermore,link abstraction normally results in overprovisioningwhen needing
to deliver QoS. Wired networks consist of nodes which changes less frequently,
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such as wireless mobile nodes. Parametersin a wireless node tend to evolve
accordingto the scenariowhere it resides.
In this chapter, it is argued that the critical resource is the electromagnetic
spectrum in a space, where contention occurred due to the node and the
neighbours. A

node state is proposed where most of the important node

parametersor status are saved and can be retrieved. The related work on QoS
Routingfor MANETsis reviewed and the approachto QoS route selection using
Genetic Algorithm is outlined. Some of the routing protocols have draft
specificationsavailable on the IETF web site [2]. A node is a basic hardware
and software unit in the network that has the capability to forward packets
basedon its local routing table. A host is another basic unit in the network that
may attach to or act as a router. It can be either the source or the sink of a
data flow in the network. Two nodeswithin the signal transmissionrange were
neighboursto each other. A route is a sequenceof nodes connecting two end
hosts.
This chapter provides a survey of an existing QoS model for MANETs and the
issues involved in supporting QoS across all layers in MANETs. Different
approaches are classified, various techniques are discussed, and the future
issues related to QoS routing in MANETSare outlined. The rest of the chapter is
organised as follows. Section 2.2 describes the existing QoS model for MANETs.
Section 2.3 outlines the methodology for QoS routing. Section 2.4 describes the
design approach of using a Node State as the foundation of QoS routing, where
Node State information is collected and cached. The chapter is summarised in
Section 2.5.
2.2

Existing Qos Model For MANETs

2.2.1 Cross Layer QoS Model
2.2.1.1 In-Band SignallingFor QoSin Ad-HocMobile Networks (INSIGNIA)
INSIGNIA [3] is a signalling system which works with various routing
protocols. The INSIGNIA protocol provides per-flow QoS by piggybackingsoftstate reservationsonto data packetsin an IP option field. The reservationsmust
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be renewed within a given interval. Each INSIGNIA IP option is self-contained,
including information to setup and maintain a bandwidth reservation.

If an intermediate node on the source-destinationroute is not able to provide
the demanded bandwidth, it will still forward the packet, but modifies the QoS
header to indicate lack of resources. The destination may then provide
feedbackon the QoS provision of the route to the source node which, in turn,
may decide to abandon the session or to adapt the flow to the available
resources.This approach avoids explicit signalling and hard state reservations,
so that it can deal with the dynamics of MANETsin a flexible way. The
INSIGNIA QOS framework allows packet audio, video and real-time data
applicationsto specify their maximumand minimum bandwidth needed. It plays
a central role in resourceallocation, restoration control, and sessionadaptation
between communicating mobile hosts. Based on end-to-end bandwidth
availability, QOSmechanismsattempt to provide assurancesfor these adaptive
services.
The INSIGNIA QOS framework consists of the architectural components as
illustrated in Figure 2.1. These componentsare the In-band signaling, admission
control, packet forwarding, routing, packet scheduling and medium access
control. The in-band signaling establishes, restores, adapts and tears down
adaptive services between source-destinationpairs. The admission control is
responsiblefor bandwidth allocation to flows based on the maximum-minimum
bandwidth requested. Packet forwarding classifies incoming packets and
forwards them to the appropriate module, routing module tracks variations in
MANETtopology, making the routing table visible to the node's interface. The
QoSframework expects the availability of routing protocolsthat can be inserted
into the architecture, generating new routes. Packet scheduling responds to
location-dependentchannel conditionswhen schedulingpackets utilising a WRR
service disciplines. QoS-driven then accessesthe MAC, the shared wireless
media for adaptive and best effort services, transparent to any underlying
media accesscontrol protocols.
INSIGNIA provides an effective signalling protocol which efficiently delivers
adaptive real-time flows in MANETs.On the negative side, it had a scalability
8

problem. Multimedia applications support fine-grained throughput levels with
adaptive codecsthat can be configured dynamicallyat run-time. It is difficult to
implement a two-level QoS support using INSIGNIAas it does not account for
the excessivereservations. High signalling and processingoverhead should be
reduced. It is rather complex - signaling, systems, consume energy, reduce
memory and degrade overall processingcapacity.
2.2.1.2 Stateless Wireless Ad Hoc Networks (SWAN)

SWAN [4] classifies data packets into high-priority real-time traffic and
normal, low-priority traffic, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. A classifieris determined
if the datagram carries a high-priority real-time data traffic. Otherwise, the
datagram is consideredlow-priority and must wait until all real-time datagrams
are dispatched. The shaper limits the relaying of low-priority traffic, thus
reducing contention. The delay of real-time traffic is kept low, to avoid
starvation of bulk traffic. SWANworks with any existing routing protocol. When
a source node wishes to establisha real-time sessionto another node, it probes
the path to the destination to identify the bandwidth available for real-time
traffic before it launches the new session. Topology changes may result in
quality degradationsto the ongoing sessions,becauseof rerouting of previously
admitted flows. Basically,SWANfunctions to maintain a statelessmodel without
need to processcomplex signalling mechanisms.The problem of SWANis how
to choose a sensible amount of bandwidth for real-time traffic. Choosing a
value which is too high results in a poor performance of real-time traffic.
Choosinga value which is it too low results in denial of real-time flows. SWAN
provides a model that deals with traffic on a per class basis, but uses only two
levelsof services: best effort and real time traffic.
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2.2.2

MAC Layer QoS Provisioning

2.2.2.1 IEEE 802.11 DCF and its extension
Reference [5] provides detailed descriptions of all the QoS schemes at the
MAC layer, including an IEEE 802.11 standard. In DCF mode, after the node has
sensed the medium to be idle for a time period longer than DIFS, it begins
transmitting. Otherwise, the node defers transmission and starts to back off.
Each node maintains a variable contention window (CW), the low and high ends
of which are represented as CWmin and CWmax, respectively. The backoll
duration is decided by a backoll timer set to a random value between 0 and
CW. If the medium becomes idle for a period longer than DIFS, the backoff
timer

is decremented.

As soon as the timer

expires, the

node starts

transmission. IEEE 802.11 DCF is a good example of a best effort control
algorithm. It has no notion of service differentiation and no support for realtime traffic.

2.2.22 Black Burst ContentionMechanism
The black burst (BB) contention schemeavoids packet collision and mitigates
packet starvation problem. It ensures that real-time traffic gets high priority.
Two or more traffic flows of the same service class are scheduled in a
distributed manner with a fairness guarantee. Nodescontend for the medium if
it is idling for a longer period than the interframe space. Nodeswith best effort
traffic and those with real-time traffic use different interframe space values. A
BB contention scheme is added to the CSMA/CAprotocol in the following
process. Real-time nodes first contend for transmission rights by jamming the
media with pulses of BBs. Each contending node uses a BB of different length
which is an integral number of black slots. The number of slots that form a BB
are an increasing function of the contention delay experienced by the node,
measuredfrom the instant an attempt to accessthe channel is scheduleduntil
the node starts transmission of its BB. Followingeach BB transmission, a node
senses the channel for an observation interval and determines without any
ambiguity whether its BB is of longest duration. Hence, only one winner is
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produced after this contention and proceedsto transmit its real time packets.
[6]
2.2.2.3 Multiple Access Collision Avoidance with Piggyback Reservation
(MACA/PR)

MACA/PRprovides guaranteed bandwidth support using reservation for realtime traffic, over a single hop. It could also work with an existing QoS routing
algorithm. The first data packet in the real-time stream makes reservations
along the path. A RTS/CTSdialog is used to make sure that it is transmitted
successfully.Both RTS and CTS specify how long the data packet will be. Any
node near the sender that hears the RTSwill defer long enough so the sender
can receive the returning CTS.Any node near the receiver that hears the CTS
will avoid colliding with the following data packet. The RTS/CTSdialog is used
only for the first packet. The subsequent packets do not require this dialog.
When a sender sends a data packet, the sender schedules the next
transmission time after the current data transmission and piggybacks the
reservationin the current data packet. Upon receivingthe data packet correctly,
the intended receiver enters the reservation into its reservation table and
returns an ACK. The reservation ACK serves as a protector for the given time
window, and a mechanismto inform the sender if something is wrong on the
link. [7]
2.2.3 QoS Aware Routing Model
2.2.3.1 Best Effort Routing Protocols in MANETS- Dynamic Source Routing
(DSR)

DSR [8][9]

is an on-demand routing protocol for MANETs.It is based on

source routing, in which a source node indicates the sequenceof intermediate
routes in the header of a data packet. The operation of DSRcan be divided into
route discoveryand route maintenance.Each node keeps a cache of the source
routes that it has learned when a packet arrived. When a packet is to be sent to
some destination, it checks its route cacheto determine whether it already has
the latest routes to the destination. If no route is found, the node initiates route
discovery procedure by broadcastinga RREQmessageto neighbouring nodes.
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This RREQmessagecontainsthe addressof the source and destination node, a
unique identification number, and a route record to keep track hop sequenceas
it is propagatedthroughout network.
On receiving a route request, the intermediate node checks whether its own
address is already in the route record of the route request message. Otherwise
it appends its address to the route record and forwards to its neighbours.
Figure 2-3 illustrates the formation of the route record as the RREQ propagates
through the network. When the destination node receives the RREQ, it appends
its address to the route record and returns a RREPpacket to the source node.
If the destination already has a route to the source, it can use that route to
send the reply; otherwise, it uses the route in the RREQ message to send the
reply. The first case is for situations where a network might be using
unidirectional links, in which case it might not be possible to send the reply
using the reversed route of the one taken by the route request. If symmetric
links are not supported, the destination node may initiate its own route
discovery message to the source node and piggyback the RREP on the new
route request message. Figure 2-4 shows the transmission of route record back
to the source node. Route maintenance uses the route error, RERR messages
and acknowledgement messages, ACK. If a node detects a link failure when
forwarding data packets, it creates a route error message and sends it to the
source of the data packets. The route error message contains the address of
the node that generates the error and the next hop that is unreachable. When
the source node receives the route error message, it removes all routes from its
route cache that have the address of the node in error. It may initiate a route
discovery for a new route if needed. In addition to route error message, ACKs
are used to verify the correct operation of links.

2.2.3.2 Best Effort Routing Protocolsfor MANETS- Ad Hoc On-Demand
Distance Vector(AODV)
The AODV protocol [10] adopts both a modified on-demand broadcast route
discovery approach used in DSR [8] and the concept of destination sequence
number adopted from destination-sequenceddistance-vector routing (DSDV)
[11] When a source node wants to send a packet to some destination and
.
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does not have a valid route to that destination, it initiates a path discovery
processand broadcastsa route request (RREQ)messageto its neighbours.The
neighbours, in turn, forward the request to their neighbours until the RREQ
messagereaches the destination or an intermediate node that has an up-todate route to the destination. Figure 2-5 illustrates the propagation of the
broadcastRREQsin an ad hoc network.
In AODV,each node maintains its own sequencenumber and a broadcastID.
Each RREQ message contains the sequence numbers of the source and
destination nodes and is uniquely identified by the source node's addressand a
broadcastID. AODV utilises destination sequencenumbers to ensure loop-free
routing and use of up-to-date route information. Intermediate nodes can reply
to the RREQmessage only if they have a route to the destination whose
destination sequencenumber is greater or equal to that contained in the RREQ
message.So that a reverse path can be set up, each intermediate node records
the addressof the neighbour from which it receivedthe first copy of the RREQ
message,and additional copiesof the same RREQmessageare discarded.Once
the RREQmessage reaches the destination (or an intermediate node with a
fresh route) the destination (or the intermediate node) responds by sending a
route reply (RREP)packet back to the neighbourfrom which it first receivedthe
RREQmessage.As the RREPmessageis routed back along the reverse path,
nodes along this path set up forward path entries in their routing tables, as
shown in Figure 2.6. When a node detects a link failure or a change in
neighbourhood, a route maintenance procedure is invoked. If a source node
moves, it can restart the route discovery procedureto find a new route to the
destination. If a node along the route moves so that it is no longer contactable,
its upstream neighbour sends a link failure notification messageto each of its
active upstream neighbours. These nodes in turn forward the link failure
notification to their upstream neighbours until the link failure notification
reachesthe source node.
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Core-Extraction Distributed Ad-Hoc QoS Routing (CEDAR)
Essentially, CEDAR consists of three components: core establishment, QoSstate propagations and routes computation. Using CEDAR, routes that satisfy
the bandwidth requirement are computed [12]. In the core establishment, the
network core shown in Figure 2-7 consists of a set of core nodes and a set of
links which are a Minimum Dominating Set (MDS) of the network. The link
connects every two core nodes that are within three hops of each other. A
distributed approximation algorithm to choose core nodes is presented in the
literature. It also proposes a core broadcast mechanism that propagates the
core nodes information into other nodes in the network. In the QoS-state
propagation, each core node keeps the state information of remote and stable
high bandwidth links. Each node in the network monitors the bandwidth over
the links to its neighbours. QoS routing is done by propagating the bandwidth
availability information of stable high bandwidth links to core nodes. The
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information about low bandwidth links is kept local. The QoS route computation
consist of three main steps: destination discoveryand core path establishment,
searchfor a stable QoS route using the directive from the establishedpath and
dynamically recompute the QoS route upon link failures or topology changes.
Route computation first establishes a core path from the dominator of the
sourceto the dominator of the destination.
The literature [12] describesthe test on the algorithm using bandwidth as the
QoS parameter, giving the performanceevaluation on messagecomplexity for
route computation, packet delivery ratio and bandwidth optimal ratio. However,
it does not experiment with node movement. Another concern is that it does
not run the simulations on real shared channel environment which means
channelinterferencesand packet collisionare not considered.
2.2.3.3

Ticket Based Probing (TBP)

The ticket based probing presented in [13] tries to provide QoS-constrained
paths with a two stage approach. It uses proactive routing to provide nodes
with imprecise state information of the network. The proactive distance vector
protocol provides nodes with information on the shortest path, the maximum
available bandwidth and the delay to all other nodes. To maintain low
overheadsit performs less frequent information exchangebetween the nodes.
The path discovery process utilises the state information which then initiates
the probes. Probesare split at each node and propagatedacrossdifferent links.
Eachprobe carries a number of tickets dependingon how often the split occurs.
Probesthat are sent along more promising paths are assignedmore tickets. In
this way, route requests are done, without having to flood the entire network.
Figure 2-8 illustrates an example of a route discoverywith ticket-based probing.
Assuminga source node S tries to establish a QoS-constrainedconnectionto a
destination D, based on its initial knowledgeof the network it issuestwo probes
P1 and P2, one and two tickets. P1 may not be further split up and is
propagated directly on the most promising path towards D. P2 seemed more
promising to S and thus has been equipped with 2 tickets. Consequently,it is
split into two probes, P2 and P3, by an intermediate node, each carrying just 1
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ticket. D evaluates all the three probes that arrives and issues a response to S
along the reverse route.

Node E is the dominator for
nodes D, F and K

A core node

Figure 2-7 Operation of CEDAR [12]

Figure 2-8 Ticket Based Path Discovery[13]
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The protocol produceslarge overheads.The authors of the paper on TBP (13]
suggest running the proactive part of the protocol at a very low frequency,
although the proactive routing protocol has to be taken into account. The more
imprecise the knowledge of the network state, the more tickets are needed.
Moreover,probes are sent as unicast frames, producing higher overheadsthan
broadcast frames. The literature shows the TBP performance in a delayconstraint environment, calculatingwhat percentageof the routes the algorithm
finds that meet the delay demand. It fails to analyse other aspects of routing,
such as control overhead and packet delivery ratio.
2.3 Methodology for QoS Routing
2.3.1 Challenges

in Designing

Qos Routing For MANET

2.3.1.1 Dynamic Topologywith InfrastructurelessCommunicationSystem
The topology of MANET will change dynamically due to mobile hosts changing
their point of connectivity, the rate of node survivability and nodes leaving or
joining the network. Saving current knowledge of the network topology and the
frequent changes is an important requirement in a MANET management
system. However, the frequent exchange of topology information may lead to
considerable signalling overhead, congesting low bandwidth wireless links, and
possibly depleting the limited battery life of the nodes. Hence the choice of
mechanism used to collect topology information is critical. These complications,
imposed by mobility characteristics, may severely degrade the network quality.
The frequent route breakage is a natural consequence of mobility, which
complicates routing. The problem multiplies when routes need to satisfy certain
QoS requirements during the session lifetime. Hence, the design of QoS routing
protocols in MANETSis challenged by frequent topological changes. In MANETS,
pre-existing infrastructure is not available as that of the design of standard
mobile networks. The nodes in an infrastructured network perform a specific
network task. In contrast, nodes in MANETs are expected to route packets for
other nodes, while they themselves may be a source or destination of
application flows. Further, in MANET all nodes may move around. Therefore,
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QoS routing protocol must consider the self-creating and self-organising
features of MANETS.

2.3.1.2 System with limited networking resources
The wireless frequency spectrum is resource limited, which must be utilised
efficiently. Additionally, the wireless medium is a shared medium, where signal
attenuation, interference and multipath propagationeffects, such as fading and
the unguided nature of the transmitted wave, all contribute to the wasting of
bandwidth resources. Wireless links are typically more bandwidth constrained
than wireline networks. Contentions among the transmitting nodes contribute
significantlyto this effect. An overheadis often required to support reliable data
transmission.
Hardware requirementsto keep nodes compact, light, portable and wearable
impose limitations on battery life, storage and processingcapability. Solutions
that reduce power consumption will often be favoured. Mobile nodes need to
utilise their battery, in a manner that prolongs its lifetime. If used excessively,
mobile nodes will disconnect quickly, and this affects the network functionality.
QoS routing consists of three basic tasks: routes discovery, route selection and
data forwarding. The first task is to discover the route, collect the node, state
information and keep it up-to-date and distribute the information. The second
task is the feasible route calculation using certain heuristics, and is based on
the collected information. The third task is assigning data to QoS class and
forwarded according to QoS routing calculations.The performance of any QoS
routing algorithm directly dependson how well the first task is accomplished.In
the local Node State, each node is assumed to maintain its up-to-date local
information, such as queuing and propagation delay, the residual bandwidth
and the availability of other resources.Every node is able to maintain the global
state periodicallyby the use of an information exchangesmechanism.
The choice of the MACschemein MANEis is difficult, due to the time-varying
network topology and the lack of centralised control. TDMA Is complex, since
there is no centralisedcontrol. FDMAis inefficient in dense networks, and CDMA
is difficult to implement due to node mobility and subsequently needs to
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monitor the frequency-hoppingpatterns and the spreadingcodes for nodes in a
time-varying neighbourhood. At the MAC layer, there exists a link layer
reliability problem which is related to the high bit error rate, in addition to the
possible packet collision problems. QoS at the MAC layer can serve as an
infrastructure for facilitating the QoS routing at the network layer. CSMA/CAis
the MAClayer of choice in this thesis.
2.3.1.3 Heterogenity
MANETsare typically heterogeneous networks with diverse communication
technologiesemployed. Their diversity comes in the form of different types of
nodes, ranging from sensors, palmtops and laptops within an organisation or
multiorganisation consortium. In a military application, different military units
ranging from soldiers to tanks can come together, hence forming a MANET
system. Nodes differ in their energy capacities and computational abilities.
Hence, mobile nodes will have different packet generation rates, routing
responsibilities,network activities and energy draining rates. Coping with node
heterogeneityis a key factor for the successfuloperation of MANETS.
The quality of link is particularly significant in MANETs.The essentialeffect on
MANETsis that the link quality can become randomly variable. Although some
parts of this effect can be predicted, since variations in link quality impact
packet delivery, the main QoS routing parameters,such as bandwidth, latency,
reliability and jitter, are all affected. This effect can happen either during or
between connections.The effect of link quality constitutes a more fundamental
understanding of MANETs.MANETsare composed of a system of wirelessly
interconnected nodes defined by the radio propagation model, which is a
physical phenomena in nature. The whole issue of QoS routing need to be
redefined such that it is the quality of networks that determine the
performance. Quality of network, then, largely depends on the quality of the
nodes.Therefore, node state model for QoS routing is essential.In Chapter5, a
node state model is proposed to support QoS routing. The QoS routing
algorithms specifically aim at selecting reliable paths for traffic with QoS
requirement. However, there is also the need to maintain the performance of
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best-effort traffic. Thus, QoS routing mechanismsmust take into consideration
best-effort traffic.
2.3.2 The QoS Route Selection Strategies
The route selection algorithm has a degree of computational complexity
dependingon the rule of metric composition.Sinceapplicationsgenerate traffic
with very diverse requirements in terms of QoS, the route selection algorithm
must select routes that satisfy a set of restrictions.The value of a metric along
a route, based on its value in each hop, depends on the nature of the metric.
There are additive, multiplicative and concave metrics. The rule for additive
metrics composition is that the value of this metric over a path is the sum of
the values of each hop. Delay and number of hops are examples of additive
metrics. With a multiplicative metric, the value of a metric over a path is the
losses.
hop,
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a concavemetric over a path correspondsto the minimum value observedin all
hops of that path. Bandwidth is a common example of a concave metric. When
using two additive or multiplicative metric, or one additive and one
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challengeis that the QoS route selection algorithm must be addressedin order
to conceive QoS routing strategies that are efficient and scalable. The major
heuristics for the solution to this problem are discussedin the following subsection.
2.3.2.1 The Ordering of QoSMetrics
Metric ordering requires the identification of the metric that has higher
priority and the computation of the best paths according to this metric. Next,
the second metric is used in case of a tie, to decide which the best paths are.
This is the case of shortest-widest path and widest-shortest path algorithms.
Shortest-widest path algorithms first find paths with maximum available
bandwidth. Next, if there are paths with the same amount of available
bandwidth, the path which has the shortest number of hops is selected. The
main objective of this type of algorithm is to do load balancing, showing the
best performancewhen the load in the network is light. However,this approach
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damages best-effort traffic performance because it contributes to resource
consumption.The reasonfor this is that paths with many hops, normally exhibit
greater available bandwidth [15] . Another type of shortest-widest path
algorithm uses, as the second metric, the hop count and propagation delay.
The correspondingpath computation algorithms, based on distance-vectorand
link-state, are presented in [14] Widest-shortestpath algorithms select from
.
the shortest paths with equal number of hops, the path that has higher
bandwidth availability. The Dijkstra algorithm can also be used to compute
widest-shortest paths [15] . For each number of iterations of the path
computation algorithm, it selects the node with the least number of hops. If
more than one node has the same number of hops, then the node with
maximumavailable bandwidth is selected.
2.3.2.2 TheSequentialFiltering
links that cannot handle the
In the sequential filtering heuristics [14]
,
required bandwidth are excluded from the network. The route selection
algorithm, such as shortest path, is computed. The threshold that determines
the exclusion of a link depends on the instant of application of the route
selectionalgorithm. When paths are computedon-demand,the desired value of
bandwidth and delay can be expressed on the request. For path precomputation, it is necessaryto compute and store several pre-computedroutes
that satisfy the defined range of bandwidth values. Sequentialfiltering can also
be used to find paths subject to more than two constraints.
23.2.3 SchedulingDisciplineof Metrics
The problem of the complexity of path selection algorithms can be surpassed
using the relationships among QoS parameters determined by the nature of
schedulingdisciplines.Particularly,if it used a WFQscheduling mechanism,it is
possible to use the relations between bandwidth, delay and jitter, to find a
path, in polynomial time, subject to constraints of bandwidth, delay and jitter
[15]

In INSIGNIA[3] model, a scheduling module utilises a WRR discipline in
.
responseto location dependent channelconditioning.
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2.3 2,4 The Admission Control Techniques
In some QoS architectures, the admission of new flows is subject to a
mechanism of admission control. It interacts with routing mechanism whereby
information about the network topology can be of use to admission control
decision. Admission control and QoS routing are tightly connected with resource
reservation. INSIGNIA[3] and SWAN[4] QoS model utilise the admission control
mechanism.

2.3.2.5 The Control TheoryApproach
The control theory approach offers a successful track record in physical
process control. It gives performance guarantees in the face of uncertainty,
non-linearitiesand time variations In the system. It does not require accurate
system models and utilises a feedback mechanism. The performance of
software servicesis governed by queuing dynamicswhich may be expressedby
differential equations, akin to those of physical systems. Bao Li et a/. [16]
presented a model for a QoS mechanismemploying feedback control theory.
The ideal objectives of the model consist of two aspects. Firstly, it could
accommodatevariable QoS requirements,in a timely fashion. Secondly,it could
accommodate concurrency of resource access among multiple applications
sharing the same pool of availableresources.
2.3.3 Using the Genetic Algorithm for QoS Route Selection
As seen in the previous section, QoS routing is a key MANETfunction for the
transmissionand distribution of multimedia services. It has two objectives: (1)
finding routes that satisfy QoS constraints and, (2) making efficient use of
limited resources. The complexity involved in the networks may require the
considerationsof multiple objectives at the same time, for the routing decision
process. In this thesis Genetic Algorithm based QoS routing for MANETas a
multiple objective optimisation is proposed. Moreover, the emergence of the
hardware implementation of a GA could transform it into a high speed hardware
implementationworking in real time.
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2.3.4 Application

of GA to communications

network

The GA has been successfully applied to numerous combinatorial search
problems. Coley [17] outlines wide-ranging practical areas in the field of
engineering to which a GA had been effectively applied. These are: image
processing, VLSI routing, water networks, control and communication networks.
M. Gen et a/. [18] produced a detailed study of various GA-based industrial
engineering applications. A GA was applied to problems related to scheduling,
spanning tree, transportation,

reliability, optimisation, network design and

network routing. In communication networks, a GA was utilised to optimise
networks operations. R. Elbaum et al. [19] use a GA in designing a LAN with
objectives to minimise the network delay when addressing the issue of
clustering and routing. S. Mao et al uses a GA to formulate effectively the
routing problem as applied to multiple description video in wireless ad hoc
networks [20] . Hwang et al [21] proposed a multicast routing algorithm based
on GA in a real computer network. It produced an extension to the algorithm
addressing the issue of QoS constraints. Researchers have applied a GA to the
shortest path routing problem [22], the multicasting routing problem [23] , the
dynamic channel allocation problem [24] and also the dynamic routing problem
[25]. Munetomo [26] proposed the GA algorithm which can be used for a wired
or wireless network. It uses variable-length chromosomes [27] to encode a
feasible solution. In contrast, Inagaki [28] proposed a GA that employs fixed
length chromosomes. The chromosomes consist of sequences of integers, and
each gene represents a node identity.

The successful application of GA is due to the fact that a GA is
computationally simple and provides a powerful parallel search ability. It is
immuned to a problem's lack of locality, because their search takes place
simultaneously throughout the solution space. Functionally, GA emulates the
criteria of natural selection in a search procedure. Organisms in nature have
certain characteristics that affect their ability to survive and reproduce. The
characteristics are represented by a chromosome of the organism. In a
reproductionprocess,the offspring's chromosomeswill consist of a combination
of the chromosomal information from each parent. Natural selection then
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operates,such that fitter individualswill have the opportunity to mate most of
the time. In turn this leads to the expectationthat the offspring stand a good
chanceof being similarly fit.
Mutations can occur occasionally,enhancing the individual's characteristics
and improving its progress to the next generation. Conversely, the
chromosomal changes may have no effect at all. Without mutation, the
population tends to converge to a homogeneousstate wherein individualsvary
only slightly from each other.
2.3.5 Elements of Genetic Algorithm

GA encodes the decision variables of the underlying problem into solution
strings, called chromosomes,representinga candidate solution. Charactersof
the string are called genes. The position and the value in the string of a gene
are called locus and allele, respectively. A fitness function is used to
differentiate between the fit or unfit solutions. The fitness function may be
representedin a mathematicalformulation, which generatesa differential signal
in accordancewith which GA guides the evolution through a series of solutions
towards the final solution to the problem. GAsare powerful search mechanisms,
which can traverse the solution space in search of optimal solutions. The initial
population is randomly created or has prior knowledge about the problem. The
individuals are evaluated to measure the quality of candidate solutions with a
fitness function. In order to generate or evolve the offspring, genetic operators
are applied to the current population. The genetic operators are selection,
crossoverand mutation.
2.3.5.1 Chromosomes
The most important step in applying a GA to a problem is to choose a way to
represent a solution to the problem as a finite-length string or chromosome.In
a concentrator network design problem, the chromosomemight be a string of
binary digits representing different aspects of a design. Figure 2-9 shows an
exampleof a chromosome.
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Figure 2-9 ChromosomeRepresentation

The values on the chromosomemay be arranged and interpreted as needed.
They may represent Booleanvalues, integers, or even discrete real numbers. If
the need arises to encode a real-value parameter, the encoding must make
discretethe number for representationas a finite string.
2.3.5.2 Fitness Function

A function is needed that will interpret the chromosome and produce an
evaluationof the chromosome'sfitness. This function must be defined over the
set of possible chromosomesand is assumed to return correspondingvalues
representingthe fitness of each chromosome.The definition of this function is
crucial because it must accurately measure the desirability of the features
described by the chromosome. In addition, the function must make this
evaluation in a very efficient manner due to the large number of times the
function will be utilised during the executionof the genetic algorithm.
2.3.5.3 GeneticOperators
These operators perform the selection, crossover, and mutation of
chromosomes.These operators actually manipulatethe individual chromosomes
and must, therefore, be written with the underlying encoding of the
chromosome in mind. For example, when defining an operator, such as the
crossover which will actually perform the mating of two chromosomes, care
must be taken to balance the mixing of gene values with producing feasible
offspring and/or cost of repairing non-feasible offspring. Crossover doesn't
always occur, rather it does so with some probability, Pc. A simple crossover
operator is shown in Figure 2-10. In this example, a random point is chosen
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betweentwo genes, of the two parent chromosomes.Eachof the chromosomes
is cut at that point and the two ends are exchanged.This typically results in
two different chromosomes with different characteristics. After crossover is
completed, each position in the new chromosomeswill be mutated, typically
with a very small probability, Pm, forming another new chromosome.A small
probability will result in little diversification but the important solution is not
lost. The mutation is employed to ensure with some probability that the
selection and crossover maintain useful genetic material. The new
chromosomes resulting from the selection process, crossover process and
mutation process are the offsprings of this mating, then evaluated and finally
added to the population of the next generation.
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2.3.5.4 Initial Population
In a pure GA, the initial population is chosen randomly in order to select the
chromosomesfrom all over the search space. Whatever genetic material is in
the initial population, it will be the only material available to the genetic
algorithm during its search. One might employ a heuristic to choose the initial
population. However, this can lead to problems since a GA is an opportunistic
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algorithm. The presenceof just a few chromosomeswhich are fitter than all the
others may causea GA to convergeprematurelyto a local optimum.
2.3.6

Outline of GA procedure

Once the above components are specified, the basic genetic algorithm
processproceedsas follows:
Step 1. Initialisation. Generateinitial population of chromosomesat random
or with prior knowledgeinto a matrix R.
Step 2. FitnessEvaluation.Evaluatethe fitness of all chromosomesin matrix
R. The fitness evaluation can be achievedby employingthe objectives function
which was designed.
Step 3. Selection.Select a set of promising candidatesfrom matrix R. Select
pairs of chromosomesusing a random selectionweighted by their fitness.
Step 4. Crossover.Perform crossoveron the chromosomespair in order to
exchangeinformation, from matrix R to generate a set of offspring 0.
Step S. Mutation. Apply mutation to the offspring chromosomesset 0 to
obtain its perturbed chromosomesset 0', with reasonablylow probability.
Step 6. Replacement. Replace the current population R with the set of
offspring O'.
Step 7. Termination.Checkthe termination criteria, if not met, then proceed
to Step 2. Otherwise,terminate the process.
2.4

Summary

In this Chapter, a study of a number of existing QoS models for MANETs was
presented. The protocol was classified according to the Cross-Layer QoS model,
MAC Layer QoS model and QoS Aware Routing Protocols. In the Cross-Layer
model, both INSIGNIA and SWAN represent a generalised model to fit into a
wide class of applications. Both implementations are rather more complex. In
MAC Layer QoS provisioning, IEEE802.11, Black-burst and MACA/PR was
introduced as the most widely used MAC protocols. The network layer QoS
model consists of CEDAR and TBP. The BE routing protocols DSR and AODV
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was also reviewed. Both are the most widely used routing protocols. The fact
that, there exist various heuristicsfor QoS route selection, such as QoS metrics
ordering, sequential filtering, scheduling,admissioncontrol and control theory,
was highlighted. GA was introduced as another method for calculating QoS
route. The fundamental aspect of GA was also discussed.The next chapter
describesthe design and developmentof a QoSrouting framework.
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CHAPTER 3
QOS ROUTING FRAMEWORK FOR MANET

3.1

Introduction

Discrete event simulations of wireless communication networks are often
computationally intensive and involve a considerable amount of time and effort
to develop the coding. OPNET Modeler has a variety of tools, features, program
modules and design techniques to help model developers to decrease
substantially the time required to code the algorithm and run the simulations.
Using the facilities and the available modeling techniques, a framework has
been created for the simulation of the QoS routing protocol for MANET. The
protocol is termed as QoS Routing for MANETSUsing Genetic Algorithm and its
acronym as QOSRGA. Basically, QOSRGAconsists of three cooperative protocols
to support QoS routing. These three cooperative protocols are: (1) Non-Disjoint
Multiple Routes Discovery (NDMRD) protocol which is described in this Chapter;
(2) Node State Monitoring (NSM) protocol which updates, accumulates and
disseminates the

QoS routing parameters. It consists of (a) monitoring and

measurements of node connectivity index (nci) described in Chapter 4 and (b)
node bandwidth monitoring and measurements which are described in Chapter
5 and (3) QoS Route Selection Algorithm using GA described in Chapter 6. Our
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approach in designing QoS routing protocol is to initially establish multiple
routes between source and target. Each route has a certain amount of
resourcesand constraints due to node mobility. Every resource and constraint
was recorded as Node State and was then used later to evaluate each route
using GeneticAlgorithm. The protocol is expectedto improve the performance
of MANETSsupporting real-time applications,as compared to non-QoSrouting
protocolssuch as BE-AODVand BE-DSR.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 describes
the overall framework for MANETrouting protocol development using OPNET
[29]. Section 3.3 presents the description of QOSRGAprotocol and illustrates
with the correspondingflowchart. Section3.4 presentsthe Non-DisjointMultiple
Routes Discovery protocol. Section 3.5 describesthe performance evaluations
of NDMRDprotocol. Finally, Section3.6 summarisesthe chapter.
3.2

Framework

for MANET Routing Protocol Development

3.2.1 Mobile Ad Hoc Networks Modelling
OPNETModeler is a discrete event simulator which is able to simulate various
kinds of wireline and wireless network in a number of configurations. It is an
802.11 compliant MAC layer implementation which is necessaryfor this work.
The design of networking algorithm by reusing many existing components and
modules. Most of the protocol design is implemented through a hierarchical
graphic user interface. The design processgoes through the following phases.
Firstly, it need to choose and configure the node models useful in the
simulations, such as a wireless node, a workstation, a router or an ftp server.
Next, the different entities are to build and organisethe network by connecting
them. The last step consists of selecting the statistics that need to be collected
during the simulations.
A new process model which performs all the QoS routing function was
created. The function was registered as a child to MANETmanager process
model, manet mgr . The MANETmanager process model is included in Opnet
Modeler and it is a child process of the standard IP node model. A process
model is describedin the form of Finite State Machine.The challenge is to build
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this FSMfor each level of the protocol stack from scratch using pseudo-coded
algorithm. It is possible to reuse a lot of existing components such as MAC
layer, transceivers,links and modulesto acceleratethe developmentprocess.
The mobility of nodes is an important metric when designing and evaluating
MANET.The goal is to use a mobility model which can be varied in a controlled
way and observe the effect on the performance of our QoS routing. The
mobility models that are available in the Opnet Modeler are the random
waypoint model (RWP) and trajectory (TRJ) model. The RWP mobility model
was used in most of the literature. In the TRJ model, the path was set unique
for each node, such that it moves in a straight line, at an angle or with any
number of turns.
OPNETModeler provides a comprehensivedevelopment environment for the
specification,simulation and performanceanalysisof communicationnetworks.
A large range of communicationsystems from a single LAN to global satellite
networks can be supported. Discreteevent simulations are used in the analysis
key
behavior.
features
OPNET
Modeler
The
their
of
performance
and
system
of
are modeling and simulation cycle, hierarchicalmodeling and the provision of a
specialisedcommunicationnetworks simulation environment.
3.2.1.1 HierarchicalModelling
OPNETprovides four tools called editors to develop a representation of a
system being modeled. These editors, the Network, Node, Process and
Parameter Editors, are organised in a hierarchicalfashion which supports the
layer
be
by
developed
level
Models
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3.2.1.2 Network Model
Network Editor is used to specify the physical topology of communication
defines
It
the position and interconnectionof communicatingentities
networks.
which consists of nodes and links. The specific capabilities of each node are
realised in the underlying model with a set of attributes attached to each
model.
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3.2.1.3 Node Model
Node models are expressed as interconnected modules of two distinct
categories. The first module set has predefined characteristics and a set of
built-in parameters such as packet generators and radio receivers.The second
sets are programmable modules, referred to as processorsand queues. Each
node is described by a block structured data flow diagram in which its
functionality is defined by a ProcessModel. Packetsare transferred between
modules using packet streams and numeric signals and are conveyed by
statistic wires. A node is either fixed or mobile.
3.2.1.4 ProcessModel
Processmodels are used to describethe logic flow and behavior of processor
and queue modules. Interprocess communication is supported by interrupts.
Process models are expressed in Proto-C language, which consists of state
transition diagrams, a library of kernel procedures and the standard C
language.
The Process Editor uses a powerful state-transition
programming
diagram approach to support specificationof any type of protocols, resources,
applications, algorithms or queuing policy. States and transitions graphically
define the progression of a process in response to events. Within each state,
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general logic can be specified using a library of predefined functions and
standardC language.A parent processmay create new processesreferred to as
child processes,to perform subtask operations.
3.2.1.5 SimulationDesign and Data Analysis
In Opnet Modeler, the network models emulate the multi-layered IP network
protocol. Each node performs a particular service within its layer. After
completion, the packets are pushed out to the next IP layer, either Ipv4 or
Ipv6. Hence, it is required to follow strictly the process of developing the
routing protocol. In order to managethese protocols effectively, a manet mgr(
) module is included to interface between the IP node model and the MANET
routing protocol. The protocol designers based their work on this model and
could abide strictly to the programmingstyles. In the next section, the models
and the modification for the purposeof designingnew QoS routing is described.
3.2.1.6 Node Model and Process Model for MANET
Node models for MANET consist of Manet Station, Manet WLAN Station and
WLAN Servers. These node models can be used to generate raw packets over
IP over WLAN. They can function as a traffic source or destination and can be
configured to run the routing protocol such as our QoS Routing protocol
(QOSRGA)and other protocols such as BE-DSRand BE-AODV. Figure 3-2 shows
the node model of MANET station. The node model is used to run the routing
protocol, which

is based on WLAN models, IEEE802.11. Wireless LAN

Workstations and Servers can run all applications such as FTP, HTTP, emails,
voice and video over TCP/UDP over IP over WLAN. These nodes can be
configured to run basic routing protocol and also our QoS Routing Protocol. The
node model is made up of various process models, which had to be modified
appropriately to suit the design of our QoS Routing protocol and be able to
communicate seamlessly with the IP protocol stack. The modifications were
done at the MAC layer, IP and Traffic Source process model. The most vital
process model is the CSMA/CA, which represents the 802.11 MAC layer
protocol, illustrated in Figure 3-3. Basically, it is a single channel contention
mechanism. It is necessary to extract the signal strength In terms of power
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received triggered by an arrival of packet from a neighbouring node. The power
received detected within the physical layer is captured here and transferred to
the network layer and then to the QOSRGAmodule, where further processing is
performed.

wlan_port_rx_0_0

wlan_port_bc_0_0

Figure 3-2 Node Model For Manet Station[29]
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Within the FSM, interrupts occur at all the states mention above. These
interrupts

are

by

serviced

Man interrupts process()
w/an interrupts process()

the

module.

interrupt

function

The

module:

process
of

the

is to handle the appropriate processing need for

each type of remote interrupts. The types of interrupts are: (1) stream
interrupts, from lower layer and from higher layer, and (2) statistics interrupts,
from transmitter and receiver module at physical layer.
In our context, the most useful interrupts are from the lower layer. It is here
that the signal strength received from the transmitting node could be captured.
If the event is the arrival of the packet from the physical layer, then there is a
need

to

process

the

stream

interrupt.

The

module

w/an physical layer data arrival() will process the stream interrupt. The
function of the module is to process the frame received from the physical layer,
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decapsulatethe frame and set appropriateflags if the stations need to generate
a response to the received frame. The power received is measured in this
module and sent to the network layer.
The IP dispatch processmodel is shown in Figure 3.4. It initialised all aspects
of transition between ARPprotocol layer and the IP encapsulationprocess.The
process registers all the attributes Into the process registry which consist of
subnet information: ip protocol, address information, multicast address, radio
interface and module information. One of the functions of the ip dispatch( )
model is to register all the protocolsthat are going to be operated in this node.
In this context, the network layer protocol in which there is interest is the
MANETrouting protocol, which is embedded within the IP dispatch process
model. The QOSRGArouting protocol is designed as a child process of
manet mgr() processmodel.
The IP dispatch processmodel checkswhether the MANETrouting protocol is
enabled by inspecting the attributes of the node. Then one invokes the MANET
manager to spawn the QoS routing protocol. The action results in the packet
being sent to the MANETprotocol child process. After the manet mgr() has
dealt with the packet, it sends back to the ip dispatch() for it to be forwarded
to the upper or lower layer as appropriate. Accordingly, the ip dispatch()
process model act as the IP interface to our QoS routing Protocol and other
MANET routing protocol. This gives an easier way of accommodating the
protocol design without having to be involved in the coding and the intricacies
of the IP layer and the MAClayer.
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Figure 3-4 IP Dispatch Process Model [29]

The manet mgr() process model, shown in Figure 3.5, is a child process of IP
dispatch. It consists of an finit state and wait state. It begins with the
initialisation of the state variables. Then it determines the type of MANET
routing protocol running on this node. All interfaces that have MANET enabled
should have the same MANET routing protocol on them. The routine,
manet mgr routing protocol determine(), create and invoke the appropriate
MANET

routing

protocol

that

has

been

configured.

The

routine,

routing process createO , spawns the appropriate MANET routing
The process model then exits the
protocol as a child process of manemgr(.
manemgr

wait state on receiving the invocation from another process. It checks whether
the process is invoked from the child process or from the parent process.
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Figure 3-5 Manet Manager Process Model

If this is an invocation of parent process from the child process, it passes the
invocation to the IP process. On the other hand, if this process was invoked by
the ip dispatch, it then passes the invocation to the child process, that is the
MANETrouting process model.
3.2.2

Implementation

The MANET routing protocols were embedded in the MANETstations, routers,
workstations and server nodes. Taking advantage of the Opnet open source
programming modules and the existing model setup of Opnet, the key stages
are followed rigorougly, identifying the modules and process models. It must
be ensured that the process model can communicate with the IP layer above
the Network Layer and also with the MAC Layer. In maintaining consistency
with the IP layer and the manet mgr, the following steps outline the
modifications that need to be done within the node and the process model.
Step 1:
The header files, ip_higher_layer proto_reg_sup. h and ip_rte_v4. h must first
be edited to include the following enumeration.
ip higher layer proto reg sup.h --) IpC Protocol
ip rte v4.h --) IpC Rte_Qosrga
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Step 2:

The attributes of the Qosrga routing protocol is added under the heading of
the Ad Hoc Routing Parametersin the manet mgr() processmodel. The value
of the attributes can then be edited in the network model. This is achieved by
opening the manet mgr() process model and proceeding to: Interfaces ->
Model Attributes -> Edit Properties -> Edit Compound Attributes. All the
properties of the QOSRGAcan then be added and edited. Before running the
simulation, all the parametersthat will affect the network model can be edited
and the effect can be observed. All the parameters are similar to other BE
routing protocols, except the GA parameters which are the mutation rate,
crossover rate and population size, maximum number of generation and
selection method. These attributes would be parsed by the QOSRGArouting
protocol processmodel to be the input to the genetic algorithm.
Step 3:
The protocol name "Qosrga" need to be included in the following functions
within the manet mgr() processmodel:
(1) manet manager routingjvrotocol determine(,
(2) manet manager routing process create().
Subsequently,the new routing protocol should be declared as the child process
of the manet mgr().

The processmodel for the Qosrga routing is shown in

Figure3-6.
Step 4:
The protocol name "Qosrga" should be added to the routing protocol list and
then set manet enable attribute to TRUEin the following functions within the
ip dispatchprocessmodel:
(1) ip rte_proto
pro&Lstrin. parse
(2) in interface routing protocols obtain(),
(3) ip dispatch init_phase 2 ()
.
It will invoke the program to spawn the relevant type of routing protocol.
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Step 5:

The most important aspect when developing the MANETrouting protocol is
the ability of the protocol module to communicate with the IP layer. The
generalformulation is that the protocol is developedas a child processof the IP
layer process model, which is the manet mgr() which interfaces the protocol
to the IP protocol stack. All the available functions within the manet manager
are used, to communicatewith the IP layer, whether it is an upper layer or the
lower layer. The communicationhas to be made transparent to the IP layer and
that all of the QOSRGApacket is well embeddedin the IP packet structure. All
MANETprotocols use IP's addressingand forwarding capabilities.This ensures
that the protocol works seamlesslywith the IPv4 protocol standard. All the
functionalities of Ipv4 were carried out in the external file ip rte support.ex.C.
Within this file, the following functions are to be modified:

(1) lp rte packetarrival()
(2) ip rte datagram dest getO ;
(3) ip rtej, acket send()
The interfacing from the IP protocol stack to the QoS routing module is done
in the process model, ip dispatch() which is really the process model for
reading and invoking the child process. The following modules need to be
modified:
(1) ip dispatch cleanup and create child process()

to

direct

to

the

manet mgr processmodel if the node is MANETenabled;
(2) ip interface routing protocols obtain() which looks for routing protocols
that were set up at this node. It returns the list of routing protocols set
for the node.
3.2.3

QoS Routing Protocol Design

3.2.3.1 ProcessModel for QOSRGA
The design of the QoS routing processmodel or QOSRGAis shown in Figure
3-6. It consists of an INIT STATE and a WAIT STATE. The event of
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PACKETARRIVAL will cause the execution of QOSRGAmodules until the end,
when it returns to the wait state. The event CONN_EXPIREDwill cause the
connectivity packet being broadcast.

finit

EXPIRED)lgosrgarte
(CONN.
connectivity. send()
_packel
wai
4r
\rý

()
ARRIVAL)lgosrga_rte_received_pkt_handle
(PACKET

Figure 3-6 QOSRGAProcess Model

The design of QOSRGA Model architecture consists of a process model,
for
the
files.
the
In
this
needed
all
modules
section
external
gosrga rte and
implementation of QOSRGAprotocol are listed as the module names and their
function stated. The gosrgi rte process model consists of the following
(3)
Creation
Packet
(2)
(1)
Arrival
Initialisations
Packet
and
processing
sections:
(6)
External
(5)
With
IP
(4)
Interfacing
Tabulating
Of
Routes
Sending
and
Support Files (7) Node State Monitoring Module (8) Genetic Algorithm Module.
3.2 3.2 The QOSRGAMessage Format
All the control packets and data packet of QOSRGAare embedded within the
IP datagram. The IP datagram packet header is shown in Figure 3-7. The
QOSRGAPacket Header is shown in Figure 3-8. It consists of <next header>,
<reserved>, <payload length>, <options> and <data>. The type of control
messages for the protocol will be residing within the <options> in the QOSRGA
packet format.
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IP Header QOSRGAPktHeader IP Payload
Figure 3-7 Datagram Header

I e.xt Header
(8 bits)

Payload Ler
(16 bits)

Reserved
18bit,

Qptiorr

data
(0 bits)
Figure 3-8 Fixed Portion of QOSRGAPacket

There are four types of control messages (RREQ, RREP, RERR and CONN)
data
type
of
message in QOSRGA.
a
and
" RREQ

(Type,

route lptr):

Length,

Identification,

targetAddr,

flowlD,

bwDemand,

RREQ represent a route request packet, broadcasted from

source, expected to arrive at target, targetAddr. The field < Type> is the type
is the length in bytes of the option fields

of message. The <Length>

excluding Type and Length; < Identification

> is a unique value ID

generated by the initiator of the RREQ; < target4ddr > is the address of the
node that is the destination of the RREQ; < route /ptr > is the list of nodes
traversed by the RREQ packet.
"

RREP

( Type,

Length,

node state bwa lptr,

reply_id,

last hop external,

node state dly_lptr,

route lptr,

node state mdl lptr,

node state nci /ptt : This is a route reply message from destination to
source along the reverse route that was discovered by RREQ packet,
pointed by the list pointer, route /ptr. The < Type> is type of the message;
<Length> is the

length of options; <Reply_id> is the ID of the RREP,
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/ptr
ID
RREQ
RREP;
is
to
the
this
> is
<
of
which
cause
route
equal
which
the list of nodes traversed by this RREP,reverse to the one traversed by
RREQ; <last hop external> is the arbitrary path outside MANET
environment; <node state bwa /ptr> is the list of bandwidth availablefrom
the nodes traversed; <node state d/y_/ptr> is the list of end to end delay
from the nodes traversed; <node state md/ /ptr> is the list of medium
accessdelay from the nodestraversed; <node state nci /ptr> is the list of
nci from the nodestraversed.
"

RERR

(Type,

Length,

error source address,

error dest address,

unreachable node address ): RERRrepresent the error message packet
from the node that detects the node unreachability. The
<error source address> is the node originating the error message;
<error dest address> is the address where the error must be delivered;
<unreachable node address> is the address that the packet should be
sent.
(Type,
This
is
Length,
Identification,
target4ddij:
CONN
a connectivity
"
packet broadcast every 1 second, if there are no packet transmission
activities 1 second after the last activity. Its operation is similar to RREQ
packet but the TTL is always set to 1. The < Type> is type of the message;
<Length> is the length in bytes of the option fields excluding Type and
Length; <Identification> is a unique value ID generated by the initiator of
the CONN;<target4ddr> is the addressof the node that is the destination of
the CONN.
left,
last
hop
(Type,
first
hop
Length,
DATA
segments
external,
external,
"
route /ptr): The DATA represent the data packet that is delivered from or to
the upper layer. The <Type> is the type of packet; <segments /eft> is the
number of segments remaining; <route lptr> is the sequenceof addressof
nodesthat needsto be traversed.
3.2.3.3 Data Structures
Each node of the ad hoc network keeps and maintains a Forwarding
Request Table, Originating

Request Table, Neighbours Table, Route
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Table and Node State Table. ForwardingRequestTable is used to record the
information about forward request of the RREQpackets. Originating Request
Table is used to record the information about the RREQ that have been
originated by this node. Neighbours Table includes an updated list of its
neighbours,which is done periodically.The RouteTable maintains an updated
list of all the possibleroutes to the required destinations.The Node State Table
is where all the information regardingthe Node State is stored.
3.3

QOSRGA Protocol Description

This section presentsan overall descriptionof the QOSRGAprotocol.
3.3.1 Overall Flowchart
The overall flowchart consists of the following operation: (1) initialisation of
all the variables, tables and statistics; (2) initialisation of the periodic
transmission of connectivity packet (CONN), periodic node bandwidth and
medium accessdelay monitoring; (3) node state monitoring; (4) processingof
lower layer packet arrival; and (5) processingupper layer packet arrival. The
overall flowchart of the protocol is shown in Figure3-9.
3.3.1.1 Node ConnectivityPacket Transmissionmodule
At the startup operation, all nodes are stationary and no connectivity with its
neighbour occurs. The Node Connectivity packet functions as a wireless
connector, which ensures there exists a means to know there are neighbours
around the node. CONN packet transmission is only active when there is no
normal transmission session. The protocol creates the QOSRGApacket type
RREQbut with identification set to "0'. It is then encapsulatedinto IP datagram
with TTL set to `1', signifying a single hop transmission, before being
broadcasted. Hence any node receiving the CONN packet must update their
Node State. The node stops transmitting the CONNpacket when it sensessome
real QOSRGApacket.
3.3.1.2 PeriodicNode Bandwidth and MediumAccessDelay Calculationmodule
When dealing with QoS routing, all the QoS parameters including the
instantaneousnode bandwidth and medium accessdelay need to be measured.
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The bandwidth measurementdetailed is elaboratedin Section 5.4. From Figure
3-9, the node bandwidth availability is monitored and recorded in each
sampling interval, set at 20 ms which coincide with the Beacon transmission
rate. The actual operations of capturing the bandwidth and delay measurement
were done at the MAClayer.
3.3.2 Process the lower layer packet arrival
The lower layer packet arrival consists of the arrival of packets from
neighbouring nodes. All packets that have arrived at the lower layer will be
monitored. All the relevant information due to the arrival of the packets are
extracted and cached. The type of packets that arrived are the RREQ,RREP,
RERR,CONNand DATApacket.The protocol is tested for each of them. Eachof
them would be processedappropriately,as shown in Figure 3-9.
3.3.3 Process the upper layer packet
When a new application packet arrives at the network layer, the protocol
determines whether any routes are available to the packet's destination in the
node's routing table. If no route exists, then the route discovery is performed
by initiating a route request process.If there are multiple routes in the routing
table, one performs the GA route selection calculation if the last GA route
calculation is more than Route Accumulation Latency. Route Accumulation
latency is the time delay between the last route request sent and last route
reply packet received. By setting the Route Accumulation Latency to a larger
value, more routes can be accumulated,but incur an additional delay. So, the
value must be well chosen. The flowchart for the processingof the upper layer
packet is shown in Figure 3-10.
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Figure 3-9 Overall Flowchart of QOSRGA
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3.4

Non-Disjoint

3.4.1 Non-Disjoint

Multiple
Multiple

Routes Discovery Protocol
Routes vs Disjoint

Multiple

Routes

Disjoint routes are those routes where there are no common nodes in their
entire routes except the source and destination nodes. Most of the previous
works on MANET multiple paths has restricted the number of potential routes to
a small number, typically two. AOMDV[30] allows up to k-link-disjoint RREPs,
where one is the quickest path and the others are chosen from the next linkdisjoint RREQs. SMR[30] builds two paths from the quickest RREQ and then
collects the RREQs for a period and chooses a second maximally disjoint path
from the first. The QoS routing protocol for MANET should exploit fully the rich
connectivities of the multiple routes network by considering non-disjoint routes,
to improve the reliability of packet delivery.

Definition 3.1: A set of node non-disjoint

routes is defined as routes
which exist such that an intermediate node is a member of at least two
different routes simultaneously.
Consider a set of m valid routes from source to target as PST={

Po, Pit P2,

Each route consists of a collection of nodes, Pi =[ no, n1,
...,
.
n;,..., nk. l ]. A node non-disjoint set of routes is said to exist if n;, which is not
P,. 1)
...

the

source or target,

is a member of at least two

different

routes

simultaneously. Each route then must have at least one node that is common to
any other routes in PST-

Figure 3-12 Non-DisjointNetwork

Figure 3-11 Disjoint Network
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Consider the networks in Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12. Figure 3-11 shows a
disjoint S-T connection and Figure 3-12 of the network shows rich node nondisjoint connectivity. The disjoint network has two minimum paths, {S, 1,3,5,T}
and {S, 2,4,6, T}. There are no common nodes except the source and target. In
network has 8 minimum paths, { S,1,3,5,T} ,
{S, 1,4,6,T}, {S, 1,3,6,T}, { S,1,4,5,T), {S, 2,4,6,T}, { S,2,3,5, T }, {S, 2,3,6, T },
Figure 3-12,

the

non-disjoint

{ S,2,4,5, T}

One of the characteristics of a non-disjoint network is that there
.
exist a number of common nodes, excluding the source and target nodes. In

this thesis, it is specified that there must be at least one common node
excluding source and target. The non-disjoint multiple routes is still valid if
there exist common links. If each node has different node qualities in terms of
Node State, then the combination of all nodes in the route could produce a
measure of route quality. In the non-disjoint network the probability of
selecting the most reliable routes, is increased. Most of the routing protocols
dealing with multiple paths [31] only utilised the disjoint networks. In Chapter
2, it was stated that Node State was the foundation of QOSRGA routing
protocol. By combining the Node State information for each node in the routes
and the routes discovered within the node non-disjoint network, there will be a
rich choice of possible source-target routes. It is in this respect that the Genetic
Algorithm would be used to find the most suitable routes with several
simultaneous constraints as opposed to sequential filtering, metrics ordering or
rescheduling principles. This would be consistent with the work on the design
of QoS routing. Hence a Non-Disjoint Multiple Routes Discovery (NDMRD)
protocol is proposed as part of the QoS routing (QOSRGA) protocol.

3.4.2 Multiple Routes Discovery and Route Accumulation
When a source node wants to communicatewith a destination node, it checks
its route table to confirm whether it has a valid route to the destination. If so, it
sends the queued packets to the appropriate next hop towards the destination.
However, if the node does not have a valid route to the destination, it must
initiate a route discovery process. To begin such a process, the source node
creates a RREQ packet.
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The first aim of the NDMRD protocol is to generate a set of source-destination
routes which are node non-disjoint. The set of routes are to be accumulated at
the source node. To achieve this aim, each node must be set to receive
duplicates of RREQ packet. If each node is set to only allow one duplicate of
RREPto be forwarded, then it would have a set of routes that are disjoint. To
achieve non-disjoint routes, many duplicates could be allowed to be received
and forwarded by the node. For example, consider a scenario in Figure 3-13
consisting of five nodes. S is the source and T is the target node where {1,2,
3) are neighbours to S, {S, 2, T) are neighbours to node 1 and also to node 3.
Node S is out of range to T and 3 is out of range to 1.

Figure 3-13 A Five Nodes Scenario

Definition 3.2 : The RREQ duplicate

is defined as the number of times the

RREQ packets from a particular source with the same identification arrived at
an intermediate node and were forwarded.
To initiate the route discovery, node S starts transmission of packet RREQ. It
is assumed, that the maximum duplicates for RREQ is set to 10. When RREQ
is generated at S, the packet is then broadcasted. Node 1, node 2 and node 3
forward
has
it
T.
When
to
the
RREQ
the
and
node
packet
packet
receive
will
arrived at node T, RREP packet is then generated and sends in reversed
direction to the route list of the RREQ packet. After a time, ti the source node,
S produces a set of non-disjoint routes as { [S-3-T] [S-2-T] [S-1-T] [S-3-2,
,
,
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T]

[S-3-2-1-T]

[S-2-3-T]

[S-2-1-T]

[S-1-2-T]

S-1-2-3-T ] }. It is

,
,
,
,
,[
observed that the RREQ packet goes through node 2 seven times. If we limit
the number of duplicates to 5 for example, the number of non-disjoint routes
returned will be 6. Figure 3-14(a) illustrates the processof route accumulation
and Figure 3-14(b) shows the outcome as a set of routes in the node's Routing

Table. The number of routes will also be reduced if the time t is set less than
before.
Definition 3.3: The Route Accumulation Latency is defined as the amount
of time allowed for a source node to accept a number of RREP packets
destined to this node with the same id as that RREQ which originated from it.
The symbol, 'L represents the route accumulation latency. The value of T
chosen must ensure a good number of routes are accumulated.The number of
RREP packets received representsthe number of node non-disjoint
discovered.

routes

Hence there are two parameters that governed the number of non-disjoint
routes to be accumulated: (1) the maximum number of RREQ duplicates
allowed and (2) the route accumulation latency. The question is how to
determine the value for the number of RREQpacket duplicates and the route
accumulationlatency ?
The second aim of the NDMRDprotocol is to facilitate the functions of the
Node State Monitoring protocol in the

updating, disseminating and

accumulatingthe QoS routing parameters.The Node State Monitoring protocol
will be described in detailed in Chapter 5. Another example of generating
multiple routes is shown in Table 3-1. It consistsof a list of routes accumulated
for a 10 nodes scenario as in Figure 3-15. For each route list, a different node
combination is produced. It is obtained by capturing the route table at a given
time. A simulation is done for 40s, offering a CBRload of 820 kbps with a single
source and single target. This set of routes could be use as an initial population
for route selection using GeneticAlgorithm.
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Figure 3-14 Route Accumulation at the Source Node

Figure 3-15 A Ten Nodes Static MANET
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Route

Table 3-1 Examplelist of routes for a single source single target
Time

List Of Routes Discovered

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.4->192.0.0.3->192.0.0.6->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.2->192.0.0.5->192.0.0.6->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.2->192.0.0.5->192.0.0.8->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.4->192.0.0.7->192.0.0.9->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.4->192.0.0.7->192.0.0.6->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.3->192.0.0.6->192.0.0.9->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.2->192.0.0.5->192.0.0.8->192.0.0.6->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.4->192.0.0.7->192.0.0.9->192.0.0.8->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.2->192.0.0.5->192.0.0.8->192.0.0.9->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.4->192.0.0.7->192.0.0.9->192.0.0.6->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.4->192.0.0.7->192.0.0.6->192.0.0.8->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.3->192.0.0.4->192.0.0.7->192.0.0.6->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.4->192.0.0.3->192.0.0.6->192.0.0.8->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.4->192.0.0.7->192.0.0.6->192.0.0.9->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.3->192.0.0.6->192.0.0.9->192.0.0.8->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.2->192.0.0.5->192.0.0.8->192.0.0.9->192.0.0.6->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.4->192.0.0.7->192.0.0.9->192.0.0.8->192.0.0.6->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.3->192.0.0.4->192.0.0.7->192.0.0.9->192.0.0.8->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.4->192.0.0.7->192.0.0.6->192.0.0.9->192.0.0.8->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.4->192.0.0.7->192.0.0.9->192.0.0.6->192.0.0.8->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.4->192.0.0.3->192.0.0.6->192.0.0.8->192.0.0.9->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.4->192.0.0.3->192.0.0.6->192.0.0.5->192.0.0.8->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.4->192.0.0.3->192.0.0.6->192.0.0.9->192.0.0.8->192.0.0.10

13.405

192.0.0.1->192.0.0.2->192.0.0.5->192.0.0.8->192.0.0.9->192.0.0.7->192.0.0.6>192.0.0.10

In this route discovery procedure,the source node transmits a RREQ packet,
identifying the target for which the route is needed. An intermediate node
receiving the RREQ packet retransmits the packet if it has not yet achieved
maximum allowed RREQ duplicates, then forwarded a copy of it. When the
target node has received the RREQpacket, it returns a Route Reply (RREP)to
the source. The RREPpacket then traverses the route taken by the RREQ,in
the opposite direction of the RREQand is propagated towards the source.
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Certain optimisations have been defined for this basic NDMRD discovery
schemeto reduce the frequency of performing route discovery and to limit the
flooding of the network by forwarding the RREQmechanism.These are: (1)
sending the periodic CONNpacket at the interval rate of one per second.This
will ensure nodes within the transmission range were connected as neighbour
nodes and to activate the node state cache, while nodes that have moved out
of range will have their node state cache deactivated, avoiding stale
information. When the source node starts transmitting RREQ packets, the
sending of periodic CONN packets is stopped until the transmission session is
completed or the route is broken. (2) The sending of periodic CONN packets
with the setting of TTL to 1, to limit the flooding of CONNsover the network.
For each individual route discovery attempt, each node forwards the RREQ
base on the following conditions: (1) should this be the first occasionthat RREQ
has arrived at the node, then it forwards the packet to the next one-hop node
accordingly; (2) if it is not the first time, then this is a RREQduplicate. The
RREQduplicate counter is then incremented and, if the counter is more than
the maximum number of RREQ duplicates allowed, the RREQ packet is
destroyed; and (3) if no more hop, the RREQpacket is destroyed.
Each route discovered is constrained by the node bandwidth, end-to-end
delay, medium access delay and route lifetime. The route lifetime is indicated
by the node connectivity index (nd)

in the form suitable for QoS routing

determination. The determination of Node ConnectivityIndex will be described
in Chapter Four whereas the delay and bandwidth available is described in
Chapter Five.
3.4.3 NDMRD Protocol Implementation
The Opnet implementation of NDMRD protocol consists of Send Route
Request module, Send Route Reply module, Received Route Request module
and Received Route Reply module. The implementation of NDMRD is best
explained by the use of a flowchart. Eachindividual module will be describedas
follows.
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3.4.3.1 Send Route Requestmodule
The RREQpacket is activated when event packet arrival has occurred. When
a packet arrives from upper layer, it is an application packet. The protocol then
checks the Routing Table and determines whether any route exists to the
destination. If no route exists, then the RREQpacket is initiated. It creates the
QOSRGApacket, issues an id, encapsulatesthe packet into IP datagram, sets
TTL and lastly sets the Originate RequestTable. The IP encapsulated RREQ
packet is then broadcasted.The flowchart of the Send Route Requestmodule is
shown in Figure 3-16.
3.4.3.2 ReceivedRoute Requestmodule
The Received Route Request module is activated when type RREQpacket
arrives at the node. If the node is an intermediate node, the packet is checked
for RREQduplicates, using the list in the Forward Request Table. Then, the
packet is registered and allowed for up to a maximum number of the RREQ
duplicates. This will result in the creation of non-disjoint routes. If TTL is 1,
destroy the packet, otherwise set the entry to Forward RequestTable. Then
rebroadcastthe RREQ,with this node addressadd to the address list of RREQ
packet. If the node is a source node, then destroy the packet. This meansthat
the node is receiving its own RREQpacket. If the node is the destination of the
packet, then initiate a Send Route Replyoperation. The overall operation of the
ReceivedRoute Requestoperation is shown as a flowchart in Figure 3-17.
3.4.3.3 Send Route Replymodule
Send Route Reply module will be activated on the arrival of RREQpacket if
the node is the destination node. RREPpacket is then created with the source
addressfrom the IP datagram of the RREQpacket. The protocol then extracts
the Node State information from the Node State Table of this node and inserts
it into the RREPpacket. The value of node bandwidth, medium access delay,
ndi and end-to-end delay is piggybacked onto the RREP packet. The IP
datagram is then created and subsequently encapsulates the RREPpacket.
Following this, RREQis copied into the Forward Route Request Table. The
protocol allowed the destination node to permit the RREQ duplicates. This
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allows the non-disjoint routes to be returned. Since the node is the destination
node, RREP is then unicast to the next-hop neighbour following the reversed
routes obtained from the RREQ packets.

The flowchart for the Send RREP

packet operation is in Figure 3-18.
3.4.3.4

Received Route Reply Module

If the node is the intermediate node, then the QoS parameters are obtained
from the node's Node State Table and inserted into the RREPpacket. The QoS
parametersfrom the previous hop are extracted from the RREPpacket into this
node's QoS parameter's list. The route traversed by RREPpacket is then copied
into the node's Routing Table. After setting the RREP packet into the IP
datagram, it is then forwarded to the next hop.
If the node is the source node, the QoS parameters list are extracted from
the RREPpacket and inserted into the node's QoS parameter's list. The QoS
parameters matrix are generated, given as Eqn. (3-1), Eqn. (3-2), Eqn. (3-3)
and Egn.(3-4) ,

D=

Do
,o...
Dk-1,0

Do,
k-1
(Eqn. 3-1)
"..

ncio,o

...

ncik-1,o

...

Dk-l,

k-1

ncto,k-i

(Eqn. 3-2)

C=
nctk-i, k-i

BW = [Bo Bl B2 ... Bk ]
_1

(Eqn. 3-3)

[do
]
dl
d2
dk_1
d=
"""

(Eqn.3-4)
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where D jf is the end-to-end delay, nci f is the node connectivity index, B; is
the node bandwidth and d, is the medium access delay. The matrices
representing the end-to-end delay are node connectivity index, node bandwidth
and medium access delay respectively. Finally the RREP packet is destroyed.
Figure 3-19 shows the flowchart for the Received Route Reply module.

3.4.3.5 ReceivedData Module
If there are still more hops in the data packet, the current node is not yet the
destination of the data packet. After running some data processing
maintenances,unicast the data packet to the next hop according to the data
packet route list. On the other hand, if it is the destination node, then the
packet will be sent to the upper layer.
3.4.3.6 ReceivedError Module
If the packet is of type RERR,then all routes in the node Routing Table that
have a link from the error source address to the unreachable node address
were removed. It avoids using stale information regarding the current Node
State.
3.4.3.7 ReceivedConnectivityPacketModule
The partially periodic transmission of CONN packet is explained in Section
3.3.1.1. The format of the packet is of the form similar to RREQpacket but with
the identification set to zero. On receiving the packet type RREQ,the protocol
checks the identification field. If it is '0 ', then the packet is CONN packet,
otherwise it is a RREQpacket. If it is a CONNpacket, it is then destroyed.The
purpose of a CONN packet is to ensure the monitoring protocol can always
measure the topology changes during the non-transmitting phases and
maintain the Node State.
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ROUTE REQUEST
SEND

Begin

Create the Route Request
Option for the Qosrga packet

Create the Qosrga packet

Create IP datagram, ver 4.

Increment Route Request Id, by 1.

Set the TTL field to 1 if
propagating request is set.

Set the originating Route Request Table

Send the IP packet to the CPU which
will broadcast it.
Set the last broadcast time to
current time.

Figure 3-16 Route Request Send Operation
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Figure 3-18 Send Route Reply Option

Figure 3-17 Received Route Request
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Figure 3-19 Received Route Reply
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Destroy the packet

i

3.5 Performance Evaluations of NDMRD Protocol
3.5.1 The Number of Routes Discovered

The strength of the NDMRDprotocol is the number of routes that it discovers
as a result of RREQpackets sent and RREPpackets received.The total number
of routes that were discovered depends largely on two related variables, the
Route Accumulation Latency ( RAL ) and the number of RREQduplicates.The
number of routes available and the Node State information that are piggybackedto RREPpacket will enhancethe ability to discover the routes based on
the given metrics. The multiple routes discovery is done within the Route
Accumulation Latency specified. The total number of routes is obtained by
counting the total number of RREPsfrom the destination. A simulation
experiment is done to ascertain the value of RREQ duplicates and Route
Accumulation Latency that need to be specified for our QoS routing protocol.
The setup consists of 20 nodes with the Random Waypoint Mobility model,
representing the nodes that move randomly inside a field configuration of
1000m x 1000m. The objectives of the simulation experiments are three fold:
(1) to study the effect of Route AccumulationLatencyon the number of routes
discovered; (2) to study the effect of RREQduplicateson the number of routes
discovered; and (3) to study the relationship between the numbers of routes
discoveredand the overall performanceof the NDMRDprotocol for one and five
CBR sources when considering various numbers of routes. The overall
performance of the NDMRDprotocol will indicate the optimum value of Route
AccumulationLatency and the number of RREQduplicatesthat need to be set.
3.5.2 The Effect of RREQ Duplicates

Figure 3-20 shows the number of routes accumulated as a function of the
duplicates.When number of duplicatesis set to zero, an average of 2 routes is
obtained. Maximum number of routes is accumulatedwhen duplicates is set to
10 until 15. After 15 duplicates the number of routes starts to drop to 15
routes and when 20 duplicates are used, the routes discoveredare reduced to
16. Initially, no congestion occurs, so many routes are accumulated. As the
RREQduplicates are increased,the broadcast and the unicast packet that are
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generated greatly increasedthe traffic congestion. Hencethe number of initial
routes discoveredis less.
3.5.3 The Effect of Route Accumulation Latency (RAL)
Figure 3-21 shows the effect of changing the Route Accumulation Latency on
the number of initial routes. The rate of change of the number of routes from
RAL=0.05 until RAL=0.1 is very steep. The number of initial routes accumulated
is increasing proportionately. Beyond that, the rate of change of the number of
routes decreased tremendously. When RAL is set more than 0.1 seconds, the
duplication of RREQ packet becomes more of a nuisance than a necessity. It
generated more congestion and caused RREP packet to drop more often. For
RAL beyond 0.1, the rate of change of number of routes is very small. It may
be concluded that the value of RAL to be set in all future experiments should be
between 0.08 to 0.1 seconds.
3.5.4 The Overall Performance

of NDMRD Protocol

In this section the performance of NDMRD protocol with Average Packet
Delivery Ratio (APDR) as metrics is presented. APDR is defined as ratio between
the average total traffic received and average total traffic sent. The source data
rate used is 40 kbps. Two sets of experiments were done, one with a single
CBR source and the second with five CBR sources. Referring to Figure 3-22 and
Figure 3-23, APDR is drawn against the simulation time for single CBR source
and five CBR sources. Generally, APDR for single CBR source is better than
APDR for five CBR sources. The difference in performance is due to congestion
of a five-sources scenario as being more prominent than a single source
scenario. The performance of NDMRD protocol also depends on the number of
initial routes accumulated. The results are redrawn to show the relationship
between APDR and the number of routes as shown in Figure 3-24. It may be
observed that the smaller number of routes produce slightly better APDR
compared to the higher number of routes. It can be attributed to the fact that
the larger number of routes takes more time to generate a QoS route compared
to the lesser one. However, the percentage difference is approximately 10 %.
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Figure 3-20 Effect of RREQDuplicates on the Number of Routes
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Figure 3-21 The Effect of Route Accumulation Latency
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Figure 3-22 Performance of NDMRD Protocol Based on APDR metric for 5 CBR Sources
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This observation is very significant, such that our setting of RAL and RREQ
duplicates should reflects the possible 10 % gain in term of APDR. But since the
simulation experiments are based on only 40 kbps, 100 kbps and 200 kbps,
then as a guideline the value of RREQduplicates should be set between 5 and
10 duplicates and the value of RAL between 0.08 and 0.1 second.

AVERAGEPKT DELIVERYRATIOAS A
FUNCTIONOF INITIAL ROUTESDISCOVERED
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Figure 3-24 Performance of NDMRD Protocol Based on APDR Metrics Against the
Number of Routes for One and Five CBR Sources

3.6

SUMMARY

The overall implementation of QoS routing algorithm is presented. The QoS
routing protocol, "QoS Routing for MANETs Using a Genetic Algorithm" with its
acronym as QOSRGAwas defined. The message format and the data structures
were formally defined. Then the Non-Disjoint Multiple Routes Discovery
(NDMRD) protocol was introduced, which makes up the QOSRGA. The
characteristics of the NDMRD are QoS-Aware, since the contents of its route
reply packet are QoS parameters. The implementation of the protocol using the
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Opnet Modeler, was formally described.The overall flowchart is described.The
detailed explanationswere given for; (1) the upper layer packet arrival routine,
(2) route request sent routine, (3) the received route request routine, (4) send
route reply routine, (5) received route reply routine and (6) received data
packet routine. Finally a series of performance tests were run to actually see
the benefit of multiple routes and routes accumulation.It was shown how to
generate non-disjoint multiple routes by using RREQduplicatesand how to limit
the initial number of routes by introducing the variable Route Accumulation
Latency. The performance test of NDMRDprotocol gives an insight into the
value of RALand the number of duplicates.
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CHAPTER 4
THE NODE CONNECTIVITY METRIC

4.1

Introduction

The vision of MANETis characterisedby mobile, lightweight and personalised
computing devices, being collaborative in nature towards a self-establishing
network. When network topology changesdue to the mobility of nodes, this will
result in three node pair scenarios, least-connected, highly-connected or
breaking-up. The changes in the set of links of a node affect not only the
node's ongoing communication, but may impede the communication of other
nodes as well. As the capacity and communication ability of MANETsare
dependent on node connectivity, it is important to understand how node
connectivity behaves in MANETs.Routing protocols may cause the route to
change in response to the variation of quality of node connectivity. The
resultant route changes may alter the traffic distribution in the network, causing
congestion at a number of nodes with less traffic at other nodes. The network
dynamicsrequire a mobility metric which can quantify the node movementsand
eventual relationship with the neighbours. The final outcome would be how
reliable inter-nodal communication is. The stable and durable routes are
selected based on the connectivity criteria from a node to its neighbours and
successivelyin pairs towards the target nodes. Hence, QoS routing in this case
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is the mechanismto find a feasible route which has overall good connectivity
criteria from amongst the routes discovered.
For effective performanceof QoS routing protocols, it requires a connectivity
metric that can accurately capture the networking dynamics of the node.
Effectively it indicates the resulting performance of the QoS routing protocol.
Such a metric could provide feedback information which shows the quality of
node connectivity. The connectivity metric must be applicable to a real mobile
network with real nodes. The first step is to define a set of requirementsthat
must be met to enable effective function of QoS routing protocols. The metrics
must be (1) able to compute in a distributed environment, (2) able to adapt a
locally measured performance, (3) a numerical quantity which indicates the
quality of node-pair connectivity, and (4) capable of processingin a real time
implementation. Ultimately, the metric should describe quantitatively the
dynamic of the nodes such that it can be of use in the route discovery and
selection processto choosethe most reliable, longer duration and stable routes.
It can also be used to select the cost-effectivenessof the longer duration and
stable routes. Lastly, it is expectedto generatethe availableQOSroutes.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 outlines the
related work on node connectivity. Section 4.3 describes in detail the Node
Connectivity Index, where the node mobility is characterisedby the expansion
and contraction model. Section 4.4 introduces and describesin detail the Node
Connectivity Index including performanceevaluations.The chapter ends with a
summary in Section4.5.
4.2

Related Work

Route reliability issues have been addressed in several works. In the
Associativity-based Routing [32]

the association stability of the links is
,
accounted when choosing routing paths. It attempts a measure of goodness
using associativity ticks which indicates how stable a route is. The Signal
Strength Adaptive protocol [33] further considers the signal strength in
choosing the good paths. With the Route-LifetimeAssessmentBased Routing
protocol [34] ,a parameter called affinity is defined to characterisethe signal
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strengths and stability of a route. An AODV[10] tries to pre-empt a link failure
by using periodic hello packets and propagating failure messagesto source
using the route. Pre-emptive routing [35] is an enhancement to DSR that
enables nodes to estimate the time to link failure and propagate route failure
information in advance.All these mechanismssuffer from the fact that they are
local to the node and not necessarilygood strategy for the whole route. An
attempt to view the whole route was carried out [36] using some kind of
mobility prediction. This requires a global clock synchronisation and a
positioning system for the network. These mechanisms do not capture the
aspect of the relative velocity for the route.
4.3

Node Connectivity

Metric

4.3.1 Characteristics of Node Movements
The main challengeof QoS routing in mobile ad hoc networks is to handlethe
topology changes appropriately. The performance of a protocol is greatly
determined by its ability to adapt to these changes.Hence,it would be useful to
have metrics that characterisethe effect of mobility on the connectivity of node
pair. Mobility characteristics that affect the connectivity metrics need to be
defined. These are the link lifetime, route lifetime, the number of link changes,
node degree and route availability. Link lifetime is the duration of connectivity
for a single hop node pair. The route lifetime is the duration of full connectivity
from source to destination for a certain number of hops. Node degree is the
number of neighbouring nodes within the transmission range of source node.
Link availability is the fraction of time where there exists a connection between
two neighbouring nodes. It would be necessaryto consider a metric in terms of
a single positive value as node-pair connectivity index, to be incorporated into
the route selection algorithm. The metrics are all culminated from the effect of
mobility with certain velocities. The velocities of nodes within MANEThave the
characteristicsof spatial and temporal dependence.Spatial dependenceis the
extent of similarity of the velocities of two nodes that are within the
transmission range. Temporal dependence is the extent of similarity of the
velocities of a node at two time instancesthat are not too far apart. Relative
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velocity is the velocity difference between two nodes considered. Node pairs
moving closer, and node pairs moving apart, experiencehigher relative velocity.
Node pairs moving along side each other or moving in the same direction
experiencelow relative velocity. The relative velocity is chosento impact on our
QoS routing algorithm as it is governed by the strength of connectivity between
any set of node pairs within the route. The strength of connectivity between the
node pair can be derived from the fact that node-pairsmay be moving towards
each other in a contraction model or they may be moving away from each other
in an expansionmodel.
4.3.2

Contraction

and Expansion Model of Node Movement

Ideally the contraction model emulates the movement of mobile nodes
towards a logical centre from all directions. In practical scenarios, at t=

0, a

node may enters another node transmissionrange at an angle and move in a
direction not towards the other node. Contractionand expansionrates increase
as velocity increases. This results in a node reaching the boundary of
transmission range after a short time duration. Consequently,this affects the
node connectivity time, route lifetime and the quality of node connectivity.
Figure 4-1 shows the contraction model. If the movement pattern of the nodes
is away from each other, than it is expansionmodel. Ideally, if at t= 0, a node
is within a transmission range of the other node, then it moves away from the
centre to the edges. In a practical scenario,the mobile nodes may move away
from each other at an inclination angle. Incidentally, the starting point of the
node is within the transmission radius, in contrast to the contraction model.
Figure4-2 shows the expansionmobility model.
4.3.3 Hybrid Model Characteristics
In this mobility model, the movements of a node may switch from a
contraction to an expansion model. These switchable characteristicsare due to
the relative distance between the node-pair and the time a node is within
transmission range of its neighbours. Initially, the node is in the contraction
model, having entered the transmission range at an angle of arrival, until it
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reaches a perpendicular point towards the other node where it enters the
expansionmodel.

Figure4-2 ExpansionModel Of Node
Connectivity

Figure 4-1 ContractionModelof Node
Connectivity

Finally, the node reaches the edge of the transmission range at a point of
departure. Consideringthat the node moves in a straight line motion, at a point
in time, the node will exhibit the expansionmobility characteristics.There exists
a finite time between the node pair when they will always be in connectivity.
The node connectivity time is an important QoS routing parameter for mobile
nodes. The connectivity time depends on the angle of arrival and velocity.
Figure 4-3 shows the hybrid model, illustrating that the node connectivity time
is higher when it is at a particular position within the range for contraction,
comparedto if it were at a position within the range for expansion.
4.3.4 Analytical Consideration of Node Connectivity Time
4.3.4.1 ExpectedNode ConnectivityTime
tl
Consider two nodes i and
time
the duration of the node
at
when
,
,
connectivity L(i, j) is the time interval (t1, t2) during which the two nodes are
within the transmission range of each other. However, these two nodes could
not be within the transmission range at time tj <t

and also at time t>

Formally,L(i, j) = (t1, t2) if and only if, for all values of t, tl <_ t <_t2.
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t2 .

An analytical model is presentedto determinethe mean connectivitytime of a
node-pair. The mean connectivity time of a node pair shows the estimated
length of time a node pair is in contact with respect to the relative velocity of
the nodes. Hence the lower and upper bound of node pair connectivity time
which is useful in ensuring a completecommunicationsessioncan be obtained.

Angle of -Arrival

".

n

n1

12

Point of
Departure

Point of
Arrival

Range for
n2 - ný

""".

-contraction
'-'Range for
expansion
n2-n,

Figure 4-3 Hybrid of Contractionand ExpansionModel

The analytical estimate of the node pair connectivity time Is obtained using
the approach taken by Hong[37] , in the cellular network where the authors
derived the expected time of a node residing within a cell. In this case, the
connectivity time of a node pair, is estimated, which is the time that a node is
always in contact wirelessly with the other node at a velocity and angle of
arrival assumed to be uniformly distributed. The transmission range is set to
250m. Next, it is assumed that during the connectivity time, the mobile node
moves along the specific direction, with uniform velocity. The velocity
distribution of different nodes at different time intervals conforms to a velocity
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profile, with uniform distribution. Figure 4-4 shows a mobile node, n2 moving in
the vicinity of another node, ns which is assumed to be stationary. In reality,
both nodes may be mobile. The mobile node arrives at the boundary of the
circular range of the stationary node, at time of arrival, TOA, and it keeps on
moving until the boundary is reached again, at departure time, TOD. The
velocity of the mobile node is assumed to be uniformly distributed between 0
and V,,,ar m/s. The direction of arrival of node n2 is given by 9, the value of
The mobility of the node is then
which is between -n/2 and to/2.
fv'v)
by
PDF,
the
velocity
and directional PDF fe(B). In order to
characterised
determine analytically the time range where n2 resides within the range of n1,
the two PDF are defined. Velocity PDF is given as,

1
fv

()=
`'

for

Vmax

0

05V <_V
V..

(Eqn. 4-1

otherwise.

When the mobile node arrives at time TOA and may transverse a distance X
in any direction with equal probability, the random variable 9, has PDFas,
1for-?
h(0) =r22
0

r<9<
(Egn. 4-2 )
elsewhere

Considernode n2 from Figure 5.4, which traversesa distanceX, thus,
X= 2R " cos 0

(Eqn. 4-3 )

For node n2 traversing a distance Xwith time (where 0: 5 X5 2R) then the
density function of X,
FX (x) = Pr(X <_x).
Resolving, for FX(X),
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(Eqn. 4-4 )

1 0,
F(x)

= 1-

2"

cos-'

for x<O,
for 0<_x<_2R,

2R ,

(Eqn. 4-5 )

for x> 2R.

1,
Then the PDFof X,
fx (x) =d-

FX (x)

(Egn.4-6 )

reducedto the form,
11
A(x)=

foraSx 5 2R

ýz
RZ

Q

2

(Eqn. 4-7 )

elsewhere
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Figure 4-4 Estimatingthe ExpectedNode ConnectivityTime

Node pair connectivity time is defined as the mean time; a node is within the
transmission range of the other node and both are fully connected. The node
connectivity time for the mobile node to travel from the point of arrival to the
X
V,
distance
departure,
the
of
with
a
velocity
of
generally is given as,
point
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X
TNCT_V

(Eqn. 4-8 )

The PDFof the node connectivitytime can be found using a standard
method.
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(Eqn. 4-9 )

2R
t >_
;

V.

The expected mean node connectivitytime for the 2-node is given as,
TNCT

w
Jt'
-

(t)

dt

(Eqn. 4-10 )

NCT
0

By solving Eqn. 4-10, the mean node connectivity time, TNCT is now a
function of velocity. Figure 4-5 shows the plotting of TNCTagainst velocity.
From the plot the time, TNCTfor any given velocity can be explicitly estimated
.
The lower bound and the expected upper bound of the node connectivity can
also be determined.

From the graph, it can be infered that, node connectivitytime dependson the
TNCT
for any velocity, can then be
The
the
node.
estimate of
velocity of
obtained. There is also a limit to the velocity of each node in the system. For
this QoS routing simulation, the appropriatevelocity is chosen.
4.3.4.2 Node Connectivity Time Obtained ThroughOpnet Simulation
Figure 4-6 shows the plot of TNCTagainst velocity. Each reading was taken
for a specific angle of arrival. The time difference between the Time of Arrival
(TOA) and Time of Departure ( TOD) is taken as the node connectivity time
in seconds. Different angles of arrival give a slightly different curve. Low
velocity gives higher node connectivity time. The result from Opnet simulation
is similar to the one obtained analytically, with a slightly higher connectivity
time for a given velocity. Hencewe it can be concluded that Opnet simulation
can be used to simulate the node mobility model and extract a suitable node
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connectivity time. The model can be used to estimate node connectivity time
for a given velocity and the maximum time for the purpose of QoS routing
implementation. Velocity of 25 m/s and 1 m/s resulted in the connectivity
duration of about 10 secondsand 225 secondsrespectively.Hencethe velocity
which gives a reliable connectivity duration would be between 0.5 m/s (3.6
km/h ) and 25 m/s (90 km/h). The velocity of 0.5 m/s depicts a walking
scenariowhereas the velocity of 25 m/s depicts a car travelling on the highway.
A metric which can describe the relative difference in connectivity time for
different node pairs is needed. By comparing the values from different node
pairs, those which have surplus connectivity time left can be selected. In the
next section a node connectivity index is proposed.

4.4 Development of Node Connectivity Index ( nci )
4.4.1 Estimation

of the Normalised

Relative Velocity

It is not enough to view the network dynamicsas having nodes connectedor
unconnected, but rather how long the connection will last. The longer the
connection the better it contributes to the reliability and stability of the whole
route. It is proposed to derive a metric which describesthe dynamicity of the
mobile nodes. In order to compute this metric, the connectivity between two
adjacent nodes must be measured. Then the connectivity strength of every
node pair is computed to produce a positive numerical index. The index can
proportionately describe how reliable a route is. Those low speed nodes which
have longer duration and are more reliable are represented by a low value
index. Stationary nodes produce a zero index. The rate of separation,
expanding and contracting measures, between each adjacent pairs of nodes
can be estimated by computing the relative velocity.
Consider node X71receiving packets from node n2 in Figure 4-7. Within the
transmissionrange, node n2 will always be on the circular disk centred at node
n1. Node /l2 is said to be within the virtual concentricregion. The virtual
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3U

concentric region is a circular region within the node's (i. e n1) transmission
range, where at any instant its adjacent node (i. e n1) will always be before
reaching point of departure. Let t1 and t2 be the times at which the last two
packets from /l1 were received. The received power from node /71 when
P1
have
denoted
(at time t1) and P2 (at time t2). From
is
packets
arrived
as
this there exist two possibilities:that nodes are moving closer when P2 > P1
P2
further
< P1.
apart when
and nodes moving
Assumptions:
1. The free space path loss propagation model is used [38] hence power
received by the receiver antenna due to transmission from the transmitter
antenna is given as:

P,.= PGtGT22/(47t)2d2L

(Eqn.4-11)

where, P, is the received power; Pt is the transmitted power; Gr is the
transmitter antenna Gain; Gr is the receiver antenna gain; d is the distance
between transmitter and receiver; L is the system loss factor and A. is the
wavelength in metres.

2. Assuming that all the parameters above, except distance, are the same
throughout all nodes, then the received power is inversely proportional to the
square of distance, d. Then power, P,.= kid2 , where

k= PGýGG2,2/(47r)2L
.
3 In all cases, the node is assumed to move in a linear motion and posses
unlimited battery power.
4 The maximum transmissionrange is assumedto be 250 m.
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Figure 4-7 The GraphicalIllustration of nd Calculation

4.4.2 Contraction and Expansion Mobility Model
4.4.2.1 ExpansionModel
Referring to the Figure 4-7, consider nodes moving apart at a constant
velocity and in linear motion. Two extreme scenarios may occur, that is, n2
moves from position 2 to position 4 or from position 2 to position 5. Consider,
n2movesfrom 2 to 4; distance = d3 - dt, then,

(d3-d1)IJ

v//i=

_(1/

P2)-(1/

Pl)

(Egn.4-12)

(1/(t2 -t1))((1//)-(1//))

(Eqn.4-13)

Next, consider, /72moves from 2 to 5; distance =
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d; -d;

then,

(d3 - di )/ý
V/

ý=

=

(Eqn. 4-14)

(1/P2) - (1/P1)

(1/02 - tl ))

(Eqn. 4-15)

(1ýý'2)- (1ýPi)

Eqn. 4-15 gives a worst-case scenario, hence this equation is being
consideredin the calculationof nci.
4.4.2.2 ContractionModel
Figure 4.7 shows nodes moving closer with a constant speed in linear motion.
Similarly, two scenarioscan be used to find the relationshipthat will deduce the
d1dz,
from
Consider,
2
distance
3:
the
f2
to
then,
moves
node.
speed of
=
(d, -d2)lNfk=(1/(

P0-1/(

(Eqn. 4-16)

2))

and hence,

v/,

fk-

=1/(t2-tl)((1/

P)-(1/

V
Next, consider n2 moves from 2 to 6: distance=

dl

P)-(1/

v/J=1/(t2-t0((1/

(Eqn. 4-17)

P2))

2_

2
d2

P2))

(Eqn. 4-18)

The equation Eqn. 4.18 gives a worst-case scenario, hence it is also being
considered in the calculation of ncL From these equations we have the
estimates of the node-pair relative velocity normalised by the constant due to
antenna and propagation factors. The relative velocity can be used to estimate
the aggregate values for all node-pairs that are within the source-destination
route.
4.4.3 Definition of npem, npcm and nci
Definition 4.1: Considera route R which consistsof a set of nodes, which are
in motion with a velocity, wand with varying angle of arrival, then R= {no, n1,
be
}.
R
For
to
a reliable route, each node must be connected to its
nn-1
n2,...
adjacent node for the whole period of message transmission. Let E denote the
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node pairs, (nj, nk) such that they are adjacent nodes. If the pairs are moving
away from each other, the node pair expansionmetric (npem) is given by,

npem=(1/(t2-tl))

((1/P)-(1/P2))

(Egn.4-19)

Definition 4.2: Considera route R which consistsof a set of nodes, which are
in motion with a velocity, v and with varying angle of arrival, R= {no, n1,
n2,...nn_1}.For R to be a reliable route, each node must be connected to its
adjacent node for the whole period of messagetransmission. Let E denote the
node pairs, (nj, nk ) such that they are adjacent nodes. If the pairs are moving
toward each other, the node pair contraction metric (npcm) is given by,

npcm=(1/(t2

t1))((1/ P2)-(1/

P))

(Egn.4-20)

Observe that npcm and npem are positive quantities but in different
directions, npcm towards high positive values and npem towards low positive
values. These two values must be combinedto form a single metric to indicate
the quality of connectivity between the two adjacent mobile nodes. We note
that the node with npcm lasts longer than that with npem. Hence we need a
weighted form of these two values in a single index quantity. This value will
indicate a strong connectivity if its value is low and weak connectivity if its
value is high. A high value shows that the node is more dynamic and will soon
reach the point of departure from the other node'stransmissionrange.
Definition 4.3: Considera set E which consistsof the node pairs, (nj, nk) such
that they are adjacent nodes. If the pairs are moving towards each other or
away from each other, the node pair connectivity index, nci is a positive value
which describesthe quality of connectednessbetween any two adjacent nodes.
The least nci value Indicatesa good quality connection, in which the node pair
connectivitytime is larger comparedto high ncivalue, then nciis defined as,
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1.0x105

0.25nci

8.0x105 -npem
1.0x105

=

'

for P2< Pl.
for

P2 > Pl.

8.Ox 105+ npcm
0,

(Eqn. 4-21)

for P2= Pl.

The algorithm for calculation of npem, npcm and nc% is part of the whole
algorithm for monitoring of MANET.The algorithm for calculation of npem,
npcm and nc/is

label as Algorithm 4.1.

4.4.4 Performance

Evaluation

of nd

Various simulation experimentsare carried out to show the viability of nci as
a potential comparative measureto compare the connectednessamong all the
potential node pairs connectivity.
4.4.4.1 First Scenario
Considera scenariowhich consist of two nodes, one stationary and the other
is mobile, as shown in Figure 4.8. Initially the mobile node is positioned at an
angle of arrival to the stationary node. Each node produces a periodic node
connectivity packet, i.e. CONNpacket, which is a one-hop transmission packet,
design to identify nodes that are within transmissionrange. This node and their
parametersare recorded in a form of a node state and saved into a node state
cache. Readingsof nci were taken for various speedsand for various angles of
arrival. The results were tabulated for nci with speeds of 1 m/s, 2 m/s, 3 m/s,
4 m/s, 5 m/s, 6 m/s, 10 m/s and 15 m/s and graphically presented as shown in
Figure 4.9 through to Figure 4.16 respectively.For each graph values of nci for
and 80 degreeswere drawn. For each

each angle of arrival of 0,30,45,60,70

speed, the time of departure is less for small angles of arrival. The nci on the
other hand showed that as the time of departure is decreasing,the value of nd
is increasing. For the purpose of data transmission, it would be convenient to
choose a node for which nd is the lowest among the entire neighbouring
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nodes. As can be seen, as nci increases, the expected connectivity time is
reduced.
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Figure 4-8 Scenario to Determine nci

The results for the nci values for a number of velocities that were tabulated
in Figure 4-9 through to Figure 4-16 are now redrawn to show the relationship
between nci and different velocities. Figure 4-17 shows the redrawn graph. It
illustrates the effect of velocity on nci. It can be concluded that the greater the
velocity, the higher the nci. If there are two node-pairs with different relative
velocities, then the one which has the least nci value will be chosen at that
instant as its performance is the best in terms of how long the node-pair
connection lasts. Hence this confirms that nci could be a unique comparative
index, to select which node pairs that provides longer node connectivity.
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4.4.4.2 Two Scenarios to Demonstrate the Effect of nci

The first scenario consistsof one mobile node, n1 and two stationary nodes,
n2 and n3 as shown in Figure 4.18(a). The mobile node is set to move in a
straight line in the direction where it enters the radio transmission range of n2
and n3 at time 0 second and 280 seconds respectively.At time 0 second, n1
and n2 are connected since n1 is just within the transmission range of n2. At
that instant nci is about 0.01. From 0 second to 280 seconds n1 is always in
connectionwith n2 such that the value of nci (n1<->n2) varies from -0.01 to
during
If
the
this period, no change of path will
selection
process
occurs
-0.23.
take place. Upon reachingthe 280th second, n1 enters n3 connectivity range.
The value nci (nl<->n3)

is -0.01. At this stage n1 has two choices of
connection. In the event there is a selection process, nci (n1<->n3) is much
less than nci (n1<->n2), hencethe node-pairconnectionchangesto nl<->n3.
The graph in Figure 4.18(b) shows the reading of nci for node ni. The nci
values for node ni, are the ni node states for neighbours n2 (nl<->n2) and
n3 (nl<->n3). From the graph in Figure 4-18(b) , at time -280 seconds,the
nci (n1<->n2) is -0.23 and nci (n1<->n3) is -0.01. If the line of nci (nl<>n2) is extrapolated from that point until the end, the time left is -180
seconds. On the other hand, if the line of nci (n1<->n3) is extrapolated from
that point until the end, the time left is N 460 seconds. Hence it can be
does infer
deduced that the element of node state represented by nci
,
connectivity between node-pair. Next, any node-pair connectivity may or may
not be part of the potential routes.
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Figure 4-19 The Effect Of Two Stationary Nodes In Vicinity Of One Mobile Node

The second scenario consists of three nodes, one mobile node and two
stationary nodes, with the setup as shown in Figure 4. -19(a). The mobile node,
n1 initiates its movement in a straight line with a speed of 1 mps. It
immediately enters the transmission range of n2 and then a little while later
into the range of n3. The graph in Figure 4.19(b) shows the readings of nci
against the time elapsed for mobile node n1. From the graph nci(n1<->n2)

is

less than the nci (n1<->n3) from the time it enters the range of n3 until the
time of departure at 200 seconds. Node n1 connected to n3 traversed a
shorter distance compared to n1 connected to n2. Connectivity time for n1 to
n2 is much longer, hence when nci for both connections are compared, the
one which has longer connectivity in the expansion region offers the least nci.
In the event, the selection process occurs at any instance between 0 second
and 200 seconds, the connection of (nl<->n2)
It is noted that the value of nci (nl<->n3)

would be chosen.
just before n1 is within the

transmission range of n3 is not zero but that it simply did not exist, since both
,
are out of range of each other. At that point in time n3 is removed from the
ni's neighbour's list.
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4.1 : Calculating the npcm, npem, nci
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Summary

In this Chapter, the idea of formulating the node connectivity into a form
suitable for the purpose of monitoring the dynamic of any given node pair was
proposed. It had been able to show that the node connectivity time constitutes
the length of time where node-pairsare connectedand communicationsessions
can be established. By analytical calculation and simulation, the node
connectivity time depends on the relative velocity of the node-pair. It shows
that there is an upper limit and a lower limit for the connection time. Between
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these limits communicationsessionscan be carried out. In order to monitor the
for
is
between
the
and
whole
route
which
a
node-pair
of
connection
quality
made up of a collection of node-pairs, npem, npCm and nci are introduced.
The nci is shown to be a viable way to estimate the quality of node-pair
connection in terms of its timeliness. In the next chapter nci will be used as
one of the fitness metric for GA to identify and select the best path to the
destination.
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CHAPTER 5
NODE STATE MONITORING PROTOCOL FOR
MOBILE AD HOC NETWORKS

5.1 Introduction
The goal of QoS routing is to provide an application with a connection which
can sustain the requested bandwidth and delay requirement. In MANET, a
wider range of environment parameters are encountered, and a different
approach using QoS routing techniques is called for. QoS Routing has received
considerable attention by a number of researchers [39][40][13][41]

number
.A
of approaches have dealt with QoS support in multichannel wireless networks

such as TDMA and CDMA. Shared channel networks such as the IEEE 802.11
[42] do not perform well for QoS routing. The characteristics of the shared
channel do not provide a unified view of the medium to all nodes. The following
issue must be addressed: the nodes must obtain information about their
environment and must react to topology changes. Focusing on the first issue,
this must be addressed before applying various node information triggered by
topology

changes.

The

node

must

capture

the

network

information

instantaneously and then be saved as a Node State. The monitoring function
ultimately would improve the process of QoS route selection. This chapter
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focuses on the resource information that would be used to parametriciseQoS
route selection mechanism. Generally, the QoS routing mechanism used
resource monitoring for admissioncontrol and for QoS routing enforcement. In
our work we will be applying this information as an input to the GA module for
the computation of route selection.
The remainder of the chapter is organisedas follows. Section 5.2 defines the
Node State, outlining its usefulness in the QoS routing and discusses its
advantagesand how it infers node connectivity. Section 5.3 describesin detail
the process of monitoring and capturing all the node state information. In
Section 5.4 discussesthe techniquesof node bandwidth measurement Section
.
5.5 describes the delay estimation. Section 5.6 describes the Node State
Monitoring protocol. The Chapterends with a summary in Section 5.7.
5.2 Node State as a Component for QoS Routing
5.2.1 Definition of Node State
Definition 5.1: The Node State is defined as any attribute of a node which can
be measured, quantified and maintained.When network topology changes,the
Node State needs to be updated. In general, the node's attributes would be
able to describethe node's characteristicsinstantaneously.
Within the routing taxonomies, protocols are classifiedas link state, distance
vector or flooding algorithms [13]. They are further categorised into various
schemes such as proactive schemes, reactive routing and predictive routing
scheme, ticket-based routing scheme and scheme based on bandwidth
calculation [5] . As a result of frequent topology changes in MANET, the
emphasisshifted from ways to calculate routes to finding ways to discover and
disseminatetopology information efficiently.
Node connection is normally understoodbased on the discrete link between a
pair of nodes. The node pairs usually advertise the existencesof links and are
connected. In link-based protocols, this information would be used to calculate
the routes, joining all node pairs, thus forming feasible paths. The concept of
Node State is proposed. Node State is a general concept similar to link state for
the purpose of analysing networking environment.The Node State requires two
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capabilities, location awareness and signal strength measurement. Hence,
relative position, power measurementsand relative velocity provide sufficient
information to determine the node-pair connectivity. Due to mobility, Node
State changes as frequently as the link breakage rate. Node State can provide
the capability to predict connectivitybetween mobile nodes.
5.2.2 Advantages of Node State
In this thesis the Node State is regard as the basis of a QoS routing protocol
where it has advantagesover the link-state mechanismin severalways.
One State per Node
It is a one state per node. In a link-based protocol, there is one state for a
pair of nodes. For n nodes there are n(n-1)/2 link states, but only n Node
States.
Node State as Information Cache
Node States could generate more information about the network topology
that is relevant to QoS routing. The contents are updated when network
topology changes, as well as being updated periodically. No restrictions are
imposed on the number of Node States to be collected, cached and
disseminated. The information is normally gathered during the Non-Disjoint
Multiple Routes Discovery protocol operation, and during any packet arrival
event.
Predictionof Future Topology
The Node State can be used to predict the node departure time where the
node connectivity will be broken. Hencethis is used as a QoS metric whereby
the measure of node connectivity is transformed into an index to indicate any
length of time before the connection breaks. The index would be useful for the
QoSroute selection using GA.
Quality of Nodes
When a node moves, its state also changes. If the node is stationary and
other nodes have moved, then only those mobile nodes need to change their
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state. Most of the states of the stationary node do not change and so do not
need to be disseminatedas often.
Node State as Support for QoSRouting
The Node State provides a unified mechanismto collect and to disseminate
the required state information. Thus it supports the realisation of QoS routing
algorithms. The proposed GA based route selection algorithm would consider
the fitness of each route. These fitnessesare derived from all node states in the
potential routes.
5.2.3 Inferring Connectivity and Topology Changing
Inferring connectivity Involves predicting the node-pair connectivity index,
nd

Three observations on signal propagation are relevant to the

understanding of the approach taken in this thesis to predict the node-pair
connectivity index: (1) power measured at a node generally increases as a
power law function of distance, (2) power may vary over short distancesdue to
multipath effects, (3) radios can receive and detect signals with strengths that
vary over a wide dynamic range. With the assumptionthat all nodes operate in
the free space environment, then an approximation that is conservative in its
estimate is suitable. The free space propagation model[38] can be used to
provide such an estimate. As with most large scale radio wave propagation
models, the free space model predicts that the received power decays as a
function of the transmitter-receiver separation distance raised to some power,
following a power law function. Measuringpower loss is tractable, so long as
sources can reliably specify the power they are using when transmitting, and
destinations can determine the range between nodes and the strength of the
signals they receive. Inferring quality connectivity is a three step process.The
propagation model provides the loss of received signals, in term of power
measuredwhen a packet was received.The second step determines whether it
is within the power received threshold. The third step is how to associatethe
quality connectivity with the time a node Is within the transmission range of its
neighbours. Table 5.1 provides some examples of Node States. These
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objectives may be combinedto form additional metrics. In this section the used
of Node State as part of our QoSrouting protocol is proposed.
Table 5-1 List of Node State and Their Definitions
Definition

Name
NodeAddress

IP Addressof this node (IPv4)

NeighboursAddress

IP Addressof the neighbour node (Ipv4)

Node Degree

The number of neighbournodes in the vicinity of this node.

Node Bandwidth
Consumed

The amount of bandwidththat has been used for flows via this node
and neighboursnode

Node BandwidthAvailable

The amount of bandwidththat is free to be used for future flows via
this node and neighboursnode

Node Bandwidth Capacity

The total amount of bandwidth availablefor usage.

Node ConnectivityIndex

Node ConnectivityIndex is a positive value which describesthe
quality of connectivitybetween any two adjacent nodes.

Delay

Representsthe end to end delay of all the packetsreceivedby the
wireless LANMACof this node from its neighbour and forwarded to
the higher layer.

MediumAccessDelay

The total of queue and contention delays of data packetsreceived
by WLANMACfrom the higher layer. For each packet, the delay is
recordedwhen the packet is sent to the physical layer for the first
time.

Velocity

The rate of movementof the node in m/s.

Power Due To Curr
ReceivedPacket

Signal Strength measureddue to the arrival of a packet from a
neighbouringnode.

Power Due To Prev
ReceivedPacket

SignalStrength measureddue to the arrival of a packet from a
neighbouringnode, before the arrival of current packet.

Current PacketArriv. Time

Current packet arrival time.

PreviousPacketArriv.
Time

Previouspacket arrival time.

PacketSize

Size of payloadpacketthat arrive at the MAClayer.

5.3

Node State Monitoring

Model

QoS routing performance is difficult to predict. Many discussionsoccur on the
link
QoS
layer
higher
the
these
such
as
performance,
on
parameters
of
effects
capacity, traffic pattern and even different transmitting schemes. Similarly, the
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effects of the low layer parameterscan be consideredas unpredictable.On the
other aspects, QoS routing can be applied with imprecise information, which is
modelledby probability density functions [43].
5.3.1 System Model for QoS Parameters Monitoring
5.3.1.1 Network Model
A Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET)is modelled as an undirected graph G=
(E, Q(nci, BAVA,
Deze,DMAC))
where Eis the set of all mobile nodes, and Q is a
set of QoS parameters that determine the quality of the routes. The symbol
nci

BAVA, DE2E and DMACrepresent node connectivity index, bandwidth

available, end to end delay and MAC delay respectively. A node-pair
connectivity (u, v) is said to exist between nodes (u, 0, if both are in the
transmission range of each other. The quality of the connectivity is given by
nci. The quantities E and Q are ever-changing,since nodes may join and leave
the network.
5.3.1.2 Node Mobility Model
Mobility characteristics, Mi of the node i, is characterised by its relative
,
j)
direction
9,
f
i,
its
initial
the
1'(
and the movement
with
neighbour
velocity
function FRWp can be representedby
Mr =(v(i, J)), 0,1 FRwP})

(Eqn. 5-1)

The movement function represents the random waypoint mobility model
(RWP) [11], which is available within OPNETModeler.The mobility model will
affect the node connectivity and result in variation of node-pair connectivity
time, depending on the direction of the node's movement towards each other
or away from each other. It is termed as a contraction and expansion metric.
The contraction and expansion metric leading to the derivation of node
connectivity index, nd

has been consideredin Chapter 4.
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5.3.1.3 Node CommunicationCoverageModel
The node's communicationcoverage model is represented by a circular area
assumingtransmissionfrom isotropic antennae.The node's transmission range
R(i, J)

from node i to node j Is used to represent the coverage area. The

circular area is determined by the transmitter power Pt of node i and receiving
power Pr of node it Nodes situated within this coverage range are considered
neighbours. The relationship between the node and its neighbours, which is
represented by the Node State, can be monitored and various QoS parameters
can be extracted. The transmissionrange of the node is assumedto be 250m.
Additionally, the free space path loss propagation model is assumedthroughout
this thesis. The Node State is dominated by two factors: (1) the lower layer
parameters, such as node mobility and radio channel characteristics; and (2)
the higher layer parameters, such as offered traffic load in the form of packet
size and packet Interarrival rate. During the exchangingof the neighbour'slocal
information in the network model, a node's lower layer parameters can be
transferred to the network layer.
5.3.1.4 Node Pair ConnectivityModel
The node pair connectivity model is used to predict the local performance
whereby a QoS routing module can react upon it. If the distance between two
d1,
j
denoted
land
in
is
then the condition for the existence
a route
as
nodes
dd
between
is
the
two
of connectivity
mobile nodes

The distance

5R.

between any two mobile nodes is obtained from the radio device on each node,
basedon signal strength. From Eqn. 4-11,
dj/-=1/
where

P

k= (PIG,Gr2,Z)/((4; r)2L).

(Egn. 5-2)
(Eqn. 5-3)

Usingthe above relationship,the quality of node connectivity was modelledin
terms of a numerical index, nd, which is describedin Chapter 4.
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5.3.2 Monitoring

Scheme

In this section the protocol is described in terms of its mechanism for
monitoring the node. The monitoring schemeinvolved the monitoring of packet
types, the Node State parametersextraction and QoS parametersdistribution.
5.3.2.1 Monitoring the arrival of variouspacket types
There are five types of packet that arrive at a node: Data, RREP,RREQ,
RERR,ACK and CONN. By recording two consecutivepacket arrivals from the
same neighbour node, the neighbour'snode IP address,may be identified, the
signal strength due to the arrival of each packet, the node degree, the distance
to the neighbour's node and the relative velocity of the node. The monitoring
protocol is installed on every node and monitors the nodes that receive any
type of packet from its neighbour. No extra packets need to be used for the
monitoring process.The QoS parametersare distributed by piggybackingon the
RREP packet. The information collected by each node is maintained
appropriately. The temporary characteristic of the monitoring parameters is
determined by the monitoring requirements. Based on its temporary
characteristics, all information collected from the node neighbours is time
dependent information. When the node moves, all the collected parameters
need updating while stale information is deleted.
5.3.2.2 Extracting Node State and Distributing QoSParameters
The parameters of concern are derived mainly from the MAC layer and the
physical layer. These parametersare the results of the model's interaction with
the neighbouring nodes. The inter-node interactions are calculated. The
parameters collected will be transferred to a higher layer for the calculation of
QoS route performance.These parametersinclude the bandwidth consumption
), end to end delay (DEZE), medium access
(BOON),bandwidth available (BAVA
), the power due to current (PcuR
delay (DMAC), the relative velocity ( VREL
)
and previous packet (PPR.) arrival and the time when the current (tcuR) and
previous (tpRV)packet arrived. The QoS parametersare collected by the RREP
packet. It follows the routes discovered by the RREQ packets but going in
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reverse route. It attaches the QoS parameters into the RREPpacket and is
carried towards the source
5.3.2.3 UpdateMechanismFor Node State
The node state information which is being collected and cached, reflects
these activities of the node and its surroundings. Each node updates all the
Node State parameters regularly. The update mechanism operates at two
levels; periodic and aperiodic. The periodic mechanism updates at a constant
time interval of one second. It is triggered by the Non-Propagating RREQ
packet, by setting the TTL field to 1. The packet is the connectivity packet,
which is labeled as CONNpacket.This periodic packet which causesthe update,
only operates when nodes have no packet in the queue to send. A periodic
updating is triggered by the arrival of various kinds of packets, RREQ,RREP,
DATA,ACKand RERR,from the node's neighbours.
5.4 The Bandwidth Measurement
To design an efficient QoS routing, it is very important to get accurate
information on the consumed bandwidth and available bandwidth. In MANET
environment, this estimation is not so easy to compute, as the perceptionof the
medium used is different from one mobile node to another. Therefore, to
determine preciselythe available bandwith on its own, a node has to know the
bandwidth available to the nodes which it share the medium with, in order not
to penalisethem.
5.4.1 IEEE 802.11 DCF MAC Protocols
IEEE 802.11

uses CSMA/CA Implementing

MAC layer [44]

Stations

.
participating in the network use the same CSMA/CA to coordinate access to the
shared medium. A station that wishes to transmit must first listen to the

medium, to detect if another station is using it. If so, it must defer until the end
of that transmission. If the medium is free, then that station may proceed. In
IEEE 802.11, carrier sensing is performed by the method of physical carrier
sensing and virtual carrier sensing. Physical carrier sensing detects the
presence of WLAN users by analysing all detected packets, and also detects
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channel activity from relative signal strength from other sources. The virtual
mechanismis referred to as the Network AllocationVector (NAV). The NAVis a
way of blocking other nodes from transmission.A node's medium is considered
busy if either its virtual or physical carrier sense mechanisms indicate busy.
Before a station can transmit a frame, it must wait for the medium to have
been freed for some minimum amount of time known as the Inter-frame Space
(IFS). A priority mechanism for access to the shared medium can then be
established. For the DCF, these are the Short IFS (SIFS) and the DCF IFS
(DIFS). The MACprotocol defines instanceswhere each IFS is used to support
a given transmission priority. A node wishing to transmit a packet must first
wait until its carrier sense mechanismindicates a free medium. Then, a DIFS
will be observed. After this, the node then waits an interval amount of back-off
time, BO, before transmitting. This additional deferral will minimise collisions
between the nodes that may be waiting to transmit after the same event.
Before a node can transmit a frame it must perform a backoll procedure. The
node first waits for a DIFS time upon noticing that the medium is free. If the
medium is still free the node computes the Backoff Timer. The node will wait
either until this time has elapsed or until the medium becomesidle, whichever
comes first. If the medium is still free, the node begins its transmission.The
receiving nodes respond back to the sending nodes with an ACK packet to
indicate a successful reception. A lack of ACK indicates unsuccessful
transmissionto the sending node. The timing diagram for a basic DCFis shown
in Figure 5-1. An interesting fact about NAV is that it can be used to monitor
when the channel is either busy or idle.

5.4.2 Contention

in Wireless Network

5.4.2.1 TheoreticalMaximum Throughput
In order to calculate the capacity bound for the constraint on the GA QoS
route selection algorithm, a series of simulation experiments were conducted
using OPNETModeler. The aim was to find the maximum throughput a node
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can have in the shared medium environment, and how it relates to the number
of nodes and the offered traffic load.
In the simulations, the free space propagation model was used and omnidirectional antennas were assumed. The wireless channel capacity was set to
5.5 Mbps. Six nodes moved randomly in an area of 250m by 250m. The
transmission range of each node is set to 250m. The routing protocol used is
the Best Effort DSR and MAC protocol CSMA/CA IEEE802.11. Throughput
readings are considered as the bandwidth consumed by the nodes. The traffic
used in the simulation is generated by a video connection, modeled as an 819.2
kbps video conference sending 512 byte packets at a rate of 200 packets per
second. The requested bandwidth is therefore 819.2 kbps. The total throughput
was expected to be 4.9 Mbps, which is less than the channel capacity. The
video connections were established between any two nodes selected randomly.
The numbers of connections were increased one by one until all connections
are active. The whole setup is shown in Figure 5-2. The total bandwidth
consumed by every node is shown as in Figure 5-3. The maximum throughput
obtained from the graph is approximately 2.2Mbps. This is much less than
expected. This is due in part to the fact that a portion of each transmission is
performed at lowest data rate, 1 Mbps. In addition, Interframe spacing and
control packet overhead further decrease the effective bandwidth.
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Figure 5-1 DCF Basic CSMA/CATiming Diagram Showing NAV [44]
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Figure 5-2 Mobile Nodes for the Calculation of Bandwidth Consumed
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Figure 5-3 Sum Of Throughput from Each Mobile Node

Also, in this scenario where there are multiple sources, there are periods
when no transmission occurs, since all nodes are idle or backing off. This
characterises the contentious behaviour of nodes. Jun et. al [45] has produced
a general result relating to this effect, and is stated as the Theoretical Maximum
Throughput.

Using this result for an offered load with a given MSDU, the

maximum throughput can be calculated. The theoretical maximum throughput
(TMT) [45] of the IEEE 802.11 MAC is given by

TMT(x) = 8x/(ax+b)

Mbps

(Eqn. 5-4 )

where x is the MSDU size in bytes, a and b are parameters specific to different
MAC schemes and spread spectrum technologies. Table 5-2 provides the
for
TMT
stated data rates of 1,2,5.5
of
values
example
applied to a node with CSMA/CA operating
modulation scheme and MSDU of 512 bytes.
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and 11 Mbps as

under DSSS and HR-DSSS

Table 5-2 TMT Values For CSMA/CA, DSSSand HR-DSSSScheme,
with MSDU 512 Bvtes r451

Data Rate

a

b

TMT

1 Mbps

8

1138

0.78 Mbps

2 Mbps

4

1002

1.343 Mbps

5.5 Mbps

1.45455

915.45

2.467 Mbps

11 Mbps

0.72727

890.73

3.243 Mbps

In MANET,there is a need to consider the effect of interference of traffic
from neighbouring nodes that are possiblymore than one hop away, but within
the transmission range. This is the reason why the effective throughput is less
than TMT. From Figure 5-3 the estimated maximum throughput is
approximately 2.2 Mbps. Hence it can be concludedthat, when calculating the
bandwidth availablethe TMT value should be used.
5.4.2.2

The Need for BandwidthEstimation

A robust and timely estimation of available instantaneous bandwidth or
throughput at a node is necessaryfor effective control mechanism,in order to
support the QoS routing algorithm. In a MANET,with CSMA/CAbased MAC
layer IEEE802.11, the bandwidth available at a node at any given time is
affected by fading and shadowing effects in the wireless channel, changes in
the network topology and variations in the traffic due to the neighbouring
nodes. Hence, an estimation technique is needed that is timely, responsiveto
bandwidth changes and non-intrusive. Noticeably these requirements are not
sufficiently well addressedin the existing bandwidth estimation techniques [46]
[47] designedfor wired networks.
5.4.2.3

The ContentionExperiment

The first challenge of QOSRGArouting protocol is the ability to measurethe
available bandwidth instantaneously.Each node sees a different channel state
and the available bandwidth in the network is not as simplistic as for only a
single node concept. To understandthis complexity, bandwidth availability may
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be classified as local available bandwidth and neighbours'available bandwidth.
The former is due to a given node, and the latter is due to its neighbour'snode.
Neighbours'node bandwidth is the maximum amount of bandwidth a node can
flows
depriving
the
existing
within the node transmission range.
without
use,
Local available bandwidth is the amount of unconsumedbandwith as seen by
the given node.
To demonstrate this relationship, a simple simulation experiment

is shown

using the Opnet Modeler. The MAC layer protocol is the 802.11 with basic
access CSMA/CA. The configuration and the setting of the nodes are shown in
Figure 5.4 and Table 5.3 respectively. Three flows are established, each of 200
packets/s, CBR traffic with packet size of 512 bytes. The simulation was run for
600s. At time 40s, node_1
initiated flow 2 to node_2

initiated flow 1 to node_0.

At 100s node_3

and at 160s node_5 initiated flow 3 to node_4.

The throughput, queue length and the delay statistics were obtained as shown
in Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 respectively. Figure 5.6 shows the
queue length, to indicate that there are always packets to be transmitted. It is
in a saturated state of the node after 100s.

245 m

245 m
00

AO
node
-1

node
-3

node
-5

node
_2

node
-4

100

000
node-0

Figure 5-4 SimulationTopology
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Table 5.3 Setting of the Nodes For The Simulation Experiment
Transmission Range

250m

Data Rate

2 Mbps

Traffic Models

CBR, 200 packets/c,
Packet Inter-arrival Time 0.005 s,
Packet Size 512 bytes,
TX Data Rate 820 kbps
600s

Simulation Time

Object:Flow1, node 1-mode
_0
Object:Flow2, node 3-made 2
Object:Flow3, node 5-mode 4

Wireless
Lan.Throuohput
(bits/sac)
1,000,000
800,000
v

7
O

600,000

L-q

AqLmoLAxx
ANa,.
i

A&M.

400,000

EVY

200,000
0

5m

Om
Simulation

time in minutes

Figure 5-5 Throughput for Flows 1,2,3
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Figure 5-6 Queue at the Node's Transmitter
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Figure 5-7 Delay for flows 1,2,3
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10m

820
At time 40s, when flow 1 initiates, with bandwidth demand
of
'OREQ

kbps, bandwidth available BAVAat node-0 is approximately 1.3 Mbps due to
TMT as in Table 5.3. No contention of the channel occurs, since it is the only
node that is active and the throughput is 0.82 Mbps.At 100s, flow 2 is initiated
from node-3 towards node_2.

At that instance BAVA for flow 1 is

approximately 0.2 Mbps and flow 2 is 0.6 Mbps.At 160s, flow 3 is initiated and
contended with node_2. Flow 3 and flow 2 throughputs are reduced to
approximately 0.4 Mbps each. But node-0, still contending with node_2,
producesthe throughput of 0.4 Mbps. It may be deducedthat the prediction of
instantaneous BAVAmust take into account the concept of neighbours' node,
where each node with packet ready for transmissionalways tries to contend for
the shared channel. Each node within the transmission range needs to share
their instantaneous bandwidth. In order to take into account the shared
bandwidth, it is necessaryto be able to predict the instantaneous bandwidth
which considers the active network. In the next section, an algorithm is
developed to predict the instantaneous local bandwidth and simultaneously
include the neighbourhoodbandwidth.
5.4.3 The Node Bandwidth

Estimation

By Means Of NAV Duration

5.4.3.1 The NAVDuration
The requirements to support QoS routing in MANETScan only be met through
a proper measurement of the parameters concerned. The nature of the wireless
channel requires that network and MAC layer interact in order to provide
necessary information to support QoS routing. The proposed GA-based route
selection largely depends on the information that was extracted from the MAC
layer. One of these is the bandwidth. Estimating the available bandwidth for the
IEEE 802.11 MAC in MANETs is a challenging task due to the shared medium.
During the available bandwidth estimation, we have to consider the activities of
the neighbours' nodes. The available bandwidth is estimated, based on the
channel status of the medium and computation of the busy time of the shared
channel. By using this method, the bandwidth consumed by the activities of the
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neighbours, may be considered simultaneously.Any send or receive packets
from other nodes will affect the channel status throughout the transmission
range.
Utilisation represents a measure of the consumption of an available channel
bandwidth. Each node listens to the channel to determine the channel status
The IEEE802.11
and computesthe busy duration for a period of time T$AMPL,
NG.
MAC[44] utilises both a physicalcarrier sense and a virtual carrier sense.The
,
basic CSMA/CAtransmission is used to determine the two states: busy state
(transmitting, receiving and carrier sensing channel) and idle state. Each node
will constantly monitor when the channelstate changes; it starts counting when
channel goes to busy state from idle state and stops counting when channel
state changes from busy state to idle state. The busy time, TB,SYis composed
kbusy
instancesduring an observationintervalTSAMPL,defined as,
of
NG,
k

TBUSY=

ti

(Eqn. 5-2 )

where the channel is
which is the total amount of time within the TSAMPNG
busy. It is a summation of channel occupancytime of the kth transmits-receive
activities that occupy the channel. The node adds all the busy instances to
compute the total busy time. The busy time ratio, is calculatedfor each period
as the instantaneous utilisation of wireless channel, and are
of time TSAMPuNa
defined as,
UINST
-

TBUSY
X 10 O%
TSAMPIJNG
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(Eqn. 5-3 )

The average utilisation is then estimated using a weighted moving average,
as,
UAVG (j)

-

UAVG (j

(1(j)
xa+
a)
xU
-1)
JNS

(Eqn. 5-4)

where a is the smoothing factor, between 0 and 1. The local bandwidth
consumptionis then given as,

BCON(J)= UAVG(.
1)XTMT

(Eqn.5-5)

and local bandwidth availableas,
(Eqn. 5-6)

BAVA(i) _ (1-UAVA(I))xTMT

After the node finishes computing the available bandwidth during a period of
time TSAMPUNG
at the MAC layer, it sends the information of the available
bandwidth to the network layer and starts computing the available bandwidth
during this period. The timing diagram for a basic IEE802.11 DCF function is
shown in Figure 5.1. NAV can be used to monitor the channel as either busy or
idle. NAV is a timer that indicates the amount of time the medium will be
reserved. Nodes set the NAV to the time for which they expect to use the
medium, including any frames necessary to complete the current operation.
Other nodes count down from the NAV to 0. When NAV is non-zero, the sensing
function indicates that the medium is busy; when NAV reaches 0, the sensing
function indicates that the medium is idle. A node will copy the other nodes
NAV when these other nodes actively occupy the medium. This provides an
indication that the neighbour node is busy.

5.4.3.2 Opnet Modeler Implementation of Bandwidth Estimation
Opnet implement MAC layer as a wlan_mac

process model (Chapter 3). It

implemented all the specifications for the IEEE802.11 MAC. The standard
wlan_mac

was modified by adding extra functions,

to implement

the

bandwidth estimation using the NAV duration facility. The model was designed
such that it can update and interpret the NAV variables as follows.

III

1.

NAVis representedby variable nav_duration in wlan_mac process
model. It is measuredin absolutetime from the beginning of the
simulation.

2.

Eachnode has its own nav_duration with the initial value of zero.

3.

The nav_duration representsthe length of time the medium is likely to
remain busy.

4.

Unit of time of nav_duration is seconds.

S.

The nav_duration is updated basedon the channeloccupancy.

6.

The nav_duration in the nodesother than sending nodes, is updated
using the duration field in a receivedcontrol frame and proceedsas
follows:
nav_duration = max (nay_duration, duration value receivedin a
control frame).

7.

If nav_duration =TcuRRENT,
it means no pre-announcedtransmissionis
is defined as the instantaneous
going on in the near future. TcuRREM.
simulation time.

8.

Idle medium is defined as absenceof carrier AND nav_duration =
TCURRENT'

9.

NAVis set to one, if nav_duration is set to the absolute simulation time
at the point where the medium busy is expectedto end.

10. NAVis reset to zero, if at any point in time, nav_duration is set to
current time. Logicallyit is shown in the Figure 5.8 and nav_duration
updates are shown in Figure 5.9.
Set NAV =I
medium busy
nay duration > current time

ResetNAV=O
medium idle
nay duration = current time

Figure 5-8 LogicalSetup of NAV
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nav duration updates that causesthe setting of NAV=l
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Figure 5.10 The Occupancy of Wireless Medium
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T2

T2

Algorithm

5.1 : Calculation of Busy Time

procedure calculate-busy-time;

Tl : time transition NAV=O to NAV=1;
T2: time transition NAV=1 to NAV=O;
TCURREN.:

current time;

Teusr : busy time;
01

begin

02

if (nav_duration > TcuRRENT)
then

03

if (nav_on_off=0) then

04

nav_on_off=1;

05

T,

=

TCURREM'

;

06

elseif (nav_on_off=1) then exit

07

endif

08

else

09

if (nav_duration= TcuRREAT)
then

10

if (nav_on_off=1) then

11

nav_on_off=0;

12

TZ = TCURRENr
;

13

TBusr = Tsusr + (T2 Ti) ;
-

14

elseif (nav_on_off=0) then exit;

15

endif;

16

endif;

17

endif;

18

end:
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Algorithm

5.2: Calculation of Bandwidth Consumed

procedure sample_busy_time
TCURRE

current time;

,.:

TSAMPWNG

: time to sample nav_on_off duration;

T,: time transition NAV=O to NAV=1;
UAVERAGE

: average utilisation;

BCONSUMED:
the amount
theoretical

TMT

:

U,

=0,

NST

BOON

=

of bandwidth

maximum

occupy by this node;

throughput;

0;

00 begin;
01

if (nav_on_off=1) then
( T,

02

if

03

U!

04

else

05

UINST

:5 (TCURRENT

) then

-TSAMPUNG)

NST=1;

=1rl
-*
T

(TBUSY

+ (TSAMPUNG -T1))

SAMPLNG

06

endif;

07

T, = TcuRRENT;

08

elseif (nav_on_off=0) then

09

UINST=
-

Tsusr
TSAMPL(NG

09

endif;

10

UAVG(j)=UAVG(f-i)*a+(1-a)*UwsT

11

BcoN=UAVG(1)*TMT;

12

Tausr = 0;

13

interrupt;
next
reschedule

14 end;
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;

5.4.3.3

Bandwidth Measurement Performance

In order to demonstrate the ability to determine the bandwidth consumed
using busy time measurement technique, network simulations were performed.
The setup consists of 5 source nodes (mnO, mn2, mn4, mn6, mn8), 5 receiver
nodes (mnl, mn3, mn5, mn7, mn9) and a single node (mnlO) which measures
the medium utilisation as a result of interaction between these nodes. The
source nodes were located in the middle of a circle of radius 250 m, set by the
which represent the maximum transmission range of the

RxGroupConfig,

nodes, as shown in Figure 5.11. The transmission is fixed as a sourcedestination pair. The measurement node is not the source or the destination of
any CBR traffic. Simulation is done with an aggregate traffic of 0 kbps to 2000
kbps. The transmitter node emits a series of 512 bytes packet at constant rate
set to give traffic 100 kbps through to 2000 kbps. For each offered load, the
simulation runs for 30 seconds, with packet transmission starts at 10 seconds.
The data rate is set at 2 Mbps with basic CSMA/CA.
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Figure 5-11 Network Configuration for Bandwidth Measurement
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The busy time method provides utilisation which varies from zero (fully idle)
to one (fully busy). In this scenario, the theoretical maximum throughput (TMT)
[45] is set at 1343 kbps. The raw data of the network utilisation for the traffic
from 100 kbps to 2000 kbps is shown in Figure 5.12(a)-5.12(p).

An average

value of the utilisation is estimated from the graph, and then a graph of
medium utilisation versus offered load is produced. The graph shows a
remarkable increase in utilisation as the offered load is increased. After 1000
kbps the utilisation dropped. With any measurement technique, it is common
that instantaneous values vary, sometimes widely as can be seen in the graph
of Figure 5.12. The sampling time, TMPUNOis chosen so as to reduce this
as 20 ms, which is the same value set for beacon
variation. We chose TSAMPUNG
transmission rate in WLAN MAC. A graph shown in Figure 5.13 is of the
estimated available bandwidth versus offered load and shows the amount of
available instantaneous bandwidth at the node. At any instance the value
represents node state parameter and will be stored in the node state cache.

In this section, the channel busy time calculationwas shown to offer a good
measure of network utilisation. It takes into account the contention effect
among the neighbouring nodes in a shared medium. It gives an instantaneous
measurementand hence can easily be used as a QoS parameter controlling the
packet flows across the MANET. In this approach the stored bandwidth
fitness
in
from
the
the
used
state
cache
and
extracted
node
were
available
calculationof the QoS route selection using the GeneticAlgorithm.
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Figure 5.12 (cont) Graph of Percentage Utilisation Measured Using Algorithm 5.1 and
5.2
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5.5

The Delay Measurement

While throughput-sensitive realtime flows, such as on-demand multimedia
retrieval or video/audio broadcasting, require only throughput guarantees,
delay-sensitive realtime flows, such as video/audio teleconferencing, require
both throughput and end-to-end delay guarantees. Many studies have focused
on providing delay and throughput guarantees in ad hoc networks based on
IEEE 802.11. In this approach, the packet delay was measured on a per-hop
basis as a packet travelled from one node to the next. The delay measured is
cached in the node with respect of where the packet comes from. It is saved in
the node state cache, for future usage by the genetic algorithm during the
route selection process.
The delay requirement of an application is typically stated in terms of end-toend packet delay. Table 5.4 shows the delay requirements for the multimedia
transmission. End-to-end packet delay is the aggregation of the delays from
each hop of the flow. For this algorithm to satisfy effectively the end-to-end
delay requirement, the packet delay at each hop must be known and then be
able to select the appropriate route which give the required delay. The
summation of per-hop delay measurementfrom source to destination must be
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less than the end-to-end delay requirement of a flow. However, the per-hop
delay at a node is composedof multiple components
Per hop delay component at node i, d, is composedof three components:
,
the queuing delay, the contention delay at the MAClayer and the transmission
delay. The queueing delay, dq! Is the interval between the time that the packet
1
arrives at node and the time that the packet becomesthe head of line (HOL)
dd,
i's
delay,
The
in
is the interval between the
contention
packet node queue.
time that the packet becomes the HOL packet and the time that the packet
actually starts to be transmitted on the physicalmedium. This contention delay
is unique for contention-basedchannel accessschemes,CSMA/CA.It captures
the fact that when a packet becomesthe HOL packet at node i, node i may
need to backoff before transmitting the packet on the physical medium.
Table 5.4 MultimediaServices:QoS Requirements
MultimediaServices

Voice

Internet

Vol)

Video Conferencing

Delay

<250 ms

<100 ms

<100 ms

<500 ms

Jitter

<100 ms

<50 ms

< 50 ms

<100 ms

BER

1OE-4

10E-6

10E-4

1OE-4

Bandwidth

8-16 kbps

500 kbps

10 Mbps

64 kbps-1.544Mbps

Key Characteristics

The measured delay is obtained by a node state monitoring algorithm which
captured the time stamped of a packet at the source node or at an intermediate
last
hop.
difference
(
)
The
is
delay,
time
the
TR
one
measured
as
node
-Ts
shown from Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5-15 ChannelActivities For IEEE802.11For DCFBasicAccess

5.6

Implementation

of Node State Monitoring Protocol

5.6.1 Updating, disseminating and accumulation of QoS Parameters
One of the functions of the Non-Disjoint Multiple Route Discovery (NDMRD)
protocol is to ensure that the QoS parametersthat were measured during the
monitoring operation of MANETwere cached. Figure 5-16 shows the updating
of QOS parameters. When any packet type RREQ, RREP, DATA, RERR and
CONN arrived at a node from Its neighbour, it triggers the Node State

Monitoring protocol whereby the following instantaneous information is
obtained: (1) time of packet arrival; (2) time of packet transmit; (3) power
due
to the arrival of a packet; (4) this node address; (5) the
measurement
neighbour node address,from where the packet arrived; and (6) the number of
neighbours.
All these information are actually the NodeStates that were listed and defined
in Table 5.1. The bandwidth consumed(BcQN),bandwidth available (BAVA)and
medium accessdelay (D, c) for each node is calculatedat a regular interval in
the wireless LAN MACand saved in the Node State cache in each node. From
the measured Node State, other Node States were then derived as follows: (1)
end-to-end delay; (2) normalisedvelocity; (3) node-pair contraction metric; (4)
(5)
metric;
and
node connectivity index.
expansion
node-pair
These parameters were saved In the Node State table. From this set of
parameters, Node Connectivity Index, end to end delay, bandwidth available
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and medium access delay are resolved as the QoS parameters. It is then copied
to the other nodes along the reverse route of RREQ by piggybacking on the
RREP packet. Only the RREP packet is used to extract the Node State from
each node traversed by RREP and piggybacking it towards the source node.

RREQIRREPIDATAIRERRICONN

STATE
NODE
TABLE

S

S

NO

DLE

DLE

BWA
DLM

NCB

2

BWA

L

DLM

NCI
3

DLE

DIE

BWA

BWA

DLM

DLM

Figure 5.16 Updating Of Qos Parameters Triggered By Packet Arrival

RREP

NODE STATE

S

TABLE

ACCUMULATION
OF QOS

PARAMETERS
AT THE SOURCE
NODE

NCI

S

DLE

NCI
DLE

NCI
OLE

2

NCI
DLE

3

NCI
DLE

BWA

BWA

BWA

BWA

BWA

DLM

DLM

DLM

DLM

DLM

NCIMATRIX

DLEMATRIX

BWA MATRIX

DLM MATRIX

Figure 5.17 Collecting and Disseminating of QoS parameters

Figure 5.17 shows how the RREP packet from destination traversed back on
the reversed route to the source. For each traversed address, it collects all QoS
parameters from the Node State Table. Each time RREP reach a node, nci,
d/e, bwa and dim are being inserted into the RREPpacket.
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5.6.2

Flowchart

of Node State Monitoring

Protocol

The flowchart of Figure 5.18 illustrates in detail the Node State monitoring
protocol. The protocol initially checks and removesthe stale Node State Table
entry. The information is consideredstale if it resided in the Node State Table
more than 50 ms or the existing neighbour node is out of range. It then
identifies the packet type and extracts all the relevant Node State information.
The protocol identifies the relative movement of the node, either expansionor
contraction. With this information the node connectivity index is calculated.
5.7 Summary
In this chapter, the usage of Node State has been proposed. Node State
consists of a collection of attributes which defined the particular node at a
particular instant in time. Its usage and usefulness is deliberated. The QoS
parameters, Delay, Bandwidthand nci are the most important elements of Node
State. The ncivalue infer mobility and connectivityof a node and its neighbour.
The bandwidth and delay infer the resourcesbeing utilised. Next the description
of the process of monitoring and capturing of node state information were
given in detail. The two most fundamental metrics for QoS routing, that Is, the
bandwidth and delay, are given special interest. The estimation of node
bandwidth is done using the NAVcomponentof the 802.11 MACprotocol and is
discussedthoroughly. It has shown tha,t at any instant, the algorithm rightly
estimates the node bandwidth. The implementation of the monitoring process
with the flowchart is described.The benefit of node state monitoring is that it
could extract, process and disseminate the node state information for
calculating QoS routing.
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Figure 5-18 Flowchart of Node State Monitoring
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in the Node
to

CHAPTER 6
QOS ROUTE SELECTION USING GENETIC
ALGORITHM

6.1
Introduction
This chapter presents in detail the proposed GA route selection approach to
QoS routing problem in the MANETsystem. The proposed GA technique which
is based on source routing, effectively selectsthe most viable route in terms of
bandwidth availability, end-to-end delay, media access delay and the sum of
end The Non-Disjoint Multiple RoutesDiscoveryalgorithm initially determined a
number of potential routes. The returning RREP packets extract the QoS
parameters from each node along the routes. GA then operates on this set of
routes as an initial population and the correspondingset of QoS parameters.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section6.2 describesthe network model
for our MANETenvironment with QoS routing function. Section 6.3 introduces
the steps involved in building GA basedQoS route selection mechanism.Section
126

6.4 describeshow the mechanismfor searchingthe best routes in MANETwere
implemented. It was implemented online, doing the route calculation as
needed. Section 6.5 describesthe parametricevaluationsin order to choosethe
proper value for the GA control parameters Pm, Pc and the population size.
Section 6.6 describesthe performanceof QOSRGAand Section 6.7 concludes
the chapter.
6.2

The Network

Model

The underlying topology of mobile ad hoc networks is modeled as a graph G
}) where E is the set of all mobile nodes, and
DEZE,
DmAc
_(E,, Q{ nci, BAVA,
Q is a set of QoS parameters that determine the viable QoS connectivity
between the nodes. Each mobile node iEE has a unique identity and moves
arbitrarily. A radius R defines a coverage area within which every node can
communicate with each other directly. Neighboursof node i are defined as a
set of nodes i #j,

which are within radius R and reachable directly from the

L
Every pair of neighbours can communicate with each other in both
node
directions. Hence, there exists a connectivity between neighbours i and j with
the index of nd

This connectivityconstraint may appear and disappearin the

nei matrix due to node mobility. A route P from source, s to destination, t is
defined as a sequenceof intermediate nodes, such that P(S, t) = {5,...

i, j,

k, /,

t} without loop. The connectivityconstraint, nci(jD associatedwith the
...
node pair is transmissioncost. It is specified by the connectivity matrix
C=[ nci(, J) ], where nci(J) representsthe node pair connectivity index. It is
described as follows,

ncio,o
c-

"""

.
ncik-l,o ...

ncio,k_l
(Eqn. 6-1)

ncik-1,k-I
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The connectivity matrix is built at the source, upon receiving the RREP
packets from the destination after a certain period of time of Route
nci(, J) . The values continue to change as the
topology changes. The protocol also removes the outdated values to ensure

Accumulation Latency of

that the contents remained current. A connection indicator L4,
the
mapped
i
connected nodes forming a chromosome. Lju provides the information on
whether the link from node ho node j is included in the routing path. It is
defined as follows,
if there exist connectivity (i, j)

_1
`'f
0

if

otherwise.

Eqn. 6-2)

The diagonal elements of L must always be zero. Another formulation in
describing the MANETtopology is node sequencein the routes, such that,

Nk

1,
0

if node N. E route.
............

if otherwise.

(Eqn. 6-3 )

Using the above definitions, MANETQoS routing can be formulated as a
function.
The sum
the
objective
minimising
combinatorial optimisation problem
of nc of the selected route should be minimum, since this would be the most
longer
being
due
higher
to
the
with
connected
of
probability
preferred route
next hop neighbours. Then, the formulation statement is to minimise the sum
of node connectivity index of the route,
TT

Csu'n
(s,T)

=s j=s
jai

Cl . L,

(Eqn. 6-4 )

The sum of nc of the route P(s, t) constitutes the "cost" of the packet
transmission process. In this approach, the "cost" of transmission is due to the
lifetime of the node pair connection. The longer the connectivity lifetime, the
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lower the "cost" of the route is. The node pair connectivity index indicates the
estimated length of time a given node pair was in connection. The most
important features of nC%are the velocity and position of a node with respect
to the other neighbour node. A node has longer connectivity time if its nCi is
smaller than the other node pair. Detaileddescriptionsand analysisof node pair
connectivity index, nciwas describedin Chapter 4.
The operation of GA will minimise the sum of node connectivity index of the
Cs,,,,,
following
the
to
constraints:
subject
route,
(s,7),
(i) that it must avoid looping. This constraint ensures that the computed
result is indeed an existing path and without loops between a source, S and a
designated destination, r such that,
TT1

E LW
Lf,; _1
jE
ss
; #r
*1
0

if

i=S

if

i=T

(Eqn. 6-5)

otherwise.

(ii) That the packet transmission can accommodate the available node
bandwidth. This constraint ensures that the node bandwidth can manage the
request bandwidth such that,
B AVA,I ? BREQ

(Eqn. 6-6 )

and for the whole route,

BOB, BT)
BREQ<_min (Bs,
...
...,

(Eqn. 6-7)

bandwidth
The
bandwidth
is
the
transmitted
BREQ
the
node
message.
of
where
for
QoS operation to
bandwidth.
Generally,
be
demand
than
the
greater
must
be effective, the bandwidth available for the node in question must be
link
being
dealt
the
CSMA/CA,
is
Since
the
as
with,
shared medium
considered.
layer of the mobile ad hoc network, the problem of medium contention among
the nodes within the transmission range must be taken into account. Hence, it
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for
the
is necessary to estimate the instantaneous BAv4/ and BCQN,
node
1
in
bandwidth
for
the
The
outlined
was
node
concerned.
mechanism estimating
Chapter S.
(iii) Constraintsin terms of link delay and node delay.
IS-+Tl

IS-ºTl

D. ?{ý1:
1=1 j=1
jsl

Di. " 11, +
j
j

Dj. N
i=!

j}

(Eqn. 6-8 )

If several routes exist, then the total delay for a route to be selected is the
one that is the least. The mechanismsof calculating the node delay and link
delay were outlined in Chapter S.
Outline of GA-based QoS Route Selection Algorithm

6.3

6.3.1 Goal of Qos Routing
The goal of QoS routing is to find a feasible path through the network
between the source and destination that possessedthe necessaryresourcesto
meet the QoS constraints. The notion of feasible routes are summarised
according to the following statements:
is
bandwidth
for
QoS
The
the
requirement
satisfied
particular
minimum
9
by every node throughout the route.
"

The end-to-end delay requirement is met. The route with the least delay
is chosen.

longest
has
it
the
be
The
that
node connectivity
such
route
chosen
must
9
time and measured according to the nci, the node pair connectivity
index. Then the route with its sum of nci is the least is chosen due to
the fact that it is highly probablethat it has the longest node connectivity
time.
In the following subsection, the route selection procedure, network model,
coding scheme and GA operators were explained.
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6.3.2 The general outline of route selection procedure
The outline of the GA basedroute selectionproceduresare as follows:
Step 1: A route from source to destination is represented as variable length
chromosomes and the nodes within the route as genes. In this procedure the
initial routes were not generated randomly, but obtained from the result of
Non-Disjoint Multiple Route Discovery (NDMRP) protocol, as outlined in
Chapter 3. By using this approach,most of the infeasible or bad chromosomes
have been eliminated.
Step 2: Generate an initial population of chromosomesof size k, from an
input matrix R of routes from sourceto destination. Matrix R is of dimension
[mxk].

In this case m is the population size with even value and k is the

number of columns. For each chromosome,the length ff, differs, such that 0-:!5'
5k.
n -::
From the matrix R, a node connection matrix L, and node
connectivity matrix C, is generated. Node connection matrix L, provides
instantaneous information regarding the state of the network whether it is
Step 3:

C,
V.
11'
Node
consists of
connectivity matrix
connected, a
or unconnected,a
the node pair connectivity index nCi, which indicates the state of node
described
in
Chapter
Four.
for
The
nCi
was
calculating
algorithm
connectivity.
The other two matrices generated are the bandwidth matrix B, and delay
A
matrix
Step 5: Route validation and loop free check ensures that the chromosome
that is infeasible is removed.
Step 6: Evaluatethe fitness of each chromosomeusing the fitness functions
described below. The fitness function depends on the nci, the end-to-end
delay, node delay and node bandwidth.
Step 7: Operate the GA operator on matrix R. The operators are the
function.
function
the
function,
the
mutation
and
crossover
selection
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Additionally, the crossover and mutation function depends on the crossover

Pc
rate,
and mutation rate, Pm.
Step 8: Repeat for a number of generations or when the solution converged.
Typically, the generations are limited up to twenty. Figure 6-1 shows a flow
diagram illustrating the working model of genetic algorithm.

Figure 6-1 Flow Diagram of GA Process

6.4

Implementation

6.4.1 Chromosome

Representation

The chromosome consists of sequences of positive integers, which represent
the identity of nodes through which a route passes. Each locus of the
chromosome represents an order or position of a node in a route. The gene of
the first and the last locus is always reserved for the source node, S and
destination node, Trespectively. The length of the chromosome is variable, but
it should not exceed the maximum length which is equal to the total number of
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nodes in the network [27] . It is unlikely that more genes are needed than the
total number of nodes to form a route. A chromosomewhich represents the
route encodes the problem by listing up node identity from its source node to
its destination node based on node information monitored from the network.
The information can be obtained and managed in real-time by MANET
monitoring algorithm and the non-disjoint multiple routes discovery protocols
which have being describedin Chapter 3.
S

ýý

Ni ýý

LOCUS

N2 ý------------º(No-2 ýý

(n-2)

123,,,

S
CHROMOSOME

Nn-t ýý

N2

N1

N,

2

T

(n-1)

n

Nn-1

T

Figure 6-2 Chromosome Representation of S-T Route

An example of route chromosomeencodingfrom node S to node T is shown
in Figure 6.2. The chromosome is essentially a list of nodes along the
constructed path, S to T. In Figure 6.2, n representsthe total number of nodes
forming a path. The gene of the first locus encodesthe source node, and the
gene of second locus is selected from the nodes connected with the source
from
being
is
to
A
a
node
selected
prevent
chosen
always
checked
node
node.
twice in the same chromosome, thereby avoiding loops in the route. This
process continues until the destination node is reached. It is noted that an
link
through
is
if
a
physical
passes
step
of
a
route
possible
only
each
encoding
in the network.
6.4.2 Limited

Population

Initialisation

GA process typically starts with a large number of initial populations. A large
number of population results in better chances of getting good solutions.
Generally,the initial populations were obtained by generating the chromosome
randomly. In QOSRGA,the initial populations were gathered as a result of
NDMRDprotocol. In a MANETsystem, with 5 nodes, the possible number of
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solutions were calculatedas 10 accordingto the formula n(n-Z)/2

[18]. One

approach is to generate the initial solutions randomly and then remove the
invalid solutions before being fed to the GA module. Furthermore,the infeasible
solutions can only be eliminated after the connectivity matrix is obtained by the
multiple route discoveryalgorithms.The number of possiblesolutions increased
enormously as the network gets bigger, as shown in Table 6.1. Another
approach is to produce an initial population by extracting the existing potential
solutions from the result of NDMRDprotocol. Clearly, a set of useful solutions
are extracted before being processedby the GA module. This set of solutions
has the characteristics of non-disjoint multiple routes, whereby each
chromosome starts with the source node and ends with the target node. No
looping is possible as it was done by the multiple routes discovery procedure
and each intermediate node must passthe two node connectivity test.

Table 6.1 An Examoleof SearchSoacefor Different Network Sizes
No Of Nodes

7

10

15

20

Links, L=n(n-1)/2

21

45

105

190

SearchSpace, 21

2.10x106

3.51x1013

4.05x1031

1.56x1057

6.4.3 Fitness Calculation
Fitnesscalculation is most crucial in the GA operation, whereby the best route
can be identified. In this case the least value of fitness constitutes the lowest
cost and the one that is to be chosen. The fitness value of routes is based on
various QoS parameters: bandwidth, node delay, end to end delay and the
node connectivity index, ndi. Clearly it can be classified as multiple-objectives
optimisation problem. According to M. Gen et a/. [18] , each objective function
can be assigned a weight and then the weighted objectives combined into a
single objective function. For this MANETQoS routing protocol, the weightedsum approach can be represented as follows. The fitness function operates to
minimise the weighted-sum F, which is given as,
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F=a. F1+ ß. F2 + y.F3

,

6-9)
(Eqn.

where FE,F2 and F3 are the objective functions which describe nci, delay and
bandwidth respectively.F1, F2 and F3 are given as follows,

is-ti

F1 =jCj

(a)

is-atl

(b)

(C)

F2=D;
j=l

F3

"L `.

(Eqn. 6-10 )

Is-arl

+E
i "Lii

1/B;

if

1000 if

di " Nj

B; -BQQS>0
B1- BQOS
<0'

(Eqn.6-11)

(Eqn.

6-12)

The weights a, /3 and y are interpreted as the relative emphasis of one
objective as compared to the others. The values of a, ýß and y are then
chosen to increase the selection pressure on any of the three objective
functions. The fitness function [18] measuresthe quality and the performance
of a specific node state. The fitness function includes and correctly represents
all or at least the most important parametersthat affect QoS Routing. Having
described these parameters, which are the bandwidth, nci, medium access
delay and end to end delay, the next issue is the decision on the importance of
each parameter on the QoS Routing protocol as a whole. The significance of
each parameter is defined by setting appropriateweighting coefficients to a, j6
and y in the fitness function that will be minimised by the GA operations. The
values of these coefficients (Table 6.2) were determined based on their equal
importance towards the overall QoS Routing performance.
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fable 6.2 Weighting Coetticients of GA Fitness Function
Weighting Coefficients

Equal Importance Values

a

10-3
10-4
10-3

Concerning the function which involved bandwidth, we need to find the
minimum bandwidth among the nodes and compare this with the demand
bandwidth, BQos. If the minimum bandwidth is less than the BQos, the fitness
is set to a high value so that in the selection process it will be eliminated. By
doing so, all the nodes where the bandwidth is limited, will have been
eliminated simultaneously,the total delay being more than the typical delay and
when the node pair connectivity index is high. Algorithm 6.1 shows the fitness
calculations.
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Algorithm

6-1: Fitness Calculation

Input:

ncio.o
16

N2 ... ,64
...

R

,..

...

...
...

...

...

...

...

ncio. k_i

"""

C=

Dk-t.
ncik-1,

o

...

ncik-l,

k

Do.k-t

Do.o
o

...

Dk-I.

k-1

I

........
ý''ý -0

1

BW =[BoB, B2... Bk-i]

d =[do d, d2... dk-1I

00 begin;
01 F, =0; F2 =0; F3 =0; B=1.343;
02 a=0.001;

ß=0.0001;

y=0.001;

03 for (i=0 to m)

for( j=0 to /59 T/ )

04
05

FI=F, +C,. ; F2=F2+DD, 1+dj:
j

06
07

B=min((BQOS-Bj. Nj), B)

endfor
if (BQos < 8)

08

F, =1/B

09

else

10

F3 =1000

11

endif

12

F[i]=aFi+ßF2+*F3

13

endfor

14

end

6.4.4 Mobile Nodes Crossover
Crossover examines the current solutions In order to find better ones.
Physically,the crossoveroperation in the QoS routing problem plays the role of
exchanging each partial route of two chosen chromosomesin such a manner
that the offsprings produced by the crossover represent only one route. This
a
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dictates selection of one-point crossover as a good candidate scheme for the
proposed GA. One partial route connects the source node to an intermediate
node, and the other partial route connects the intermediate node to the
destination node. The crossoverbetween two dominant parents chosen by the
selection gives a higher probability of producing offsprings having dominant
traits. But the mechanism of the crossover is not the same as that of the
conventional one-point crossover. In the proposed scheme, the two
chromosomes chosen for crossover should have at least one common gene,
except for source and destination nodes. It is not a requirement that they be
located at the same locus. That is, the crossover is independent of the node
position in routing paths. Figure 6-3 shows an example of the crossover
procedure.

Locus

1234567

S
CHROMOSOME -b'> N1

LOCUS
CHROMOSOME

N3 -il" N4-º

N -0'> N7 -º

N4-º

N7-º

T

12345678
S -º

N2-º

N5-º

Ne- - N9-º

T

f

Crossing Sites Available: (4,3) and (6,5)

Figure 6-3 Route Crossover

It shows a set of pairs of nodes which are commonly included in the two
chosen chromosomesbut without positional consistencybeing first determined.
Such pairs are called potential cross sites. Then, one pair (4,3) is randomly
chosen and the locus of each node becomes a crossing site of each
chromosome. The crossing sites of two chromosomes may be different from
each other. Each partial route is exchangedand assembled,eventually leading
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to two new routes. It is possible that loops are formed during crossover. A
simple restoration procedureis designedin this regard such that it can improve
the rate of convergence and the quality of solution. Of course, such
chromosomeswill gradually be weeded out in the course of a few generations
because the traits of those chromosomes drive fitness values from bad to
worse. Restoration function can be used to eliminate the infeasible
chromosomes.
The procedurefor crossoveroperator:
Step 1: Input a matrix which consistsof the route array and the number of
nodes in the environment.
no,o

noa no,2

....

no,,
-,

nº,o

ROUTE-ARRAY=

n2.o
nm-I,

0

chromosome-1
chromosome- 2

...
.

nm-I, k-1

(Egn. 6-13)

chromosome
_M

Step 2: Test for crossoverrate. Initialise the random number generator and
the new route array. The population size must be positive and even.
Step 3: Consider a pair of chromosomesdenoted as parents, Vt and V2,
starting from the last chromosomewithin the population. The length might not
be the same as originally stated.
Step 4: Locate the potential pair of crossing sites, by searching for nodes
common to both chromosomes.
Step 5: If more than one pair of crossingsites exist, apply a random number
to establish one particular pair of crossingsites, 1
Step 6: Perform crossover of V1and V2i by exchanging all nodes after the
crossingsite L Two offsprings, V1'and V2'were produced.
6.4.5 Restoration

Function

The crossover operation may generate infeasible chromosomesthat violate
the constraints, causing loops to be generated in the routing paths. It must be
noted that none of the chromosomes of the initial population or after the
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crossover are infeasiblebecause,once a node is chosen, it is excludedfrom the
candidate nodes forming the rest of the path. The restoration method is
employed in the proposed GA which eliminates the lethal genes. It thus can
cure all the infeasiblechromosomes.The proposedrestore function is shown in
Figure 6.4. It shows how one of the offsprings produced after crossover
becomes infeasible becausethe new route contains the loop N7, N6, N4 and
Ns The restoration function detects the loop by a simple search described
below.
Procedure for Restoration function:

Step 1: Considerthe resultant pair of chromosomesfrom the crossover,the
children, V1'and V21.
Step 2: Locate the genes that occur more than once within V11and VZ;
labelled as elimination index.
Step 3: If elimination index is more than one, remove the redundant mode.
Step 4: Repeatuntil all the nodesare restored.
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Algorithm

6-2: Route Crossover

Input: 1) population matrix

2)pc = crossover probability
3)m = population length

no.o no., no,2 """" no,
k-,
n,,o """"""""""""
R[x,y] = nz"o
""" ".. ".. ...
...

4)k = total number of nodes
5)parentl, parent2 = two input chromosomes
for crossover
6)offspring I, offspring2 = two output
chromosomes

00

begin;

01

if (random(0,1)

02

Rnew[x,Y] E-- [0];

03

for (i=0 to m/2)

04
05
06
07
08
09
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22

? p, ) exit;

for (j=0 to k)parentl[j] F- R [(2i - 2),j]
parent2[j] E- R [(2i - 1)j]
length l E- sizeof(parent l (j]>0)
length2 E- sizeof(parent2[j]>0)
endfor;
if (parent! (1 parent2 #0)

{ xo, xr, x, } E- ( parent! (1parent2 );
... ...
) E- { parent2fl parent! );
{ Yo,
yp
"""Y" "".

Yr, xr E- sizeof({ xo, ... xr, ... x, })* random(0,1);
offspring] E- { parentl(s, ..... x1) u parent2(yl+t ....... yp)
offspring2 E- { parent2(s, ..... yr) u parent I(xr+l ....... xp) };
if ( offspring! fl offspring2 #0)
remove looping genes from offspring!
remove looping genes from offspring2
endif;

for (j=0 to k)
new_route[2i-2][j]

E-- offspring!;

new_route[2i-1][j]
endfor;

E-- offspring2;

23
24
else
25
for (j=0 to k)
26
new_route[2i-2][j]
27
new_route[2i-1][j]
28
endfor;
29
endif;
30
endfor;
31
end;

E- parent!;
E-- parent2;
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Figure 6-4 Restoration Operation

6.4.6 Route Mutation
Mutation is used to change randomly the value of a number of the genes
within the candidate chromosomes. It generates an alternative chromosome
from a selected chromosome. It can thus be seen as an operator charged with
maintaining the genetic diversity of the population, thereby keeping away from
local optima. Mutation may also induce a subtle bias in which it generates an
alternative partial route from the mutation node to the destination node.
However, this small bias does not affect the performance of the algorithm. This
is explained as follows: (1) mutation leads to an infinitesimal increase in the
probability of inducing the bias; and (2) selection and crossover strongly
influence the way this bias operates. Indeed, by the process of mutation,
harmful effects may vanish altogether.

Figure 6.5 shows the procedure of the

mutation operation.
The procedure for the mutation process can be outlined below:
Step 1: Input two matrices: (1) the population matrix, Eqn. 6-14 and (2) the
connectivity matrix, Eqn. 6-15. The population matrix consists of a collection of
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chromosomeswhich result from previous generation where each chromosome
represents a QoSroute from sourceto destination.
no,o

no,

1

no. 2

""

no. k-1

n,, o
POP-MATRIX=

( Eqn. 6-14 )

n2,o

n.

-,. o

lu. 11.2 11.3 ....
u
121 ... ... ...
CONNECTIVITY

MATRIX,

L,, = 13.1 ...
j

...

...

lea

1ý,,
..

( Eqn. 6-15 )

...
1...

Step 2: Select randomly a parent chromosome V, from the POP MATRIX.It
is selectedwith the probability Pm.
Step 3: Randomlyselect a mutation node i from V,.
Step 4: Generate the first subroute r1 from source node, S to node i by
deleting a set of nodes in the upline nodes after the mutation node.
Step 5: Generatea second subroute r2 from i to the destination node T. It
is done as follows.
Step 5-1) Determine node degreesof i, deg(i), neighboursof i
If deg(i)=1 and { deg(i) }=T,

then terminate the search, since the

secondsubroute consist of T.
If deg(i) =1 and ( deg(i) )#T,

then terminate the mutation process.

If deg(i) >1 go to Step 5-2.
Step 5-2)
{deg(1)}= T

deg(i) }. If deg(1)=1 and
...
then second subroute is generated. Proceed with 2 and

Select node {1,2,3,

so on.
If deg(1)=1 and (deg(1))# T, proceedwith 2 and so on.
If deg(1)>1 go to Step 5-3.
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Step 5-3) Select node { 1,2,3,
deg(1) }. If deg(1)=1 and
...
(deg(1))= T then second subroute is generated. Proceedwith 2 and so
on. If deg(1)=1 and {deg(1)}# T, proceedwith 2 and so on.
If deg(1)>1 terminate. We search for the second subroute up to two
stages so that the effort will not take much processingtime.
Step 5-4) If the number of secondsubroute generated is more than
one, then choosethe least hop.
Step 6: Combine the first subroute and second subroute forming a new
route. Add to the POP MATRIX.

Step 7: If any duplication of nodes exists between rs and r2, discard the
routes and do not perform mutation. Otherwise, connect the routes to make up
a mutated chromosome.However, nodes already included in an upper partialroute should be deleted from the databaseso as not to include the same node
twice in the new route. The upper partial-route representsthe surviving portion
of the previous route after mutation; it is the partial chromosome stretching
from the first gene to the intermediategene at the mutation point.
Algorithm 6.3 shows the operation of route mutation in detail.
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Figure 6-5 Route Mutation Operation
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6-3: Mutation

Algorithm

Input: 1) populationmatrix

3) chromosome

R=( C0, Ci C2, ---, C.
,
-I)

Cj =( g0.91
99211gk-1);

2) connectivity matrix

4) g= mutation node
5) pm = mutation rate
6) m=population length

10,0...
L=
lIx

lo,
k-1

lk-1,0

'k-1,
"""

00

begin;

01

for(i

[Ce]=

03

if (random(R[

08
09
10

21

,

C2

Cj 1:5 pm) then M=

if node(i) #T
for (j=0 to deg(node(i)) )
if node(j) #T
for (k=0 to deg(nodeo))
if node(k)#T break;
,
generate Subroute2;
endfor;
endif;
generate Subroute2
endfor;
generate Subroute2

endif;
endfor;
Subroute2, SZ[0]
0

gm, gm+1,gm+2,...,T]

------

22

S2[X] =[ gm,gm+1,gm+2,...,T]
SelectS2the least hop.

23
24

new_route = Sf+S2
remove redundantnode from new_route
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C,

, """
_11
R[ C; ]

endfor
Subroutel, St =[go, g1,..., g ]
for (i =0 to deg(gm))

14

19
20

Cj

endif

12
13

18

(R[Co,

random

11

15
16
17

k-1

=Otom)

02

04
05
06
07

7) M= mutation chromosome

6.4.7 Route Selection Schemes

There are a few selection schemes to be considered. They are the
tournament, elitism, stochasticuniversal selection and roulette wheel selection.
Each has its own merit and can be examined to find the most useful for an
application. The schemes are briefly described and in the next section we
examine and chose one of them.
6.4. Z1 Tournament Selection

In tournament selection, a number of individuals are chosen randomly from
the population and the best individual from this group is selected as a parent.
This process is repeated as often as individuals are to be chosen. These
selected parents produce uniform random offspring. The tournament selection
method is shown in Algorithm 6.4.
6.4.7.2 Roulette WheelSelection
The simplest selection scheme is roulette-wheel selection. It is a stochastic
algorithm and involves the following technique. The individuals are mapped to
continuous segments of a wheel, such that each individual's segment is
proportional in size to its fitness. A random number is generated and the
individual whose segment spans the random number is selected.The processis
repeated until the desired number of individuals is obtained. Selection is
random but biasedtowards individualswith least cost or higher fitness.
6.4.Z3 Elitism
In elitism, the individuals that are the fittest fraction ju of the population are
retained for the next generation. The remaining fraction of (1 - N) of the
population is selectedfor crossoverusing the tournament selection.
6.4.7.4 StochasticUniversalSelection
A perceived drawback of the roulette wheel selection is its high degree of
variance. An unfit individual could by chance, reproduce more times than a
fitter one. The mechanics of stochastic universal selection overcomes this
effect. Individuals are allocated a proportion of a circumference of a wheel
according to their fitness value. Only one spin is required in order to select all
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reproducing individuals and so the method is less computationally demanding
compared to RWS [42].

Algorithm

6-4: Tournament

Input: Population Matrix

u0

ul

%

....

R= rho ... ... ...

m i0

...

...

...

selection

Fitness Function Matrix

FO

" uk

...

F=

F
'
F'm-i

tk-1

00

begin;

01

for i=0 to m, selection_index=floor(m*randomo

02

for i=0 to m

03

index1=m-i;

04

index2=selection_index[ i

05

if (F [index! ] <_F [index2] )

06

new_R[ i, *]=

07

else

08

new_R[ I, *]=

09

endif;

10

endfor;

R[ indexl, * ];

R[ index2, * ];
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);

m=population length

6.5

GA Parametric

Evaluations

and Preferences

Selectinggenetic algorithm parameterssuch as population size, mutation rate
and crossoverrate is a very difficult task. Eachcombination of parametersmay
produce a variety of outcomes. Haupt [49] outlined a general procedure for
evaluating these parameters, after which reasonably suitable parameters are
adopted for the specific application. In this case, four selection methods were
considered, namely the roulette wheel selection (RWS), tournament selection
(TS), stochastic universal selection (SUS) and elitism technique. Next, the
parameters Pc, Pm and population size were considered. It is necessary to
examine the performance of each and select according to preferences. Matlab
was used to initially design a GA-based routing algorithm without the QoS
function. The route selection was based on the shortest path without
considering the bandwidth, delay and node connectivity index, nci. The cost
for each path was randomly generated. The main objective was to examine all
the GA parametersthat are useful for the protocol design and use them in the
design of the QoS route algorithm. Hence,in this section a mobile network was
considered consisting of 20 nodes, randomly distributed within a perimeter of
1000m by 1000m. Each node had a transmission range of 250m. In each
selection, a method using various population sizeswas explored to find the best
point of convergencecorrespondingto the lowest measure such as minimum
cost and average minimum cost. For each reading taken, 10 simulation runs
had to be done and the results were averaged.Table 6-3 outlines the variables
for the optimisation on the GA parameters.
Tahle F-3 Variahles Used for the Simulation Runs

SelectionMethods

RWS,TOUR,SUS,Elitism

Population Sizes

10 to 2000 individuals

Fixed Mutation Rate

0.01 to 0.5

CrossoverRate

0.80-1.00

Generations

10 - 10000 generations
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6.5.1 Population

Size

The effect of population was investigated by fixing the mutation rate (Pm =
0.01) and changing the population size. The simulation was run for 2000
generations.
6.5.1.1 Average Minimum Cost, CAMc
The minimum cost in each generation was recorded and the average
minimum cost CAMCwas evaluated over the range from 0 until the 2000th
generation. Figure 6.6 plots CAMCfor the four different selection methods (with
p=0.05

for Elitism). It shows that in RWS, a population size in excess of 700

produces a significantly low cost. This is because, with a large population, the
RWS method finds it easier to choose the low cost individuals. Consequently,
the probability of a low cost individual being selected becomes low. Apart from
this, with a large population size there are too many sectors within the wheel,
making the probability of selecting each sector smaller. The most significant
result is that of the tournament selection and elitism. With a population size of
approximately 10, it produces very low CAMC.Hence the best choice of selection
method would be the tournament selection and elitism. Figure 6-6 is re-plotted
in Figure 6-7, concentrating on a population size below 100. The results
reinforce the view that a population size below 100 is appropriate for both the
Elitism and Tournament selection. In fact, a population as low as 20 could be
used and still produce good fitness. The Tournament selection was chosen and
the Elitism method was left for future work.

6.5.2 The Fitness Function Compared to the Generations
Another necessaryparametric study for the GA processwas to find the most
reasonable number of generations that could produce a satisfactory result.
Again, this is done offline. The mutation rate was fixed at 0.1 and the crossover
rate at 0.7. A simulation was run for different sizes of populations.The fitness
measureswere taken for different population.The result is shown in Figure 6-8.
It shows the lowest cost as a function of the number of generation for
Tournament selection. This figure also shows that a larger population size
generally produces lower cost solutions. However, the rate of convergenceis
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about the same when the population exceeds 20. The use of a larger
population requires greater processing power and therefore is not desirable.
From the graph it can also be inferred that convergence could occur in less than
20 generations.
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6.5.3 Crossover and Mutation Probability
Another set of very important parametersfor the GA implementation are the
crossover probability Pc and the mutation probability Pm. The parameters
determine how many times crossoversoccurred and how many times mutations
occurred within a transmission period. The occurrence of crossover and
mutation increases the convergence rate. De Jong [49] , tested various
combinations of GA parameters and concluded that mutation is necessaryto
restore lost genes, but this should be kept at a low rate, for otherwise the GA
degenerates into a random search. Further study by Schaffer et al. [50],
suggest that the parameters should have these recommended ranges:
population size of 20 N 30, mutation rate of 0.005 N 0.1 and crossover rate of
0.75 N 0.95. Another study by Haupt [51] concluded that the best mutation
rate for GAs lie between 5% and 20% while the population size should be less
than 16. For this thesis, where GA operation is done online, the value of Pcand
Pmis taken to be between 0.4 and 0.9 and between 0.05 and 0.2 respectively.
The choice of these parameters should produce a reasonably high efficiency
packet transmission.The population size is limited up to the number of routes
discovered.The limit is also imposed on the number of generations. Haupt [49]
provide useful guidelines on when to stop the algorithm. It would be better to
stop the algorithm when the value of the selected route does not change or
when it reached the maximum number of generations. We designed the
algorithm so that it stops when the value of the route does not change and also
we restricted the maximum number of generationsup to 20.
Simulation experiments were run online by considering a MANET scenario
running QOSRGAprotocol, with 20 nodes placed within an area of 1000 meter x
1000 meter. Each node has a radio propagation range of 250 meters and
channel capacity of 2 Mbps. Up to 10 sources were initiated transmitting CBR
with a data payload of 512 bytes. The nodes move randomly with random
waypoint mobility model. For each point, 10 simulations run were carried out
and for each run it executed for 200 seconds. Two sets of simulation
experiments were conducted, one for calculation of crossover probability and
the other for mutation probability. The experiment was conducted using the
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first
kbps.
The
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kbps
900
kbps,
100
40
traffic
set is
of
aim
source
and
rate of
to identify exactly the possible values of Pc which would give the best results.
The metric is the transmission efficiency. It is defined as the ratio of average
throughput of all nodes to the average load of all the nodes in the network. We
varied PCbut set Pm constant as 0.1. The results are shown in Figure 6.9. For
Pc with values from 0.4 to 0.8 the transmission efficiency is more than 80%.
For 100 kbps CBR source, the maximum efficiency occurred when Pc is
approximately 0.65 and for 40 kbps CBR source it is 0.4. The 900 kbps CBR
source, the efficiency does not deviate very much. Hence, as a general
guideline the value of PC as 0.7 was chosen for all future

simulation

experiments.

For mutation probability, a similar simulation was run, this time the crossover
probability was fixed at 0.7 and the mutation probability varies from 0.04 to
0.8. Figure 6.10 shows the result of mutation probability. Mutation probability
produces the highest transmissionefficiency when it is 0.1, which is more than
80 % for all three different traffic rates. Hence it is concluded that the
crossover probability and mutation probability can be taken as 0.7 and 0.1
respectively.
6.6 Performance of QOSRGA
In this section, an extensive performance evaluation is presented through
simulations for two important objectives: (1) to determine the behaviours of
QOSRGAas CBRsources are varied, and (2) to determine the effect of velocity
QOSRGA
is
for
different
The
CBR
QOSRGA
two
of
performance
sources.
on
influenced by the number of routes, number of CBRsources and the respective
data rate. The source data rate controls the amount of packets being
transmitted from a node. Multiple routes are generated as a result of NDMRD
protocol. Subsequently multiple CBR sources could also generate traffic
congestion within the network. The metrics measured are the Average Packet
Delivery Ratio (APDR), Average Packet Delay (AETED), Average Throughput
(ATPUT), Average Number of Hops (ANH) per destination and the Average
Routing Load Ratio (ARLR).APDRis defined as the ratio between the average
total traffic received and average total traffic sent. AETEDis defined as the
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0.8

average end to end packet delay for the whole network. ATPUTis defined as
the average total bit rate transferred to all nodes in the network. ANH is
defined as the average number of hops from source to destination. ARLR is
defined as the ratio of routing traffic send for every data packet received at the
final destinations.

6.6.1 Simulation Parameters
Simulations were conducted using Opnet Modeler [29] that includes the
wireless module which was used in prior performance studies [52][53] . The
network was made up of 20 mobile nodes in a field configuration of 1,000 mx
1,000 m area. Nodes movement is accordingto random waypoint model [54]
.
It is configured into our model through the Mobility Profile Definition. All nodes
moved within the boundary of the field configuration.The pause time was kept
constant at 1 second [53][54] for all the simulation experiments. This gives the
consistency in the nodes' movement for all the scenarios. The start time was
set to zero until the end of simulation. The only variation on the RWP model
that was made is the maximum velocity. The velocity was configured according
to uniform distribution between zero and Vmax.Traffic sources with 512 bytes
data packets [52][53][55][56] were the CBR type and the packet sizes were
configured to vary accordingto exponentialdistribution. The packet inter arrival
distribution.
Figure
to
to
exponential
according
also
configured
vary
rates were
6-11 and Figure 6-12 shows the scenarioof the simulation experiment for initial
setup and after the simulation ends at 200 seconds.Each reading is a result of
averaging 10 simulation runs using a different seed value.
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6.6.2 Effect of the Number of CBR Sources on Performances
The performance of QOSRGAwas analysed when the network was congested.
The performance metrics were measured for one, three, four and five CBR
sources during the simulation period. The effect of congestion on performance
was studied by varying the number of data sources. The results of Average Packet
Delivery Ratio (APDR), Average Packet Delay, Average Throughput and Average
Number of Hops are shown in Figure 6-13,6-14,6-15

and 6-16 respectively.

When the number of sources was increased, the network becomes loaded with
data packets for gaining access to the medium. Also, there will be an increase in
probability of control packets that
unicast packets from each

were broadcasted and collided with

the

of the destination nodes. In such scenarios, data

packets will be dropped and thus limits the data packet received. The Average
Packet Delivery Ratio (APDR) was shown in Figure 6-13, and the highest APDR
was a single-source scenario, and the least is the five-sources scenario.
Furthermore, the delay of data packets was higher when the network was highly
congested, as shown in Figure 6-14.

The plot in Figure 6-15 illustrates the

variation of throughput with time. The throughput measurement was taken as the
total number of bits transferred to the destination nodes at physical layer. It
shows the usage of the shared channel overwhelmingly heavy for the five-sources
scenario, compared to a single-source scenario. Figure 6-16 relates the average
number of hops from source to destination for each scenario. It was observed that
the hop count does not vary very much during the simulation time. It indicates
that QOSRGA maintained a route long enough and possibly, could maintained for
the whole sessions.
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6.6.3 Effect of Maximum Velocity on Performances
Node mobility generally influences the overall performance of the network. The
influenced of velocity on the APDR, AETED and ARLR was investigated. The
number of CBR sources was set to five. The simulation was ran by varying
uniform velocity distribution with mean outcome of Vmaxas 1,2,5,10,15,20
25 m/s.

For stationary

nodes, the RWP parameter setting

and

was removed

altogether. The source data rates used were 40 kbps and 200 kbps. The aimed of
the simulation experiment was to relate the mobility of nodes and its effect on the
overall performance of QOSRGA.The results were shown in Figure 6-17 to Figure
6-20.

Figure 6.17 shows the APDR against maximum velocity for 40 kbps and 200
kbps. With the increase in velocity, the 40 kbps remained constant at
approximately 82%. The performanceof the 200 kbps traffic shows a decreasing
trend as the velocity increased. It dropped substantially from 78% to 42% at 5
m/s, then to 19% at 20 m/s and improved a little to 22 % at 25 m/s. QOSRGA
performed effectively with low source data rate throughout the range of velocities
but not with high source data rate. With higher data rate and faster node
movement, more packets are dropped due to short node pair connectivity time,
that is, high nci value. Figure 6.18 shows the average delay against maximum
less
delay
kbps
than that with a
With
40
the
was
much
average
source,
velocity.
source of 200 kbps. The 200 kbps source generated more packets and resulted in
higher congestion, and hence produced a greater delay. Nevertheless,it was still
below the 100 ms, which was the maximum delay allowed for most multimedia
services.The reading also shows a constant trend and not an increasingtrend. It
was due to the delay reading, which was based on all the packets that actually
arrived at the destinations,thus not consideringthe dropped packets.
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Figure 6.19 shows the variation of average routing load ratio (ARLR) against
maximum velocity. The routing traffic for 200kbps is 100% more than that of
40kbps. Also, as the velocity increases,the ARLRfor the 200kbpssource shows an
incremental trend. The 40kbps source on the other hand remains constant at
approximately 0.06%. As the velocity increased, the higher source needs more
overhead packet for every successfulpacket reception at the destination. Figure
6-20 shows the variations of throughput. Once again the CBR 40 kbps source
produced a constant throughput for all velocities. The throughput for CBR 200
kbps showed an immediate decline, after which the decline was gradual. At higher
velocity, the node pair connectivity time was less, the packet dropped tend to
increase, and hence the bit rate transfer to the destination was reduced
considerably.
6.7 Summary
A scheme has been presented for QoS route selection in a MANETbased on
Genetic Algorithm. In the proposed scheme of QoS routing, selection of a route
was based on (1) bandwidth and delay requirements, and (2) the longest node
pair connectivity time indicated by node connectivity index (nci ). The route
selection algorithm was outlined and implemented. The variable length
chromosomes represented the routes and genes represented the nodes. The
algorithmic process was initialised by introducing a limited population. Limited
population was accumulated during the route discovery by the NDMRDprotocol.
The fitness calculation was done using the weighted sum approached, combining
the entire objective functions into a single objective. The weight of each objective
was deduced by inspection. Next, a one-point crossover was implemented, as
were a restoration function and a route mutation. To execute crossover and
mutation process properly, it was shown that the value of P, and Pm chosen
satisfy the transmission efficiency test. Performance of QOSRGAwas done to
determine its behaviour due to congestion and increasing velocity. From this
simulation experiments, it was learnt that QOSRGAperforms better for a 40 kbps
CBRtraffic rate compared to a 200 kbps CBRtraffic rate. Further work could be
done to ascertain the range of source traffic which can be applied. In the next
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chapter further evaluationof the performanceof QOSRGAwas done by comparing
it with other existing routing protocols.
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CHAPTER 7
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF QOSRGA

7.1

Introduction

Link quality changes rapidly and with unpredictablefashion in MANETswhere
each node moves randomly. Consequently,route lifetime is reduced considerably,
and a QoS routing mechanism should be able to find new routes to maintain
connectivity and route reliability while preservingQoS requirements.The theme of
this chapter is about testing the performancesof QOSRGAsuch that it can (1)
provide for effective operations over a range of networking contexts, and (2) react
effectively to topological changes and traffic demandswhile maintaining effective
routing in mobile networking contexts. In evaluating the merit of a routing
protocol, one needs both qualitative and quantitative metrics with which to
measure its suitability and performance. In this chapter, first the qualitative
properties are described and then quantitative characteristics based on the
simulation results are obtained using Opnet Modeler. The aim of the simulation
experiments was to use the various performancemetrics such as packet delivery
ratio, end to end packet transmission delay, throughput and normalised routing
load in the comparative evaluation of the proposed QOS routing algorithms.
QOSRGAwas compared with the most common MANETprotocols which are BE166

DSR and BE-AODV. BE-DSR and BE-AODV were described in Section 2.2.3.1 and

in Section 2.2.3.2 respectively.
The remainder of this chapter is organisedas follows. Section 7.2 describesthe
qualitative properties of the QOSRGAprotocol. Section 7.3 describesin detail the
performance metrics, the simulation model and the scenario used in the
simulation experiments. Section 7.4 presents the impact of source traffic rate
variations on the performancemetrics. Section7.5 investigatesthe impact of node
mobility on the performance metrics. Section 7.6 presents the influence of node
density on the performance of the QOSRGAprotocol. Section 7.7 elaborates on
the effect of congestionlevel on the QoS routing protocol. Section7.8 summarises
the chapter.
7.2

Qualitative

Properties

of QOSRGA

This section outlines the qualitative properties of QOSRGAwhich are compatible
list
following
describes
The
the
environment.
context of mobile networking
within
the qualitative propertiesthat can be attributed to QOSRGA:
(i)

Distributed operation. The overall protocol is run on a per node basis. Its
operation is triggered by the arrival of packets from the next hop
neighbours. No central unit exists to organise the network. End nodes
function as source or sink. The intermediate nodes function as routers,
forwarding packetsto the next hop neighbours.

(ii)

Loop-freedom.The protocol inherently avoids looping in order to increase
the overall performance. One of the processes in the QOSRGAQoS
routing operation is to check for loop occurrences.If loops occur then a
restoration processto remove the redundant nodes is initiated.

(iii)

Demand based operation. The protocol is designed to operate on
demand. Demand is initiated at the Application Layer by the packet
generation process which embeds bandwidth and delay requirements.
When demand is not available the periodic connectivity packet
transmission still continues to operate in which case it maintains the
information regarding neighbour nodesconnectivity.
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(iv)

Interaction with the standard IP routing protocol. QOSRGAprotocol is
designedto be either a source or a sink within MANET.This is done by
building the QOSRGAcode as a ProcessModelwhich is a child processof
the manet manager.The manet manger itself is a child processof the IP
Process Model. The routing protocol successfully interacts with the
standard IP layers by adhering to the proper IP addressing and
convention.The IPv4 conventionwas used throughout.

(v)

QOSRGAis built on three cooperative protocols. QOSRGAconsists of
three cooperative protocols which include the Non-disjoint Multiple
Routes Discoveryprotocol, the Node State Monitoring protocol and QoS
Routeselection using GeneticAlgorithm.

7.3 Simulation Environment Model, Performance Metrics and Scenarios
OPNET 10.5 Modeler [29] was used in creating a simulation environment to
develop and analyse the proposed QOSRGAand compare its performance with the
already existing on-demand BE-AODVand BE-DSRrouting protocols.
7.3.1 Physical Environment
The field configuration assumed was a flat square shape, with the dimensions
1000m by 1000m [52][53] typical for a campus area environment. The maximum
number of nodes in the network was set at 40 nodes [52][53]. The physical layer
parameters were as follows: maximum data rate of 2 Mbps, operating frequency
of 2.4 GHz, transmit

power of 5mW using DSSS modulation.

propagation with log-normal shadowing model was

Free space

assumed. In addition, the

basic
Each
the
250
transmission
used
node
m.
set
at
range
was
wireless
configuration

IEEE 802.11 [28],

CSMA/CA operating in the DCF mode. All

transmitters and receivers were configured such that they were included when
performing the computation. A node was considered to be within another node's
transmission range if it satisfied the distance and path loss calculation. The initial
setup of the simulation is shown in Figure 7-1.
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Figure 7-1 The Initial Setup of Simulation Environment with 40 Nodes

7.3.2 Mobility and Traffic Models
Mobility and traffic models similar to those previously reported [52][54] were
used. The random waypoint model [57] was used to model the random
movement of nodes. Each node started its journey from a random location to a
random destination point with a specific speed. Once the destination was reached,
stopped for a duration of time, then calculate another random destination point .
Initial angle of motion for every node is set at 0 degree. In this version of Opnet,
the random waypoint mobility model was included with the Wireless Module of the
Opnet Modeler. It was then configured into the model through the Mobility Profile
Definition. It was specified that all the nodes moved within the boundary of the
field configuration. The pause time was kept constant at 1 second [52][53] for all
the simulation experiments. This gives consistency in the nodes' movement for all
the scenarios. The start time was set to zero until the end of simulation. The only
variation within the RWP model was the speed. The speed was configured into a
uniform distribution between zero and Vmax,where Vmaxcan be set accordingly.
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Traffic sources with 512 bytes data packets [52] [53] [55][56] were CBR in
nature. The source-destinationpairs were spread randomly over the network and
the number of sources was varied to change the offered load into the network.
During the lifetime of a flow, a source node continuously generated data packets
at the rate determined by the inter-arrival rate. The sending rate was varied
according to Table 7.1, from between 24 pps to 292 pps. Nodes in all the three
protocols maintain an infinite send buffer which contain queued packets. Each
node buffered all data packets while waiting for a route. All packets (both data
and routing) sent by the routing layer were queued at the buffer until the MAC
layer was able to transmit them. Routing packetswere given higher priority than
data packets in the buffer.
Table 7.1 Traffic Sendina Rates
Traffic
Inter Arrival
Traffic
Rate
Rate(sec)
Rate (pkts/sec)
(kbps)
0.2048

4

20

0.1024

9

40

0.0683

14

60

0.0512

20

80

0.04096

24

100

0.02048

49

200

0.01365

74

300

0.01024

98

400

0.008192

122

500

0.006827

146

600

0.005851

170

700

0.00512

195

800

0.004551

219

900

0.004096

244

1000

0.003724

268

1100

0.003413

292

1200

Simulations were run for 200 simulated seconds [52][53][56]. Each data point
represented an average of 10 runs with identical traffic models, but different
randomly-generated mobility scenarios by using different seeds to the random
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number generator. Another interesting aspect of the protocol design was to
understand the protocol performancewith various congestionlevels.
7.3.3 Performance Metrics
The following metrics [57] were used in varying scenariosto evaluate the three
different protocols:
Average packet delivery ratio, Since the study is essentially based on
bandwidth measurement,a metric was proposedwhich expressedthe efficiency of
bandwidth, as an average packet delivery ratio. The average packet delivery ratio
(APDR) was defined as the ratio between the total packets generated by every
node to the total received packets at the upper layer within the nodes in the
system. It was expressedit in terms of a percentage.
TOTAL NUM NODES

Average Number of Packet Arrived at Nodes Upper Layer
APDR =' TOTAL NUM NODES
Average Number of Packet Generated in The Nodes Upper Layer

Average total end to end delay of data packets: This includes aII possibledelays
from the moment the packet is generated to the moment it is received by the
destination node. The statistics of averagedelay of all the packets received during
the simulation time were taken and then divided by the average total number of
packets arrived at every receiving node. This gavesthe average delay of a packet.
(Time Of Packet ArrivalDESTINATfON
Time
Of
Packet
SentsouRCE
)
-

ATETED

=V

DELIVERED PACKETS

TOTAL NUM NODE

Number of PacketsDelivered

Total Average Throughput., In this context the throughput is defined as the
total number of bits (in bits/sec) forwarded from the WLANlayers to higher layers
in all WLAN nodes of the network. To find the average throughput of a single
node, one has to divide by the number of nodes in the system.
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TOTAL N

TAT =

NODE

E

Total Number of Packets Delivered to This Node'
Time Taken To Deliver These Packets

1

NormalisedRouting Load. In order to measure the cost of the QOSRGA
protocol as compared to other protocols, a metric was included to evaluate the
overheadnecessaryfor successfuldata packet transmission. The overhead was
usually measuredas the number of control packets transmitted to establish and
maintainthe paths in the network. This is rather misleading,since the amount of
resourceswasted due to imprecise routing information is not consider. Hence in
this work a NormalisedRouting Load was used, which considered all the routing
packetthat were dropped in other nodes in the network. The NormalisedRouting
Loadwas defined as follows:
TOTALNUMBER OF NODES

(Average Number Of Routing Packets Received by Destination Node)
NRL =I

TOTALNUMBER OF NODES

(Average Number Of Data Packets Received by Destination Node)
1

The NormalisedRouting Load is an important metric to compare the performance
of different protocols, since it can give a measure of the efficiency of protocols,
especiallyin a low bandwidth and congestedwireless environment. Protocolsthat
transmit a large number of routing packets can also increase the probability of
packet collisionsand waiting time of data packetsin transmissionbuffer queues.
7.4 Impact of Source Traffic Rate Variation on Performance
The simulation experiments were carried out by keeping the maximum node
velocity constant at 2 m/s, with 40 nodes. This was to study the effect of varying
the source traffic rate from 20kbps to 1200 kbps. In the simulation environment,
10 nodes were set as the sourcesto
random destination nodes. The traffic rate of
the sources
was varied by configuring the source node with an exponentiallydistributed inter-arrival
rate.
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7.4.1

Average Packet Delivery Ratio (APDR)

The traffic that was consideredoriginated from the manet mgr process model
and also sinks at that level in the destination node. It took into account the data
transmission rate and the control packet transmission. The control packet
transmission must be considered, since these packets also load the network. In
order to compare the APDR,the average of total traffic sent and average of the
total traffic received were recorded for each traffic rate of 20 kbps to 1200 kbps.
For each traffic rate of the load, the simulation was repeated for 10 runs and the
average readings were recorded. Each run used a seed with different values, so
as to diversify the simulation output. Henceeach point in the graph is a result of
10 runs. The ratios of averagetotal packetsreceivedto average total packets sent
were taken for each traffic rate. A plot of APDR against source traffic rates is
shown in Figure 7-2. At low source traffic rate, all protocols showed similar
results. The plots dropped rapidly until about 40% where each produced a
different rate. BE-DSRgoes further until 20%, where it stays constant. QOSRGA
for
When
the routes, QOSRGA
little
better
BE-AODV.
than
searching
performed a
bandwidth
included
the
information
that
availability and
acquired
network
readily
the connectivity index. It had chosenthe route which had less probability of being
lost in the near future. It chose a route which was more reliable than the other
two BE protocols. When the source traffic was more than the 400 kbps,
congestion causedthe ratio to stabilise at approximately40%.
7.4.2 Average End to End delay of data packets
Figure 7-3 depicts the variation of the averageend-to-end delay as a function of
the traffic rate. It can be seen that the QOSRGAprotocol has a lower average
delay than BE-DSRand BE-AODVunder all source traffic rates. The primary
in
QOSRGA.
discoveries
is
is
that
the
reduced
number
of
route
reason
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Although QOSRGAhas a low number of route discoveries, its delay also
decreasesgradually with increasein the traffic rate. The reason is that an increase
in the traffic rate leads to higher network load traffic in the ad hoc networks. But
becauseQOSRGAwas set to chooseenough bandwidth first, then, due to the GA
process, the route selection always tries to locate the route with enough
bandwidth without dropping packets, as happens for BE-DSR and BE-AODV.
Beyond 800 kbps, the congestion was so high that the average delay for the
QOSRGAprotocol increased. From 20 kbps until 1200 kbps, the average packet
delay for QOSRGAwas less than 100 ms, which is within the stated QoS
requirementsas in Table 5.1.
7.4.3 Total Average Throughput
Figure 7-4 shows the total average throughput against the source traffic rate.
Below 100 kbps, the performance of QOSRGA is similar to BE-DSR. The rate of
increase in throughput for QOSRGA and BE-AODV is steeper between 100 kbps
until 600 kbps compared to BE-DSR. Beyond 600 kbps, the throughput increase
rate starts to reduce. One observation is that QOSRGAand BE-AODV delivered a
similar performance, while QOSRGA is approximately 5% better than BE-AODV
and almost 100% better than BE-DSR. When the source node generates packets
at higher bandwidths, the GA process works better by choosing a path which can
accommodate the given bandwidth. DSR on the other hand, dropped all packets
that cannot be accommodated, due to limited bandwidth.

7.5 Impact of Node Mobility on the Performance
The second set of simulation experiments varied the velocity for a 40 nodes
network and 10 CBRsources. The mobility was varied to see how it affected the
different metrics that were measured.The packet sending rate was fixed at two
rates: 98 pkts/sec (400 kbps) and 4 pkts/sec (20kbps). The simulations were run
with uniform velocity, where the maximum velocities were 0.5,1,1.5,2,5,10,
15,20, and 25 m/s. In all the simulations, the velocity was limited to 25 m/s,
since the analysis in Chapter 4 suggestedthat the upper bound on the velocity is
limited up to 25 m/s which is equivalent to 90 km/h, in order to maintain node
connectivity successfully.In most literature, pausetime is used instead of velocity.
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Each data point was obtained after 10 runs with different seed values for the
random number generator.
7.5.1 Average Packet Delivery Ratio
The graph of Average Packet Delivery Ratio against node maximum velocity is
shown in Figure 7-5. Two set of results were obtained, one for CBR sources at 4
packets/sec and the other for 98 packets/sec. For 4 packets/sec sources BE-AODV
performed better than BE-DSR and QOSRGA for the whole maximum velocity
range. By comparing QOSRGA and BE-DSR, QOSRGA produced a slightly better
APDR. When the mobility is less than 12 m/s, QOSRGA gives a similar reading.
When node mobility is more than 12 m/s QOSRGA performed better, in fact 5%
better than BE-DSR. For high bandwidth sources of 98 packets/sec, clearly
QOSRGA consistently performed better than BE-DSR and BE-AODV for all the
mobility ranges. Generally, it is 5% to 15% better than BE-AODV and 5% to 30%
better

than

BE-DSR. In

QOSRGA, multiple

routes were

found

with

the

corresponding QOS metrics information BAVA,Dom, DMAcand nci. The selection of
the routes was based on the probable length of time each node pair stay
connected, which is indicated by nci. The degradation of BE-DSR occurred as the
mobility rate increases. In high mobility scenarios, many route reconstruction
processes are invoked. When a source floods a new RREQ packet to recover a
broken route, many intermediate nodes send RREP packets back to the source,
because of the route caching mechanism of BE-DSR. However routes overlap the
existing routes, hence resulting in severe congestion, and it cannot deliver packets
along the route. Moreover the stale or outdated routes produce a reply to source
with invalid routes. Ultimately, many packets are dropped, resulting in poor BEDSR performance. In QOSRGA, an aging mechanism is used, hence the stale
routes will be replaced.
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7.5.2 Average End to End Delay of Data Packets
The average end-to-end delay includesall possibledelays from the moment the
packet is generated to the moment it is received by the destination nodes.
Generally, there are three factors affecting end-to-end delay of a packet: (1)
Route discoverytime, which causespacketsto wait in the queue before a route is
found; (2) Buffering waiting time, which causes packets to wait in the queue
before they can be transmitted; and (3) The length of the routing path. More hops
means a longer time to reach the destination node. Figure 7-6 depicts the
variation of the average end-to-end delay as a function of the velocity of nodes.
It can be seen that the general trend of all the curves is an increase in delay with
the increase of velocity of nodes. The reason is mainly that high mobility of nodes
results in an increased probability of link failure that causes an increase in the
number of routing rediscovery processes. This means data packets have to wait
longer in the queue until a new routing path is found. The delay of BE-DSR is
lower than QOSRGA and BE-AODV for 98 packets/sec source data. When the
source sends 4 packet/sec packets, BE-AODV and BE-DSR is better than QOSRGA.
When the velocity is more than 5 m/s, the delay for all protocols is maintained at
almost the same level. QOSRGAperformed the worst. This is clear, since QOSRGA
was designed to collect as much information about the network as much as
possible, so that the process of route selection using the GA is based on all
possible information. However, all the delays incurred by QOSRGA are still less
than 0.1 second. This is because availability of cached routes in QOSRGA
eliminates route rediscovery latency that contributes to the delay when an active
route fails. In addition, when a congestion state occurs in a routing path, the
source node can distribute incoming data packets to the other non-disjoint routing
paths to avoid congestion. This reduces the waiting time of data packets in the
queue.

7.5.3 Average Total Throughput
Figure 7.7 shows the total average throughput of the QOSRGAcomparedto the
other protocols. Throughput is the total number of bits delivered to the
destination hosts. For QOSRGA,the ability of transferring the data dropped from
2.5 Mbps to 1.5 Mbps as the mobility increases from 2 m/s to 25 m/s. The
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throughput is less than that of BE-AODV, but, when compared to BE-DSR,
QOSRGAoffered an improvement of 25% to 80%. Nodes with high velocity will
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7.6

Influence

of Node Density on Performance

The ability of different MANETprotocol schemes to handle node density was
analysed in this set of simulations. It inherently assessed the scalability of
QOSRGA,and compared its performanceto BE-DSRand BE-AODVwith different
node densities. In this case, the area, source traffic rate and maximum velocity
are kept constant at 1000 x 1000 m2,100 kbps and 2 m/s respectively. The
number of CBR source nodes was set to 10, generating CBR towards random
destinations. Each point was obtained after 10 runs with different seed numbers.
The node density is defined as the ratio of the total number of nodes in the
network to the area of the field configuration. The number of nodes were varied
from 10 to 50, with the same size field configuration.The simulation experiments
are based on the densities of 1x10'5,2x10"5,3x10"5,4x10"5and 5x10-6nodes per
square metre. The metrics measuredwere: (i) average packet delivery ratio, (ii)
average end to end packet delay, (iii) average normalised routing load, and (iv)
average throughput.
7.6.1 Average Packet Delivery Ratio
Figure 7.8 illustrates the Average Packet Delivery Ratio for QOSRGA, BE-AODV
and BE-DSR as a function of node density. Overall the patterns of the QOSRGA
graph and BE-DSR graph are normally quite similar. BE-DSR fall more rapidly
from its maximum value down to a density of 2. Ox10-6 and then stabilised at
,
4.0x10-6 and 5.0x10-6. After 5.0x10-6 onwards, QOSRGAproduced better results. It
is 10% better than the BE-DSR at high node density. The operation of QOSRGA
requires fast accumulation of multiple routes. As the node density increases, a
reasonable number of routes as an initial population can be obtained. A good
number of multiple routes ensure better selection process by the GA algorithm. A
route with very low nci could then be produced and selected.
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7.6.2 Average End to End Delay of Packets
Figure 7-9 illustratesthe Average End to End PacketDelay as a function of node
density. Generally QOSRGAperformed the worst among the other protocols. It
varied from approximately0.05 to 0.1. This can be attributed to the fact that for
QOSRGA,in every intermediate node, the processingtime is significant. The node
had to do the monitoring of packet arrival, set and reset all the node cache,
perform the bandwidth calculation, nci calculation and, most importantly, run the
route selection routine using the GA. Hence, the packet delay observed from
Figure 7-9 can be attributed to these node state manifestations. However, for
node densities of more than 3.0x10"6,the delay is less than 0.1 second, which is
the maximum delay allowed.
7.6.3 Average Normalised Routing Load
Figure 7-10 shows the Average Normalised Routing Load (ANRL) as a function
of node density. Since QOSRGA first performs the NDMRD protocol route
discovery algorithm,

the number of routing

packets generated contributed

significantly to the number of packets in transition within the wireless framework.
The second phase of QOSRGAis to perform the route selection algorithm among
the valid routes discovered by NDMRD protocol.

These two phases

require a

significant overhead routing load. For densities less than 3x10"6, the value for
ANRL is less than that for BE-DSR. Beyond that BE-DSR is better. A high density
configuration produces more nodal interactions for QOSRGA, resulting in very high
routing packets per data packet. For low densities (10 nodes and 20 nodes ) the
value of routing packet per data packet is approximately equal to BE-DSR.

7.6.4 Average Total Throughput
Figure 7.11 shows the average total throughput of the QOSRGAcompared to
other protocols. The average throughput increased as the node density is
increased.In this context, QOSRGAperformed on a par with the BE-DSRprotocol.
When a node density is high, then the probability of longer route lifetime can be
realised.
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7.7 Effect of Congestion level on the Performance
To study the impact of congestion level on QOSRGAperformance, the number
of active flows in the simulation was varied from 2,5 and until 30 in steps of five.
Each traffic flow carried traffic of 100kbps or 24 packets/sec.The mobility level
was set to a normal distribution with maximum velocity 2 m/s. The number of
nodes was fixed at 40. The metrics measured were: (i) average packet delivery
ratio, (ii) average end to end packet delay, (iii) average normalised routing load,
and (iv) averagethroughput.
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7.7.1 Average Packet Delivery Ratio
Figure 7.12 shows the graph of average packet delivery ratio as a function of
network traffic load. Generally all protocols, are sensitive to an increase in traffic
load. Node mobility is the same for all protocols and hence the packet drops are
caused by buffer overflow, collision and congestion. BE-DSR is most sensitive to
traffic congestion. QOSRGA performs better than BE-DSR, and at some points
shows an improvement of more than 40%. The reason is that there are more
collisions in the air and congestion in node buffers, when the number of sources
increases. In QOSRGA, more load means more RREQ packets being sent. More
route replies were generated within the Route Accumulation

Latency. The

population size of the routes will increase, giving a better chance of selection of
the fittest solution that is the longest connectivity

pair within the routes.

Furthermore, less route breakage will occur in the whole session compared to BEDSR.

7.7.2 Average End to End Delay of Packets
Figure 7.13 shows the effect of congestion level on Average End to End Packet
Delay for QOSRGA, compared to BE-AODV and BE-DSR. QOSRGA had a larger
delay compared to BE-DSR, due to the high routing overhead as the network got
more congested. QOSRGA and also BE-DSR had to perform route rediscovery if
the existing route is broken. This may add to the delay. At the highest congestion
of 30 flows, the delay for QOSRGA was equal to delay for BE-AODV. When the
number of sources was high, the overall delay for QOSRGA packet was increased.
BE-AODV used a scheme where the node upstream of the disconnected link
initiated an immediate route reconstruction. Since the route rediscovery is done
locally, less time is needed to search for and obtain a new route. Due to this local
recovery schemes delays., BE-AODVyielded shorter

delays.
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7.7.3 Average Total Throughput
Figure 7.14 shows the average total throughput of QOSRGAcompared to other
protocols. QOSRGAperformed better than BE-DSRby about 5%. As the number
of sources was increased, the throughput of QOSRGAdecreased. The reason is
that there are more collisionsin the air and congestion in node buffers, when the
number of sourcesincreases.
7.7.4 Average Normalised

Routing Load

Figure 7.15 depicts the Average Normalised Routing Load as a function of
congestion level. With an increase of the number of sources, the probability of
packet collision and packet congestion increases. This leads to the decrease of
normalised routing load. It is seen that QOSRGA has similar ANRL to both BEAODV and BE-DSRfor all possible numbers of sources. The ANRL in BE-AODV and
BE-DSR decreases more quickly than that in QOSRGA with an increase of the
number of sources. The reason is that QOSRGA has multiple non-disjoint routes.
When an active routing path encounters packet congestion due to high network
load traffic, the source node will terminate the current route and calculate the
next route. To avoid the loss of data packets, the source node can at once select
another valid non-disjoint routing path from its route table to send data packets
towards the destination.

7.8 Summary
In this chapter, a novel and practical QOSRGAprotocol was analysedfor mobile
ad hoc networks. The protocol can reduce routing control overhead dramatically
and achieves multiple non-disjoint routing paths. The simulation model of
QOSRGAIn the OPNETModeler was also implemented. Performance results for
unipath routing protocols BE-AODV,BE-DSRand QOSRGAwere compared for
different scenarios.Simulation results show that performanceof QOSRGAis better
than BE-DSR.When compared with BE-AODV,it is better than BE-AODVin many
scenarios.
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CHAPTER 8
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

8.1 Introduction
The goal of this thesis has been to use a Genetic Algorithm to develop an
efficient QoS route selection algorithm for mobile ad hoc networks. The focus was
to explore the functionality of GAs in searchingfor optimal solutions with several
constraints, such as bandwidth availability, end-to-end delay requirements, and
the nci metrics. The selection was done simultaneouslyusing the GA mechanism.
A GA based QoS routing protocol was successfullydesigned as a collection of
three cooperative protocols. These protocols are:

the Non-Disjoint Multiple

Routes Discoveryprotocol, the Node State Monitoring protocol, and the GA-based
QoS Route Selection protocol. This was achieved through the development of a
QoS routing framework that provided a means for testing the operation of the
protocol. The test was organised around various scenarios such as when the
number of nodes varied, the maximum velocity varied, the node density varied
and also when the source traffic rate varies.
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8.2 Research Contributions
The overall Implementation of the QoS routing algorithm for MANET is
presented in the thesis. QOSRGAIs a collection of cooperative protocols that have
to function in tandem to each other. These cooperative protocols include: the
Non-Disjoint Multiple Routes Discovery (NDMRD) protocol, the Node State
Monitoring protocol, and a GA-based QoS route selection protocol. The main
contributions of this thesis are categorisedas follows.
8.2.1 Non-Disjoint Multiple Routes Discovery Protocol
The NDMRDIs a QoS-Aware protocol since the contents of its Route Reply
packet consists of QoS Information. It initiates the propagation of Route Request
packets towards the destination. The salient feature is that in each node it allows
Route Request packet duplication, so that a good number of non-disjoint routes
are obtained. Non-disjoint routes are necessaryin this work, In order to increase
the chances of getting a better solution after the process of crossover and
mutation. Route Reply packets then extract QoS information from nodes that
make up the route, and are carried to the source node. The protocol caused the
accumulation of routes within the Route Accumulation Latency period. The
number of Route Request duplicates, and the value of Route Accumulation
Latency, are predetermined. These values are chosen in such a way to ensure
high throughput performance. Since the consideration of delay and possible
congestion,the limit Imposedon the two variables results in less QoS information
being collected at the source. Hence, the NDMRDprotocol produced imprecise
information, which is in reality a trade-off with a low throughput performance.The
ImpreciseInformation, here means that many more Route Reply packetswith the
QoS Information are dropped due to time limitation. Besidesthis, a converging
storm phenomena might occur at the destination node, which may reduce the
QoS Information packets further. The converging storm means that the
destination receives a great number of Route Request packets from the same
source, resulting in an buffer overflow.
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8.2.2 Node State Monitoring

Protocol

The Importance of Node State was examined by systematically defining its
function, elaborating its advantagesand suggesting an initial list of Node States.
The list of Node States can be expandedfurther. A Node State is a viable means
to produce a specificcharacterisationof the network. A suitable system model and
monitoring schemewas developedwhereby a Node State Monitoring protocol was
implemented for MANET. The scheme involved monitoring packet arrivals of
various types, extracting the Node State, distributing QoS parameters, and
regularly updating the Node State to avoid stale values. The most important
aspect of the Node State in this work is that it can infer node connectivity and
variation in topology.
8.2.3 Node Bandwidth Measurement Using NAV
When dealing with QoS routing, it is imperative that the protocol gets accurate
information on the consumed bandwidth and available bandwidth. A method has
been proposedof node bandwidth measurement.In measuringthe instantaneous
node bandwidth, the NAV duration was used at the MAClayer. By using NAV, not
only the instantaneous bandwidth of a node was measured, but also all the
neighbouring nodes that were within the contention range. An algorithm for
determining the bandwidth in two stages, was designed, one for calculating
channel busy time, and another performed the sampling of the busy time. The
method was validated by performing a simulation experiment to compare the true
bandwidth setting with the measurement reading. The reading fell reasonably
close to the true value. Hence, it is believed Hence,it is believedthat the measure
is appropriate and can be used in the QoS Routing protocol. Incidentally, the
measurementstook place at the MAC layer in a cycle of 20 ms, the bandwidth
value was output, and was read by the Node State Monitoring protocol at the
Network Layer. Hencethe QoS Routing protocol is a cross layer protocol.
8.2.4 Development of a nci as a new Mobility Metric
A novel mobility metric, nci, was developedwhich could indicate the length of
time a node is in connection with its single-hop neighbour. It depends on the
relative velocity of the node-pair and the power as a result of the packet arrival.
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The indication of time is not absolute time, rather a value for the purpose of
comparison amongst the node-pair. Initially, the contraction and expansion
mobility model was developedwhere npem and npcm were defined. The model
used two consecutive packet arrivals to resolve the power due to packet arrival
and time associated with the packet transmission and reception. It was shown
that the nci can be used to select the node which will result in longer connectivity
time, which will ultimately contribute to a longer route lifetime.
8.2.5 Designed a Method of QoS Route Selection
Population Size

Using a GA with Low

A method of QoS route selection was developed using a Genetic Algorithm.
Initially the representation of a chromosomeis chosen, and the format depends
largely on how the data structure is to be manipulated. For QOSRGA,variable
length chromosomes was used with the maximum length, depending on the
number of nodes in the system. A chromosome represents routes which are a
collectionof nodes from source to destination,whereas a gene representsa node.
Encodingprocessesconvert the route list as a result of NDMRDprotocol into a set
of chromosomeswhich represent the initial population. One salient feature of the
GA method is the used of a small population instead of a typically large
population. This technique is rationalised by referring to other literature. The
initial route list that results from the NDMRDprotocol is already a set of solutions.
The GA is used merely to determine the most reliable route. Another feature is
that at least one node must exist in a route that is shared by other routes. The
existence of common nodes increases the convergence rate towards the final
solution. This is because the crossover and mutation operations are effective if
there are common genes. These are the crossoverpoints and mutating points.
Fitnesscomputation is the most important aspect of the GA. It is here that the
overall quality parameter of the route is measured simultaneously. The fitness
function was designed successfully incorporating bandwidth, end-to-end delay,
node delay and nci into one single objective function using the weighted sum
approached.The determination of the weighting coefficient, however, dependson
various factors. The most important of these is the QoS parametersthat needs to
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be dominant. For QOSRGA,equal importance was placed on all the QoS metrics:
bandwidth, delay and nci.
Other important GA operators are the crossover and mutation operator. Since
the chromosomelength is variable, the position of crossing site is arbitrary, but
must be at a common node of the two parents. The algorithm also takes care of
the possibilityof generating infeasiblechromosomes.A restoration function is built
into the proposed QOSRGAprotocol to eliminate any lethal gene, without
dropping any of the chromosomes.The mutation operator generates another
chromosomefrom a chromosome.It functions to generate the genetic diversity of
the population.
QoS route selection presents a serious challenge.In the literature there are few
techniquesthat practitioners normally use. Some methods are better than others
for specific applications. In this case, it was necessaryto use the method which
only required the least number of generations to converge. Hence some offline
tests were performed in order to identify the most appropriate selection methods.
It was concludedthat tournament selection is the most appropriate. Mutation and
crossoverprobability were chosen systematically.Both were chosen by looking at
the final output. The value of the throughput at each setting was used to indicate
which scenarioperformed better.
The performance of QOSRGA was obtained by running the simulation
experiment for a medium size network and illustrating the characteristicsof the
protocol. The influence of congestion and mobility on QOSRGAperformancewere
compared which includes APDR, delay and throughput for two different source
traffic types.
8.3 Future Work
In this section, a set of topics that extends the proposed framework is
presented.A set of topics that can be extendedare presentedas follows.
8.3.1 Improving

the GA Technique

for QoS Route Selection

The current GA technique requires a large amount of memory for it to operate
successfully. This is due to less importance being placed on the memory
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optimisation and also on the programming techniques. Extension to the current
work might involve a radical way of formulating the GA process such as the
population size, the number of generations and, most importantly, the way QoS
parametersare organised into data structures. A good data structure formulation
is necessaryin order to increasethe efficiency in running the GA. The efficiency of
the GA relies on the information gathered during the course of Non-Disjoint
Multiple Routes Discovery.By restricting the amount of information collected and
processesto be completed, the potential of the GA as a premier methodologyfor
QoS routing could be increased considerably. In doing the Multiple Route
Discoveryfor GA route calculations, limitations on the number of maximum hops
to each destination could be imposed. Additionally a cluster mechanismcould be
applied for a very large number of nodes. Hence, a radically new QoS Routing
solution could be evolved by consideringthe clustering mechanism.
8.3.2 QOSRGA Coupled with Bandwidth

Reservation

The work in this thesis can be improved further by including a bandwidthreservation mechanism. Bandwidth estimation has already been done. The
bandwidth can actually be reservedfor the whole session,or for 95% of the route
lifetime after it has been selected using the GA technique. For the extra 5% of the
time before route breakage occurs, the protocol can be modified in such a way
that it starts to search new routes by recalculatingthe fitness function.
8.3.3 QOSRGAwith added Compression Algorithm
One of the biggest limitations of the QOSRGA protocol is that it uses source
routing to route the data packets. The data packet consists of a list of all nodes
that need to be traversed. Similarly,the RREP packet consistsof a list of nodesto
bandwidth
this
that
the
The
the
are
overhead is
of
results
reach
source node.
significant, when the source and destination are far from each other. The RREP
carries extra information which includes the QoS parameters towards the source
node after the monitoring process.The overhead could be reduced by designing a
schemewhereby the list of the information collected and attached to the packet is
compressed.Opportunities exist using compressionalgorithms, such as the Bloom
filter [58]

It was reported that Bloom filters reduce the per-packet control
.
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overhead of the DSRprotocol. It Increasesthe network capacity by a factor of up
to 15. Hence, by coupling the QOSRGAwith a Bloom filter, it is anticipated that
the protocol could be applied potentially to a very large mobile ad-hoc network
[59].
8.3.4 Modify QOSRGA Into QOSRGA(BW-biased),
and QOSRGA(BW-DL)

QOSRGA(DL-biased)

The current version of QOSRGAprovides a balanced way of testing the
operation of the QoS Route selection algorithm by setting the weightings in Eqn.
6.7 such that it can work with either bandwidth biasing, delay biasing or a
combination of bandwidth-delay biasing. The operation of the selection algorithm
can then be modified adaptively such that it is possible to choose the QOS
requirement according to the current applicationseither voice, video or pure text
and Imagedata.
8.3.5 Developing a fully-fledge working algorithm
QOSRGAwas designed and implemented in a simulation mode. Although it is
compiled and runs on the Opnet Modeler framework, it only works within the
Opnet Modeler simulation platform. In reality, to really make it useful, the
simulation code needs to be transformed into working software which can be
applied to real terminals and interfaces.The fully-fledged working algorithm could
be developedusing C++ and installed into 802.11 enabledterminals.
,
8.3.6 TCP performance in Ad Hoc Networks using the QOSRGA protocol
Performanceof TCP In wireless MANETSwas studied in [60] . It performed very
poorly due to high packet losses, which resulted in a high number of TCP
retransmissiontime-outs. First, a node drops a packet if it cannot forward the
packet to the next hop of the route on which the packet is to be relayed, as the
next hop node has moved out of the transmission range. The second reason for
the packet loss is the congestion in the shared medium. In the second case, a
node cannot reach the next hop, because there are too many nodes trying to
accessthe channel at the same time, consideringthe medium access protocol of
IEEE802.11 Is used. Node mobility has the effect of severely degrading the
performanceof TCP, even at very light loads.
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It Is believed that the QOSRGAprotocol could stem the degradation of TCP
performancedue to mobility. In the design of QOSRGA,it has been shown that
the node connectivity index can be used to identify a route which has a longer
lifetime compared to other discovered routes. The protocol can be modified such
that the time of departure (TOD) can be estimatedfor nodes within the route. The
TOD Is the time when the node is nearly out of range from the other node. Then
the route can be produce proactivelyfrom a list of routes that were ranked earlier.
In this, the GA will operate on a population of routes, that not only produce a
single best route but a number of the most reliable routes. To enhance the speed
of route calculation, another interesting technique which can be investigated
further is performing the GA calculationin the background.
In order to cope with failures that are due to congestion, a mechanismcould be
proposedby which the MAClayer, basedon its estimate of whether a neighbour is
still within the transmission range, persists in its attempt to reach that neighbour
for a longer period of time. In this case the fitness function of the QOSRGA,can
be adjusted such that it gives more importance to the connectivity rather than
bandwidth and delay. That is to improve on the biasing techniques in the fitness
function. By doing so, the GA always tries to locate the route which would stay
connectedfor a longer period of time.
8.4 Conclusions
In this thesis, a set of cooperative protocols have been designed, developed,
and performance tested that provide support for QoS routing in Mobile Ad Hoc
Networks. It Includes the Non-Disjoint Multiple Routes Discovery (NDMRD)
protocol, the Node State Monitoring protocol and the online implementation of
QoS route selection using a Genetic Algorithm. It has been shown how the
QOSRGAperforms in various simulation experiments. Comparative performance
evaluations were also done and have shown that QOSRGAcould potentially be
offered as an alternative protocol for QoS routing.
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The following lists the author's publications in chronological order.
1. J. Abdullah and D.J. Parish, "QoS Routing For Mobile Ad Hoc Networks" Proceedings,
The

5th

Annual

Postgraduate Symposium

Convergence of
Telecommunications, Networking and Broadcasting, Liverpool John Moores
on

The

University, UK, 28-29 June2004, PGNET2004
2. J. Abdullah and D. J.Parish, "Impact of QoS Routing Metrics for MANETs in the
Pervasive Computing Environment. " Proceedings, IEEEE 2007 Fourth International
Conference on Wireless and Optical Communications Networks, (IEEE WOCN2007),
Singapore, July 2-4,2007.

3. J.Abdullah and D.J.Parish,"Node Connectivity Index as Mobility Metric

for GA

basedQoS Routing in MANET', Acceptedby ACM/IEEE International Conferenceon
Mobile Technology,Application and Systems,10-12September,Singapore.
4. J.Abdullah and D.J.Parish,"Effect of Mobility on the Performance of GA-basedQoS
Routing in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks ", for the ICIAS 2007, IEEE International
Conferenceon Intelligence & AdvancedSystems,25-28 Nov 2007, Kuala Lumpur.
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